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1 INTRODUCTION 

Valorization of knowledge is becoming of more and more importance for universities. 
Spin offs offer a potential important option to turn the knowledge of a university into 
weal th (Etzkowitz, 1998; Bray and Lee , 2000; Birley,; Siegel et al., 2003; Shane, 
2002a,b). Exploitations of these innovations offer many challenges, even more if the 
invention is intended for a foreign market. 

The current "Hybrid TukTuk project" is an example of such an opportunity. The project 
at the University of Eindhoven (TU/e) will result in an innovation which improves the 
current Indian auto-rickshaw. The product which is currently developed at the TU/e is 
intended for the Indian market. This situation offers specific challenges. 

If we consider the desired situation of the TukTuk Team we can identify some 
important issues. After the product development is done by the Technical University 
of Eindhoven the product has to be sold in India. In order to do so a new venture has 
to be founded which is able to bring the product to the Indian market. 

The product is developed by the TU/e and therefore we do not consider the product 
development process in this review. We consider a situation in which a product 
intended for the Indian market is available and focus on two challenges coming 
from this situation. 

The first challenge coming from the situation is the starting of a venture. A university is 
a noncommercial institute which has little interest in commercializing a final product. 
A new venture with a high tech product is a new venture with a high liability, thus we 
will try to identify specific factors which contribute to success in chapter 2. 

The second challenge is regarding the product intended for the Indian market, and 
to be more general a non-local market. The university is located in the Netherlands 
and a spinoff is likely to have operations in the Netherlands. So in order to serve an 
Indian (or other non-Dutch) market, collaboration with one or more Indian partners 
needs to be established. 

In this essay it is tried to offer background information as well as concrete conclusions 
for the two challenges. The focus of this paper is to determine which risk factors are 
of major importance in this project and need to be tackled to optimize the chance 
of success. Rather than focusing in depth into one aspect this study focuses on a 
general exploration of all aspects. This exploration is done by reviewing literature 
regarding the various topics. In chapter 2 the aspects regarding a new venture are 
discussed. Chapter 3 will look will focus on the challenges coming from the non-loca l 
target market. Finally in chapter 4 we will conclude the implication for the Hybrid 
TukTuk project. 
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2 THE NEW VENTURE 

As mentioned before , the University spinoff is a potential powerful option to va lorize 
universities knowledge into commercial value (Etzkowitz, 1998; Bray and Lee, 2000; 
Birley,; Siegel et al. , 2003; Shane, 2002a,b). Although it seems a great opportunity it 
also has some downsides. In general the inexperience of the entrepreneur(s) and the 
novelty of the company are reasons for liability (Stinchcombe, 1965; Singh et al. , 
1986). 

In order to get a better understand ing of the success fac tors influencing a new 
University spin off we wi ll first examine success fac tors of new ventures in general. The 
findings of this general explora tion will be used to explore the specific success fac tors 
wi th regard to a University spinoff. 

2.1 T HE NEW VENTU RE I N GENERAL 

Starting a new venture is a multi disciplinary activity which involves a high risk to fa il. 
The failure rate of new ventures is estimated by Timmons (1990) to be 403 in the first 
year and 903 in the first l 0 years. Although there is a dispute among scholars how 
high the failure rate actually is , it is generally accepted that starting a new venture is 
a high risk activity (Shepherd , Douglas, & Shanley, 2000) . 

Much research has been done over the years with regard to identifying success and 
failure factors in high tech new ventures (MacMillan, Zemann, & Subbanarasimha, 
1987; Stuart & Abetti, 1987; Kakati, 2003) . Many of these studies have been done 
from a venture capatalist point of view (Kakati, 2003; Shepherd , 1999; Hellman & Puri, 
2002). Benefits of this approach are that venture capitalists have experience with 
both success and failure and are in a sense independent. 

Kakati (2003) investigated specific succes criteria by means of asking venture 
capitalists . He Found five important conclusions. First , he found the entrepreneur has 
an important role in the succes of a company. Second, succesfull new venture follow 
multiple paterns of strategic behaviour. Third , he finds the choice of strategy should 
be influenced by the available resources and industry structure. Fourth , he finds that 
new startups need a balance between technological expertise and business 
expertise . Finally he suggest that the trafitional new venture model might need 
revision. 

Another point of view is off course a study to succes factors by means of asking 
entrepreneurs. This is done in 1987 by Stuart and Abetti. With their research they have 
tried to identify relative succesfactors. They have five important find ings. First, the 
entrepreneur or entrepreneurial team is an important factor to the new ventures 
suc ces. Second, they find compatibility between product, experience, strategy and 
market approach is an importand factor. Th ird , they find that in the initial phase of a 
company the organizational environment is of mayor importance. Fourth, they find 
that market factors are also an important role for a starting company, for example, it 
is found that one c an achieve initial succes more easily in a more stable, less 
dynamic market. Finally, they find that a high R&D intensity to have a negative 
impact on initial succes, this suggests that a high tech starting company should, after 
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designing and demonstrating the first product, focus more on the business aspects 
rather than research 

When one compares both results it can be observed that they have a large overlap. 
Both studies show that: 

• the entrepreneurial team is an important factor; 
• internal and external strategy; 
• technical expertise/activities and business expertise/activities. 

Conclusive it can be said these three factors are of mayor importance to the intial 
succes of the company. 

If we consider the three results two are in a sense closely linked. First, there is the 
balance in internal and external strategy and second, there is the balance between 
technical expertise/activities and business expertise/activities. These two aspects are 
closely related to eachother for the obvious reason that the the latter brings more 
attention to the first . It is concluded that the two conclusions can be integrated into 
one factor, namely: the strategy regarding market, organization, and R&D activities 
(see also figure 1). 

Entrepreneurial 
Team 

Mar et, 
organization 

and R&D 
strategy 

FIGURE 1 : THE TWO MAIN CONTROLLABLE FACTORS 
INFLUENCING NEW VENTURE SUCCESS. 

2.2 ENTREPRENEURS 

Before we look at the 
concequence for our 
company a closer look at 
the two most important 
factors is given in the next 
two sections . First we will 
consider the entrepreneur 
or the entrepreneurial team 
and second we will 
consider the strategy 
aspect. Finally we will also 
consider the fact that this is 
a university spinn off. 

Radosevich (1995) outlines two options to establish a spin-off with publicly funded 
sources like a university. First, there is the inventor entrepreneur approach and 
second, there is the surrogate entrepreneur approach. 

In the inventor entrepreneur approach the inventor will spin off a company from the 
technology source. In the surrogate entrepreneur approach the source of 
technology, decides to provide the rights for a technology to an external 
independent entrepreneur who will initiate a local company (Radosevich, 1995). 

Inventor entrepreneur is likely to be a strong commitment to the technology, offering 
several benefits like the good contacts with the technology source and an in-depth 
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view in the technology and its potential. On the downside the inventor entrepreneur 
lacks experience and business knowledge (Radosevich 1995). 

The surrogate entrepreneur can overcome the lack of business knowledge and 
experience (Franklin et Al.; 2001) but lacks the in-depth knowledge and commitment 
of the inventor entrepreneur. In addition to this the surrogate entrepreneur does not 
have the close ties to the technology source which the inventor has (Radosevich, 
1995). 

It can be observed that both approaches have its advantages and disadvantages. 
Jo and Lee (1996) have some interesting findings regarding the relationship between 
experience of the entrepreneur and a new Venture. Their study, surprisingly, shows 
that managerial experience affects the new venture negatively in most cases. In 
addition to this they found that entrepreneurial experience has no significant impact 
in performance, surprisingly they find the non-experienced entrepreneur is best in 
performance. This is an opposite conclusion as the findings of Daniel and Hoffer 
(1993). 

According to Jo and Lee ( 1996) one can find two reasons for these findings. First the 
managerial experienced entrepreneur has a tendency towards loose and careless 
capital management. The second reason can be found in the bureaucratic manner 
of the experience. The experienced managerial entrepreneur cannot maintain 
flexible and dynamic management patterns which is essential to the success of a 
technology intensive new venture. 

Another interesting finding in the study of Jo and Lee ( 1996) is the relationship 
between functional area experience of the entrepreneur and a new venture. They 
find that experience in the branch of the new venture has a positive effect and plays 
an important role on the new ventures performance. These findings are supported by 
a study conducted in 1992 by Jerome Doutriaux. 

The above findings are perhaps contradicting with the general opinion and intuition 
of people, the research of Franklin et Al. (2001) focuses on the perception and 
experience of universities, they argue that there are different benefits to a surrogate 
entrepreneur and an inventor entrepreneur. Jo and Lee ( 1996) show that this 
assumption is not as straight forward as it might seem. 

Before we draw any conclusion from these findings it is important to note that the 
research by Jo and Lee (1996) does not actually look into the inventor entrepreneur. 
It can be argued that an inventor entrepreneur has some managerial experience 
and is thus comparable with an entrepreneur with managerial experience. It could 
also well be that an inventor entrepreneur has an even more bureaucratic way of 
working due to the often bureaucratic operations of universities (Ase Gornitzka and 
Svein Kyvik; 1998). 

Conclusive it can be seen that the background and experience in a branch have a 
positive impact on a new venture . Someone who has a background in the product 
related branch and experience in this branch is more likely to succeed then 
someone with a different background and no experience in the branch. Furthermore 
it can be observed that other experience, like managerial or high growth, does not 
have a positive effect on a new venture. In addition to this Franklin et al. (2001) find 
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that universities agree that an existing network, previous commercial experience and 
a greater likelihood to be motivated by capital gain are advantages of surrogate 
entrepreneurs. 

2.3 STRATEGIC FOCUS OF A HIGH TECH NEW VENTURE 

In the previous paragraph we looked at the specific success factor of the 
entrepreneurial team and found various surprising conclusions. In this section we will 
examine the strategic focus of a high tech new Venture . 

In section 1 .1 some strategic focuses can already be distilled from the findings . First, a 
successful new venture follows multiple strategic patterns. Second, the new venture 
should devise its strategy based on its resources and the industry structure. Third, the 
new venture needs a balance between technical expertise and business expertise 
(Kakati, 2003) . Fourth, there needs to be compatibility between product, experience, 
strategy and market approach . Finally, the R&D intensity cannot be too high (Stuart 
& Abetti, 1987) . These findings are supported by Chrisman et Al. ( 1998) who find that 
New Venture performance is determined by the entrepreneur, the industry structure, 
the business strategy, resources and organization structure, systems and processes . 

Before the specific implications of these findings for a University spin-off will be 
reviewed , the implications for a new venture in general will be examined. In the next 
sub sections we will discuss the implications of each of the five previous findings . 

MULTIPLE STRATEGIC PATTERNS 

A successful new venture appears to focus its strategy on a combination of the 
quality (focus on producing error free products) , cost (focus on cost reduction), 
innovation (emphasis on product innovations) or customization strategy (focus on 
meeting unique customer requirements (Kakati, 2003) . Kakati (2003) also concludes 
that the customization strategy seems to work best for high tech new ventures. 

These findings are interesting since it teaches us a strategic focus on more than one 
strategy is preferred over a single strategic focus. In addition to this we can also 
observe the customization strategy has the best chance to lead to success. As a 
result we can conclude a combination of a customization in coherence with one of 
the three other strategies offers the highest potential. 

RESOURCE & INDUSTRY STRUCURE BASED STRATEGY 

The second aspects which are important to take into account are the available 
resources and the industry structure (Kakati, 2003). This implies the strategy of the fi rm 
should be based on the industry structure and the resources the new venture has at 
hand. 

As a consequence of this aspect one should consider the industry it is operating in 
and the available resources within or available to the new venture . In regard to this 
aspect it is important to notice this conclusion can only be drawn for the four 
strategies which are investigated by Kakati (2003) . As a consequence we can derive 
the industry structure and the available resources should lead to a choice of one or 
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more of the earlier mentioned strategies. The performance of a new venture is 
enhanced when there is a fit between firm's resources and strategy (Chandler & 
Hanks, 1994). 

BALANCING EXPERTISES 

The third aspect that is relevant to the new venture success is the balance in 
expertise within the firm . Kakati (2003) concludes that there needs to be a balance in 
technical and business expertise in order to transform the technology driven firm to a 
market driven firm. In order to be successful the business needs to evolve from a 
primarily inwards oriented business which is focused upon innovations towards an 
outwards oriented business which is focused on its customers and the market it 
operates in. 

In a high tech startup the company is often founded on the basis of technical 
expertise and an innovatio~ rather than a clearly defined market opportunity (Berry, 
1996) . Berry (1996) also fi nds· that a small high tech firm is unlikely to be successful if it 
is unable to understand the market it operates in. 

COMPATIBILITY 

The compatibility factor as formulated by Stuart & Abetti (1987) tells us there is a 
need for congruence of the new venture's image, culture. product experience and 
general market approach. The success of a startup is influenced by this aspect. 

It can be argued that this aspect is comparable to, or overlapped by, the balance 
of expertise . In a sense this is true; a balance in expertise will most likely lead to a 
more compatible organization . (Berry. 1996) However it is not totally the same. This 
aspect learns us that there is a need for an overall strategy which focuses on both 
internal and external conditions and activities. This means the internal strategy needs 
to be harmonized with the external strategy. In addition to this, the internal and 
external strategy needs to be harmonized with the industry and market it operates in . 

A high tech firm driven by a combination of the industry, market and technology 
offers the best chance to corporate performance while a market driven organization 
offers the best chance for survival in a later stage when the firm is older and matured 
(Berry, 1996) . 

R&D INTENSITY 

After the development of a prototype is finalized and some intellectual protection is 
realized an over-emphasis on R&D does not benefit the chance of success of the 
new venture . After the successful development of the prototype which demonstrates 
the functional advantages. the new venture should start focusing attention on the 
more commercial aspects and attention should shift from R&D focus towards a more 
business oriented focus . (Stuart & Abetti. 1987; Kakati. 2003; Malte Brettel. 2009) 

As a result of this last point it seems rational that the finalization of the prototype is the 
new ventures cue to start balancing its expertise and focusing on the compatibility 
aspect. 
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3 THE INDIAN MARKET 

The second challenge we will encounter in this project is how to approach the Indian 
market, or more general, how to approach a foreign overseas market. In order to 
maximize the chance to success we need to address several aspects in relation to 
the Indian market. 

Section 2.1 learns us that strategy is an important factor influencing the success of a 
new venture. In our specific situation our success will be largely determined by our 
ability to obtain a threshold in the Indian market. In order to get a better 
understanding of this issue, the strategic question of how to approach the Indian 
market is explored in the next section. 

Another important factor will be the collaborations of the new venture. In order to 
reach the Indian market it is obvious the new venture shall need one or more 
collaborations with Indian parties. As a Netherlands based new venture operating in 
India it will be specifically challenging to do this with success. To gain a better 
understanding of collaborations an exploration of this aspect will be made focusing 
on the identification of specific factors influencing collaboration success. 

3.1 HOW TO REACH THE INDIAN MARKET? 

In this section we will specifically look at our options to reach the Indian market 1• 

Central question is how we can penetrate our target Indian market with the biggest 
chance of success. In order to determine this, an examination of the various entry 
modes and the factors influencing the various options will be given . 

The four most common modes of foreign market entry are exporting 2 , licensing, joint 
venture and sole venture (Agarwal & Ramaswami, 1992) . Other modes (see also 
table 1) that can be identified are, for example, franchising, agency and 
contracting (Brouthers, Brouthers, & Werner, 1996). One can also identify three 
distinctive categories in the various entry modes, namely independent, cooperated 
and integrated. The earlier mentioned specific entry modes can all be categorized 
in the three categories making the three categories a suitable framework to work 
with (Brouthers, Brouthers, & Werner, 1996). 

ENTRY MODE OPTIONS 

In the independent mode the company relies on a separate local company which is 
responsible for the entire value chain (Vernon & Wells, 197 6). Examples of this form 
are licensing, franchising, agency/distribution, and contracting (Brouthers, Brouthers, 
& Werner, 1996). In this entry mode the initiating venture does not take any equity 
stake in the international venture . Benefits are the low required initial investment and 

1 In this section we will define the market as the context the firm will operate in. As a result 
market characteristics can also refer to industry aspects like cheap labor. 
2 Some authors exclude export as an entry mode, the reason for this is that many product and 
services (e .g. hotel rooms, airline seats and amusement parks) are not exportable. Due to the 
fact that the product developed at the TU/e in this specific situation can be exported we will 
consider exporting as an option . 
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the low cost during the activities. Drawbacks include a lack of control on activities, a 
low control on the effort made by the international venture and the low benefits. 

In the cooperative mode option the initiating venture and one or more independent 
firms join forces to provide manufacturing, sales and/or services in the target market. 
The partners can be either local or non-local; in the latter situation the partner 
possesses some unique attribute other then the target market (Hamilton, 1990). 

I Category I Type I Description 

Integrated HIERARCHICAL Through acquisition or merger, one firm takes full 
modes RELATIONS control of another's assets and coordinates actions 

by the ownership riqhts mechanism 
JOINT VENTURES Two or more firms create a jointly owned legal 

organization that serves a limited purpose for its 
parents, such as R&D or marketing 

EQUITY INVESTMENTS A majority or minority equity holding by one firm 
through a direct stock purchase of shares in 
another firm 

COOPERATIVES A coalition of small enterprises that combine, 
coordinate, and manaqe their collective resources 

Cooperated R&D CONSORTIA Inter-firm agreements for research and 
modes development collaboration, typically formed in fast-

chanqinq technoloqical fields 
STRATEGIC Contractual business networks based on joint multi-
COOPERATIVE party strategic control, with the partners 
AGREEMENTS collaborating over key strategic decisions and 

sharinq responsibilities for performance outcomes 
CARTELS Large corporations collude to constrain competition 

by cooperatively controlling production and/or 
prices within a specific industry 

FRANCHISING A franchiser grants a franchisee the use of a brand-
name identity within a geographic area, but retains 
control over pricing, marketing, and standardized 
service norms 

LICENSING One company grants another the right to use 
patented technologies or production processes in 
return for royalties and fees 

Independent SUBCONTRACTOR Inter-linked firms where a subcontractor negotiates 
modes NETWORKS its suppliers' long-term prices, production runs, and 

delivery schedules 
INDUSTRY STANDARDS Committees that seek the member organizations' 
GROUPS agreements on the adoption of technical standards 

for manufacturing and trade 
ACTION SETS Short-lived organizational coalitions whose 

members coordinate their lobbying efforts to 
influence public policy making 

MARKET RELATIONS Arm's-length transactions between organizations 
coordinated only throuqh the price mechanism 

TABLE 1 : VARIETIES OF INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONS; DERIVED FROM: (TODEVA & KNOKE, 
2005 ; BROUTHERS, BROUTHERS, & WERNER, 1996). 

Examples of cooperative modes are joint ventures and strategic alliances (Brouthers, 
Brouthers, & Werner, 1996). Benefits include a larger control regarding activities and 
effort (specific influence is determined by percentage of equity stake). Downsides 
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are the still limited control over the cooperation, the higher investment need and 
maintenance cost, and the higher risk involved due to the more intensive 
collaboration and the higher investment. (Brouthers, Brouthers, & Werner, 1996) 

In the integrated mode the venture establishes its own manufacturing, sales and/or 
service organization in the target market. There are two options to realize this, first 
there is the option to start a green field start-up and second, through the acquisition 
of an existing entity. Advantages include the high possible benefits and the large 
control over the foreign activities. Disadvantages include the high cost and initial 
high investments required, the long period of time involved in setting up the new 
organization and the absence of readily available local market and industry 
knowledge (Brouthers, Brouthers, & Werner, 1996) . 

FACTORS INFLU ENC ING ENTRY MODE CHOICE 

Many factors can be identified which influence the specific choice of market entry 
mode. Dunning ( 1977, 1980, 1988) has created an integrated comprehensive 
framework which is widely used in the literature (Verbeke, 2008). The framework 
stipulates that the choice of an entry mode is influenced by three types of factors: 
ownership advantages of a firm , location advantages of a firm and internalization 
advantages of a firm . 

The ownership advantages are specific advantages a company inhabits that allow it 
to compete with its competitors (Dunning, 1993) . This can come from size, 
experience, or its ability to create differentiated products (Agarwal & Ramaswami, 
1992) 

The locational advantages are specific risk and opportunity factors related to the 
market under consideration. The factors are available to all firms in that particular 
market (Dunning, 1988) . However, some firms are better at utilizing these 
opportunities and thus have an competitive advantage either in the new local 
market or in all markets (as a result of lower production cost for example). Examples 
of locational advantages are tariff barriers, physical distance, transport cost and the 
earlier mentioned production costs (Dunning , 1988) . 

The Internationalization advantages are opportunities and threats coming from the 
macro economic situation in the target country. One can think of price 
discrimination, the ability to effectively manage an organization in the host country, 
intellectual property protection situation etc. (Dunning, 1988) . 

IMPLICATIONS 

Both the three entry modes and the three influencing factors (see also figure 2) can 
be helpful in the creation of a future strategy for the new venture. Although it does 
not yet learn us what strategy offers the best chance of success it can be helpful in 
determining a feasible strategy. Some conclusions can also be found in the literature 
with implications for a high tech new venture . 

First, small companies with little international experience prefer a cooperative entry 
mode in the form of a joint venture (Agarwal & Ramaswami, 1992) . It can be 
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reasoned this mode is preferred due to the lower initial investment requirements and 
the low reduced operational cost; other factors are the need to acquire local 
expertise and market knowledge in order to serve the foreign market. 

Second, ventures with a higher ability to develop differentiated products are 
concerned about the possible loss of their knowledge advantage in countries which 
offer poor intellectual product protection. They show a strong dislike toward export 
(independent mode) but are willing to choose cooperative or integral modes in such 
markets. (Agarwal & Ramaswami, 1992; Brouthers, Brouthers, & Werner, 1996). 

•Transport cost 
•Production cost 
•Physic distance 
•Tariff barriers 
• Investment Incentives 
•Etc. 

•Market access 
•Patent Trademarks 
•Economies of joint supplies 
•International arbitraging 
•Etc. 

•Effective management 
control 

•Assurance of quality c ontrol 
•Price discrimination 
•Buyer uncertainty 
•Property right infringement 
•Etc. 

FIGURE 2: ENTRY MODE OPTIONS AND THE THREE MAIN FACTORS INFLUENCING THE CHOICE OF 
ENTRY MODE (AGARWAL & RAMASWAMJ, 1992 ; BROUTHERS, BROUTHERS, & WERNER, 1996) . 

3.2 SUCCES FACTORS IN COLLABORATIONS 

In order to get the best chance of success in the future new venture identification of 
critical success factors in collaboration can be helpful. When the critical success 
factors are identified it allows the new venture to formulate strategy and process so 
that the chance of success is optimized . 

In the last section we created a framework which can be used to evaluate the entry 
modes and factors influencing the decision of which entry mode. Each mode has 
specific advantages and market context which need to be evaluated in a 
structured manner before an entry mode is chosen (Li & Qian, 2008; Voris, 
Kuivalainen, & Saarentketo, 2005) . 
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After the entry mode is determined it is possible to move forward and start with the 
formation process of the collaboration. It is possible to identify 5 stages in the 
partnership evolution (see also figure 3). Namely: Strategic analysis and decision to 
cooperate 3 , search for a partner and partner selection, designing the partnership, 
implementation and management of the partnership and the termination of the 
partnership (Hoffmann & Schlosser, 2001 ). 

For each phase Hoffmann & Schlosser ( 2001) identified eight specific critical success 
factors (see also figure 3, italic numbers in brackets). In the next table an overview of 
the critical success factors is given (table 2). These findings are directly or indirectly 
supported by several other authors (Brandes, Lilliecreutz, & Brege, 1997; Douma, 
Bilderbeek, ldenburg, & Looise, 2000; Dacin, Hitt, & Levitas, 1997; Kozaa & Lewinb, 
2000). 

No. Variable Not Noticed by Not Noticed by Not Phase Type 
Successful Successful 
Companies Companies 

1 Precise definition of 10.93 46.73 Designing Content 
riahts and duties 

2 Contributing specific 5.53 33.33 Analysis Content 
strenaths 

3 Establishing required 18.23 53.33 Implementation Content 
resources 

4 Awareness of time 34.53 73.33 Analysis Process 
requirements 

5 Equal contributions from 27.33 53.33 Designing Content 
all partners 

6 Deriving alliance 9.13 26.73 Analysis Process 
objectives from business 
strateav 

7 Buildina trust 29.13 53.33 Desianina Process 
8 Speedy implementation 23.63 46.73 Implementation Process 

and fast results 
TABLE 2: CRITICAL SUCCES FACTORS (HOFFMANN & SCHLOSSER, 2001) 

IMPLICATIONS 

It can be observed that a structured approach to partner selection and partnership 
creation seems to offer the best chance of success. The five phases (see figure 3) 
can be a useful framework to use in the process of collaboration formation and 
continuation. In addition to this the eight critical success factors should receive 
specific attention in the process to create a situation which is most feasible for the 
future new venture. 

The framework presented in section 3.1 (figure 2) can be used to examine the 
specific situation and determine the specific entry mode. This can be considered as 
an important activity in phase one in the five phases (figure 3) . 

3 This phase can be considered as the evaluation of entry modes; although we considered it 
in the last section we will also look at it in this section to identify specific success factors for this 
phase. 
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•Strategic rational of the 
alliance 

•Collaborating in 
situation with high need 
for strategic flexibility 
and limited need for 
control 

•Contributing specific 
strengths and looking 
for complementary 
resources 

•Systematic strategic 
analysis 

•{6) Deriving alliance 
objectives from business 
strategy 

•{4) Awareness of time 
requirements for 
alliance development 

Search for a partner 
and partner selection 

•looking for strategic and 
cultural fit 

•Building on established 
trust based 
relationships 

•Partner is excelllent in 
field of cooperation 

•(2) complementary 
contributions 

•Building a common 
understanding 

•Agreement of 
fundamental values and 
convictions 

•Organisation of 
principles 

•{1) Precise definition of 
rights and duties 

•{5) Equal cantributions 
from all partners 

•Emphasising on 
potential for joint value 
creation 

•Keeping and protecting 
core competencies 

•Leadership of 
negotiations 

•Agreement on clear and 
realistic objectives 

•(7) Building trust and 
unilateral commitments 
and avoiding 
oppertunistic behaviour 

•Implementing plan with 
fixed milestones 

Implementation and 
management of the 

partnership 

•Following Through 

•Establishing and 
information and 
coordination system 

•{3) Establishing required 
resources 

•Avoiding unwanted 
transfer of knowledge 

•Capacity to learn from 
partners 

•Top management 
support 

•Putting it in action 

•{8) Speedy 
implementation of 
measures and fast 
results 

•Continual review of 
alliance performance 

•Ex-ante rules 

•Preparing for 
termination allready in 
the design phase 

•Keeping trust-based 
relationship 

•Termination only upon 
approval by all partners 

FIGURE 3 : THE 5 PHASES AND THEIR SUCCES FACTORS IN THE ALLIANCE EVOLUTION (HOFFMANN & SCHLOSSER, 2001) . 
CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS IN ITA LIC (NUMBER IN BRACKETS REPRESENTS IMPORTANTS) 
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4 IMPLICATIONS FOR THE HYBRID TUKTUK PROJECT 

In this chapter we are going to consider the specific situation of the Hybrid TukTuk 
Project. In this project a strategy needs to be created offering the best chance to 
create a sustainable company with the product created for the Hybrid TukTuk Battle. 
In this essay an inside look into the starting of a new venture, how to reach the Indian 
market and finally collaboration is given. The latter aspect is investigated due to the 
reasoning collaboration with Indian parties in one form or the other will eventually be 
needed to reach the Indian market. 

As a result of the analysis several implications for startups in general, penetrating a 
foreign market and collaborations are mentioned. In the next sections the various 
findings will be put into the perspective of the Hybrid TukTuk Project. 

4.1 THE ENTRPRENEURS 

The Hybrid TukTuk Project is a project which is at the moment overseen by the TU/e. 
One of the TU/e strategies to create spin-off startups is to give a team of students 
with entrepreneurial ambitions the opportunity to form the foundation of the 
entrepreneurial team. The Hybrid TukTuk Project is an example of a project in which 
such a strategy is realized. The team consists of one technical student who has in
depth knowledge of the technology and one student who is more business oriented. 

Combined with the findings in section 2.2 this has several implications for the new 
venture. The students regularly have little managerial experience, little experience 
with the industry and finally are unlikely to have entrepreneurial experience. The 
results of section 2.2 show that the lack of managerial experience is likely to have a 
positive effect on the success of the new venture, and the lack of entrepreneurial 
experience has no significant effect on the performance. The only setback can be 
found in the lack of industry experience. 

As a result of the above reasoning one can consider to find a solution for the lack of 
industry experience. This can be done by either attracting a person with experience 
in the industry or through the creation of a partnership with another company active 
in the industry. 

4.2 THE STRATEGIC FOCUS 

In section 2.3 several implications for the strategic focus of the new venture are 
given. In this section we will discuss the practical implications of all the findings. 
Rather than trying to extend the theoretical background which is given in the 
previous sections, practical implications are tried to be found. The findings will be 
considered and practical implications will be formulated for the project and the 
future new venture. 
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MULTIPLE STRATEGIC PATTERNS 

First of all it seems wise to follow multiple strategic patterns; as a result the new 
venture should not solely focus on e .g. cost optimization . Rather than the latter the 
new venture should focus on e.g . cost optimization and customer intimacy. 

Following the above logic it seems wise to configure a strategy in which there is a 
primary strategic focus which is supported by one or more secondary strategic 
focus(ses) . The result should be a company with a clear primary focus which is 
supported by the secondary strategies; in addition to the strengthening of the 
primary strategy the secondary strategies enables the company to operate in a 
flexible manner and adapt to future situations. This is due to the fact that the 
company is developing secondary skills which can be used to overcome future 
challenges. 

RESOURCE & INDUSTRY STRUCURE BASED STRATEGY 

The second conclusion is with regard to the industry structure and the available 
resources. We have observed that the company's strategy should be conceived 
with regard to both aspects. 

This implication might seem straightforward at first sight, however it is not. A startup is 
specific type of organization with scarce resources and often unpredictable growth 
patterns. Resources must be obtained through external funding, collaboration, 
governmental support, etc. This is often an unpredictable process offering challenges 
for the formulation of the strategy. As an example one can consider the following 
hypothetical situation: at the starting point the new venture has too little resources to 
develop the product on itself, as a result a strategy seeking collaboration regarding 
the development of the product can be optimal. When at some point an external 
financier decides to fund the new venture the situation chances, the earlier strategy 
might be sub-optimal for now the company can simply outsource or internalize the 
development. 

As a result of the observations above the optimal strategy is expected to chance 
over time. As a company develops and gains more resources, the internal situation 
chances. As a result it seems wise to formulate a strategy which is able to deal with 
these issues and can adapt over time or takes into account the chances in 
resources. 

BALANCING EXPERTISES 

The third observation is that the various kind of expertises in the new venture need to 
be balanced. This is needed to strengthen the ties to the market and industry and 
evolve from an internal operating new venture towards a venture driven by external 
factors. 

As mentioned before the current strategy of the TU/e matches technical oriented 
entrepreneurs to business oriented entrepreneurs. This strategy is inline with this 
observation and is the first step towards a company using external factors for the 
strategic focus . 
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Although the first step is taken, the external orientation of a firm needs to have a 
strong position in the firm 's strategy. In our case this is even more complicated for we 
are operating in an overseas unknown market. This implies we need to find a 
strategic solution for this setback, one can think of sourcing knowledge through local 
market research but also through collaboration with a strong local oriented partner 
who can fill the knowledge gap. 

COMPATIBILITY 

The third observation is with regard to the compatibility between all aspects of the 
company 's strategy, and the company's strategy related to the market and the 
industry. Although in a sense comparable to previous observations it is not 
completely the same. Compatibility affects all aspects in the strategy rather then the 
previous findings which focused on one or more aspect (e.g . balancing expertises) in 
particular. 

The challenge in this factor is the dynamic nature of a new venture and the ever 
changing environment a company operates in. The dynamic nature is specific for 
the new venture and will last until the new venture has a solid foundation to operate 
from. Until this point the entrepreneurs need to take into account the internal 
situation can change. The ever changing environment is applicable to all 
companies and in a solidly founded company the environment will be the main 
influence for strategic changes. 

Due to the dynamic nature of the startup both internal and external changes will 
influence the company's strategy. Because of this the new venture needs to be 
flexible and able to cope with both internal and external changes. As a result the 
strategy needs to focus on cooping with the internal and external chances until a 
solid foundation is present. 

R&D INTENSITY 

The last strategic implication comes from the observation a too high R&D intensity 
has a negative effect on the new venture's performance. In addition to this it is 
found the finalizing of a prototype is an important milestone which can be regarded 
as the point a company needs to start looking towards the market and industry. 

At the TU/e and specifically in this project the realization of the prototype can be 
done in the protected environment of the University. This offers the entrepreneurial 
team the chance to get familiar with each other, the product, the industry and the 
market, strengthening the future new venture. After the development of the 
prototype the new venture is created and the company should move towards a 
more external driven venture. 

The observation that there can be a specific milestone identified raises the question 
whether it is possible to identify more milestones for a new venture. The milestones 
could prove to be a powerful tool which can be used to get a grip on the 
implementations of the findings in this chapter. 
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4.3 REACHING THE INDIAN MARKET 

Section 3.1 offers an insight in the options there are on how to reach the Indian 
market. Also some influences were identified and a framework (see figure 2) which 
can be used as a future reference is offered. Although the framework is not yet final 
and might need adaptation to be a usable tool, it does offer a strong starting point. 

Secondly we observed that specific types of companies pursue different entry 
modes. This indicates that although each situation is unique and needs to be 
treaded as such , it might be possible to determine a general approach for a new 
venture in general or the future company. 

As a result of the reasoning above we can conclude the situation needs to be 
analyzed with at least the factors offered in the framework. In addition to this it might 
be feasible to look into standardization of the entry modes and assessed influences 
to make allow future market penetrations to be implemented more efficient. 

4 .4 COLLABORATING 

Because we assume we need some form of collaboration to reach the Indian 
market section 3.2 offers both an overview of specific success factors is and an 
overview of the various phases in the collaboration's (figure 3) evolution. Also eight 
critical success factors (table 2, or appendix ) are identified. 

When engaging in a collaboration the phases and their success factors and in 
particular the critical success factors need to be addressed to create the optimal 
chance of success. In addition to this it is mentioned that the framework to 
determine the optimal entry mode can be used to support the first phase of the 
collaboration's evolution . 

Finally we also observe that with regard to collaboration we can identify several 
phases. Also there is an awareness of the importance of collaboration for the future 
venture. These two observations lead to the belief that it might seem feasible to 
explore the options to integrate the various phases in the collaborations evolution 
into the future strategy. 
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Technical Deliverable Phase 5 20-4-2009 

Global overview of the micro-hybrid kit (prototype) 
The micro-hybrid kit is a system that is designed in order to reduce fuel consumption and emissions 
of a Bajaj 2RE three wheeler (also referred to as TukTuk). Moreover, the micro-hybrid kit is specially 
designed as a retrofit kit, i.e., the kit can be installed in a used TukTuk. 
The main fuel saving working principle of the micro-hybrid kit is the Vehicle Start/Stop Functionality 
(VSSF). Especially, in crowded city areas, vehicles are for a significant period of time standing still in 
front of traffic lights and in traffic jams. During these periods, no propulsion power from the engine is 
requested and idling of the engine is a waste of fuel and produces unnecessary emissions. The micro
hybrid kit is able to stop and shut-off the engine when no power is requested and start the engine 
quickly again when the driver is going to drive away. 
In order to stop the engine, the electric circuit of the sparkplug will be opened and further ignitions 
will be prevented. Due to the friction of the piston and the compression losses of the fuel mixture, 
the engine eventually stops. As soon as the driver is going to drive away, the micro-hybrid system will 
start the engine within a very short time instance where after it can be used to drive the vehicle . 
Figure 1, shows the motor compartment, drive train of the TukTuk and the mechanical part of the 
micro-hybrid system installed on the engine. The micro-hybrid kit is connected to the flywheel 
housing and the engine flywheel. There are several reasons for this location: the system must be 
connected to the crankshaft, the flywheel is not fully covered by the flywheel housing in the original 
engine and virtually no changes have to be made on the original engine in order to connect the 
micro-hybrid kit. 

Figure 1: Original motor compartment with the mechanical part of 

1 Confidential, TU/e Hybrid TukTuk Team 26-1-2009 
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the micro-hybrid kit (green) mounted on to the engine. 

Figure 2 shows an (simplified) exploded view of the assembled mechanical part of the micro-hybrid 
kit. The used electric motor (1) is a 600 Watt brushed DC motor that works on 12 Volts (Mitsuba SM-
14). This motor is mounted on an interfacing frame (3) and kept in place with a holder (2). The frame 
has a couple functions: it functions as housing for the gear set, as connection for the electric motor, 
and as connection for the hybrid kit on the original engine with the connectors (shafts) (4) . 
The gear set (7, 12, 11) is needed to adapt the angular speed of the electric motor to the angular 
speed of the engine and torque amplification in order to start the engine. The requested torque 
depends on the acceleration of the crankshaft and flywheel, the compression of the air/fuel mixture, 
and the friction of the piston within the cylinder. For the prototype, the gear set has a total reduction 
of 0,0335 [-) . The final gear (11) is connected to the axle (9) which is connected to the flange (10}, 
which is mounted on the flywheel. This final gear (11) runs freely in one direction and makes it 
possible to run the engine without driving the electric motor and prevents losses during vehicle 
propulsion. The gear housing of the prototype is sealed and contains oil for lubrication of the gears 
and bearings. 

/_ 

--- ---

...... 

Figure 2: Exploded view of the mechanical parts of the micro-hybrid kit. 

For the prototype of the micro-hybrid kit, initially the start system of a Suzuki 600 cc engine is used, 
which is over dimensioned in terms of power. The over-sized start system can be used to investigate 
the minimum required torque and power specifications of the electric motor for the final design of 
the hybrid system more accurately. Furthermore, the over-sized start system is able to decrease the 
starting time for the engine significantly. A more powerful motor is able to accelerate the engine at a 
higher rate than a smaller, less powerful motor. Future research will focus on the optimization of 
electric motor size on three aspects : starting time, life time and costs. The gear set ratios depends on 
the specifications of the electric motor and will be determined after the electric motor specification 
optimization. 
Also the flange (10), axle (9) and design of the gear housing will be redesigned for the final product 
in order to make the construction stronger (without the long connectors (4)), more compact and 
lighter to decrease material costs. Especially the distance between the frame (3) and the flywheel 
housing should be decreased. 
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Functionality and control hardware of the system 
The micro-hybrid kit will stop the engine while stopping the auto-rickshaw, and will start the engine 

as soon as the driver is going to drive away. In order to work properly, the system has to know what 

kind of action should take place and in which 'state' the vehicle is. Therefore, a couple sensors are 

needed: 

sensor for the brakes (exists already in the auto-rickshaw) 
throttle position sensor 
speed sensor (or tachometer) 

The throttle position sensor is used to start the engine; when the vehicle is standing still and the 

driver wants to drive away, he will turn the accelerator which will be noticed by the sensor. The 

controller will then give a positive signal to the high-current transistor which will power the starter 

motor in order to start the engine. When the engine is running, the auto-rickshaw can drive away. 

The speed sensor, attached at the place where the original speed sensor is mounted, will measure 

the speed of the auto-rickshaw. The brake sensor detects whether or not the brake pedal is used. As 

soon as the auto-rickshaw slows down and the speed reaches a speed below a certain threshold and 

the brake pedal is used, the controller will shut down the engine by interrupting the signals from the 

pick-up to the CDI unit for a period of time. This is done by a relay which is closed when the control 

signal is zero and opens when the signal has a positive value. Reason for this type of relay, is that the 

engine will not shut down when the controller is broken or without power or any other problem. 

The controller of the prototype consists of an EtherCAT system and a computer. The EtherCAT 

system has a couple modules which have different functions; digital output, analog output, analog 

input and an encoder module. This system can be connected to several sensors and actuators and 

the computer. On the computer a Linux operating system is running with Matlab Simulink. Within the 

Simulink environment, a controller is built which will decide which actuators should be controlled. 

Also the system can be monitored within this software program. 

For the final product, the EtherCAT system will not be very suitable because of its cost, size and 

complexity. Therefore, a printed circuit board (PCB) will be designed as soon as the exact control 

scheme is ready. On this PCB the controller and the connections to the various sensors will be placed. 

Also a rectifier, for charging the battery, will be built on this PCB. This piece of control hardware 

contains all electric circuits and will be protected in a box, called the 'Green Box'. 

Installation 
For the installation of the micro-hybrid kit, just a few tools are needed. The major actions that have 
to be done are: 
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the installation of the flange onto the flywheel (four bolts) 
the installation of the frame onto the flywheel housing (four bolts) 
mount the Green Box with battery inside the motor compartment 
mount the throttle sensor onto the carburetor and tachometer at the gearbox 
connect the CDI relay just before the CDI unit 
connect the wires between the sensors, the Green Box, hybrid kit, generator and COi relay 



Specifications of prototype 
Electric motor: 

Control hardware: 

Sensors: 

Actuators: 

Frame: 

Gear housing: 

Gears: 

Battery: 
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Mitsuba SM-14 (600 Watt) 

EtherCAT with Beckhoff modules: digital output, analog output, analog input, 

encoder control. 

Toshiba Satellite laptop running on Ubuntu with Matlab Simulink 

Tachometer (Hall sensor) 

Brake sensor (switch) 

Throttle position sensor (potentiometer) 

(Encoder for research activities) 

Relay 

High current transistor 

Machined aluminium 

Cast aluminium 

Steel gears, total gear ratio : 0.0335 

One-way clutch bearing 

12 Volts 6-10 Ah 



APPENDIX C: BUSINESSPLAN 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This business plan describes the purpose, internal and external environment, strategy 
and implications of KISS Automotive. This company will start operations in January 
2010, and has the goal ofreducing the fuel consumption of as many auto rickshaws in 
South East Asia as possible. This way the company will have a maximum positive effect 
on social and environmental conditions in this region. 

Our internal analysis concludes we have a strong selling proposition of our product with 
several benefits and the newness of the company poses challenges as well strengths. 
The external analysis shows India is a large and diversified country with major 
differences within India. It is also observed the micro hybrid kit has a strong 
proposition compared to competing products. As a result of the analysis we devised a 
strategy for KISS Automotive 

The strategy of KISS Automotive is based on the principle of letting everyone do what 
they are best at. This means that KISS Automotive will focus on the gathering and fusing 
of knowledge, and on creating and maintaining an extensive network of stakeholders. 
The gathering and fusing of knowledge enable KISS Automotive to regularly produce 
new innovations or product improvements that enhance the fuel consumption of auto 
rickshaws. The focus on the network activities allow for good relationships with foreign 
partner organizations that are expected to take care of operational activities that are 
needed for getting products to consumers. 

These strategic focuses are supported by a small and flat organizational structure that 
will keep KISS Automotive flexible, and at the forefront of automotive technology. 
Products are designed to be as simple as possible without compromising the 
functioning of the product. Therefore KISS Automotive is able to offer cutting edge 
technology to the masses in the form of cheap and reliable products. 

Our financial analysis shows that we can obtain our first profit within the first four 
years of operations. A negative scenario in which we halved the amount of product sold 
shows us two important aspects. First, we will obtain a profit in the 6th year of 
operations. Second, we observe the investment need does not chance in this scenario. 

The large numbers in which the products are offered lead help to maximize the positive 
social and environmental contribution of KISS Automotive. 
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PREFACE 

The past year an enthusiastic team of students at Eindhoven University of Technology has been 
working hard to develop an innovative technical product and a structured supporting business 
plan, with the goal of winning the Hybrid Auto Rickshaw Battle. All of these students have 
shown enormous commitment and dedication to the success of the project. The efforts of the 
students have led to an innovative technological product with high potential on the South East 
Asian markets. The resulting product has the chance of directly and indirectly improving 
thousands of lives in that region. 

During the year help has been offered by many different people and organizations, in a diversity 
of forms. 

First we would like to thank Dr. Theo Hofman and Dr. Ir. Peter Verdaasdonk, the two project 
coordinators of TU/e. Their guidance and counsel has helped the team through difficult periods 
and has had an enormous positive influence on the final result. 

Another word of thanks goes to all of our sponsors. Their contributions in terms of financial and 
technical support made sure that focus could always be on the technical product and the 
business plan, instead of on financial problems. Special thanks goes to the province of Noord
Brabant and Orion who have made this project possible as our main sponsors. Special thanks 
also go to DTI and Tegema who made considerable contributions in terms of knowledge. This 
knowledge was not only used in the design of the product, but also as input for the business 
plan. Lastly we would like all our other sponsors for their contribution to this project. 

The team of Enviu receives our gratitude for the organization of the Battle. They initiated a 
contest that was very well received by anyone who heard about it. The media were always eager 
to find out more about it, and to spread the word. Whenever our team had any ideas or remarks 
regarding the competition, Enviu was always patient and willing to cooperate. This was greatly 
appreciated by the entire team. 

The organization that made the largest contribution to the success of the TU /e Hybrid Tuktuk 
Team was Eindhoven Technical University itself. The university supplied the team with 
research facilities, an office, knowledge, money and human resources. Many employees of the 
university were involved in the project is one way or the other. Two people who showed 
extreme dedication to the project were Erwin Meinders and Toon van Gils. They not only 
contributed practical technical knowledge and skills, but also a no-nonsense approach to 
tackling problems the team encountered. 

Thank you all very much, 

The members of the TU/e Hybrid Tuktuk Team. 
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CHAPTER 1: LAYOUT OF THE BUSINESS PLAN 

This business plan of KISS Automotive is presented in three parts. The first part offers an 
introduction to the plan itself and a background to the foundation of KISS Automotive. The 
second part is the main body of this plan, which presents an analysis of the environment KISS 
Automotive is to operate in. Part 3 discusses the strategy used by KISS automotive to utilize the 
strengths and opportunities and counter threats and weaknesses. In part 4 we will give an 
overview of the implications of the chosen strategy. Figure 1 presents an overview of the last 
three parts. 

Part II Analysis 

Part Ill Strategy & Implementation 
Internal 

External 

Business 
Strategy 

Market 
Strategy 

Part IV Implications 

c:Ji.sk '-~~~~~~'--E-nv-i-ro_n_m_e_n-ta-1 ~ Finalcial 
and Social 

Implications 
Impact 

FIGURE 1: OVERVIEW OF PART II, Ill AND IV 

The plan is meant to give a comprehensive overview of the how and why of KISS Automotive. It 
will start with the "why". In chapter 2 you can read about the reason why this company is going 
to be founded. Part II: Analysis starts with chapter 3, which offers an overview of the company 
itself, the so-called internal analysis. Information about the team and the product can be found 
here, as well as about the organization itself. Chapter 4 presents an overview of the business 
environment in which KISS Automotive is going to operate, the external analysis. Chapter 5 
takes the information presented in the previous two chapters, and uses a SWOT-analysis to give 
a comprehensive overview to point out the inner strengths and weaknesses; and the external 
threats and opportunities. Chapter 6 is the first of the "how" -section (part III: Strategy); it 
explains the strategy that KISS Automotive will use to make the business a commercial and 
social success. Chapter 7 explicates the market strategy which supports the business strategy. 
Chapter 8 is the first chapter in part IV Implications, in a short overview this chapter analyses 
the different risks to which KISS Automotive is subject. Chapter 9 presents the financial analysis, 
which will convince you of the feasibility of the business plan of KISS Automotive. This analysis 
includes two scenarios, namely a realistic and a negative one. The final chapter will present the 
social and environmental impact of KISS Automotive. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE BACKGROUND OF KISS AUTOMOTIVE 

In this chapter we want to give the reader a quick inside look at the background of this business 
plan before we start with the actual analysis, strategy and implications of the chosen strategy 
for KISS Automotive. 

2.1 THE PROBLEM 

This business plan for KISS automotive addresses three problems: 

• High levels of air pollution in urban areas in South East Asia 
• Low standard of living for large parts of the population of these areas 
• Global warming 

2.2 THE CHALLENGE 

Enviul initiated the Hybrid Auto Rickshaw Project. In this project, several teams from Dutch and 
Indian universities and colleges compete to meet the following goals: 

• Reduction of C02 emission caused by auto rickshaws 
• Improving air quality in Asian cities 
• Improving the social and economic situation of auto rickshaw drivers; increase income 
• Stimulating innovation and inspire young entrepreneurial people 

To win the contest, the winning team has to design the best economically feasible low cost 
retro-fit system that makes existing auto rickshaws more efficient. The competition is meant to 
result in a real business that is going to sell these systems in South East Asia. 

2.3 THE TEAM 

Our team is the TU/e Hybrid Tuktuk team. We combine the knowledge of professors and 
students from several technical fields as well as from business and marketing. Enthusiastic 
sponsors provide us with funding and expert advice. The combination of expertises makes sure 
that our final design is of superior quality, i.e. technically and commercially. 

2.4 TH E SOLUTION 

We have chosen to design a product for the Bajaj 2 stroke auto rickshaw because this is the 
most common model in South East Asia. This type can be found only in India. Our product is a 
micro hybrid system which offers the following benefits: 

• Relatively short development time (compared to for example a full-hybrid solution). 
• Strong cost/benefit proposition for end user 
• Simple product that is easy to install and is reliable 
• Relatively easy to adapt for other fuel types or engine types 

1 Enviu is an organization that strives to contribute to a sustainable world where innovative 
entrepreneurship creates value for people and planet. 
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PART II: ANALYSIS 
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CHAPTER 3: INTERNAL ANALYSIS 

This chapter offers an internal analysis of Kiss Automotive. The goal is to identify strengths and 
weaknesses of the firm. 

3.1 ORGANIZATION 

KISS means Keep It Simple. This one statement defines our organization: 

• The products 
~ Low costs 

~ High reliability 
~ Fast market entry 

• The organization 
~ Flat organizational structure 
~ Flexible 
~ Clear communication 

• Marketing 
~ No nonsense 

~ Clarity of message 

KISS Automotive will improve social and environmental circumstances in the world by 
simplifying automotive technology so it becomes accessible to the masses. 

3.2 PRODUCTS 

THE MICRO-HYBRID SYSTEM 

A micro-hybrid system shuts of the 
engine of a vehicle when no power is 
required. The engine is started again 
automatically when power is required. 
The product is offered as an add-on kit 
for existing vehicles. In the heavy traffic 
of large conglomerations in India, our 
product reduces fuel consumption by 
approximately 15 percent. 

FIGURE 2: 3 0 MODEL OF THE HYBRID KIT (GREEN) 

The micro-hybrid system was developed 
following the KISS philosophy, which has 
led to a simple and robust product (see 
fig. 2). 

Therefore this particular solution is cheap to produce, easy to install and easy to maintain. 
Moreover, the development period and costs can be kept low. Therefore, the time-to-market is 
short, and sales can start early. The system works independently of fuel type. It is easily 
adaptable for other engine types as well. It works in combination with other modifications to 
reduce fuel consumption, such as some of our future products. 
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FUTURE PRODUCTS 

• Full Hybrid system 
;;.. Addition of electric engine or fly-wheel for propulsion 
;;.. Regenerative braking 
;;.. 30-40% fuel reduction 
;;.. Complementary to micro hybrid system 

In the near future, both the micro hybrid and the full hybrid systems will be adapted to function 
with other engine types and other vehicle types as well. This allows higher market shares in 
India, and the exploration of other markets in South-East Asia. Also, there are opportunities in 
the new vehicles market, next to the retrofit market. 

PRODUCT PROTECTION 

Ongoing development and research make it hard to draw any conclusions regarding product 
protection. New research into this matter has created an opportunity to protect the product 
with a patent; however this is still no certainty regarding this aspect. Because of this uncertainty 
we have sought other means to protect our product. We have discussed this problem with one 
of our sponsors, OT!, and found the only option available was keeping knowledge within the 
company. 

In order to enforce this option we have identified in collaboration with OT! a critical component. 
This component is the most complex component of the system and holds key information 
regarding the functioning of the micro-hybrid kit. Without knowledge of this component the kit 
cannot be reproduced, for this reason the critical component can never be produced outside of 
KISS Automotive. In our kit we identified the control software and hardware as the critical 
component. Although this protection is not optimal we are convinced that a feasible strategy can 
be created without a patent. 

3.3 VALUE PROPOSITION 

Our micro hybrid system offers the following benefits to the owner of the vehicle: 

• Easy installation 
• Reliable product 
• Same controls/ driving behaviour 
• Reduction of fuel costs by approximately 15% 
• Reduction in emission of harmful gasses and particles 

3 .4 CONCLUSION 

KISS Automotive has developed a decent product with a strong value proposition for the Indian 
market. The product is simple in design which reduces development time and cost. The KISS 
concept ensures a small and flexible organization which can take advantage of new 
opportunities swiftly. Furthermore, the social character of KISS Automotive will make it a 
desirable partner for organisations that value the environment and people. 
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Because KISS Automotive is a new company, operating from The Netherlands, the lack of 
knowledge of the local market can be considered a weakness. Also, being a new company, funds 
will be low and all internal processes need to be developed. Contacts with stakeholders will 
have to be made. This brings extra costs in terms of money and time. The final weakness is the 
protection of the product. Since the product is relatively simple, and predominantly relies on 
existing techniques, it is hart to patent. 
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3.4 SWOT ANALYSIS 

INTERNAL STRENGTHS 

1. Small and flexible organization: 
~ Facilitates swift reaction to new opportunities and threats. 
~ Low fixed costs to safeguard the continuity of the organization 

2. Simple products: 
~ Short time-to-market. 
~ Low investment needs for development and production. 

3. Social and environmental involvement: 
~ Easier to extend network, since most organizations worldwide value corporate 

social responsibility. 
~ Increased possibilities for obtaining subsidies. 

4. Strong value proposition of product: 
~ Applicable to all fuel types 
~ Good cost/benefit 
~ Robust product that is easy to install and maintain 
~ Product offers increased comfort 

INTERNAL WEAKNESSES 

1. Alien to Indian market : 
~ Large investments needed in terms of time and money to gain understanding of 

partner companies/customers, as well as of the end users 
~ No possibility to do business as peers ourselves. 

2. Company is in start-up phase : 
~ Few resources 
~ Absence of an established infrastructure 

3. Product protection: 
~ No patent possible 
~ Critical component protection not as strong as a patent 
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CHAPTER 4: EXTERNAL ANALYSIS 

The goal of this chapter is to identify opportunities and threats to which KISS automotive will 
have to adapt its internal organization. Since the product is designed for a vehicle that can only 
be found in India, the external analysis will focus on this country. 

4.1 MACROECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF INDIA 

This overview is offered using an extended PEST analysis. More detailed information can be 
found in appendix A. A more extensive version of the PEST analysis can be found in Appendix H. 
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DEMOGRAPHICS 

• Federal republic 
• Over 1.1 billion people 
• 19 official languages 
• English most important official language 

POLITICS 

• Democracy 
• New Delhi is capital city 
• 29 states and 6 union territories 
• Relatively high level of autonomy for states 
• Concern for environment 

ECONOMICS 

• Over 7% annual growth for over an decade 
• Unequal income distribution 
• Rise of middleclass 
• Auto rickshaw driver is middle income (Mr. Swaminathan, workshop Enviu 2009) 
• Agriculture employs most people 
• Large automotive industry 

~ 34 billion dollars annually 
~ All large international companies 
~ Centered in Chennai area 

TECHNOLOGY 

• Fields of aerospace, nuclear power, IT, satellite communications and automotive 
• Small scale agriculture 
• Automotive technological development 

~ Performed by industry and knowledge institutions 
~ Lags behind Europe 
~ New interest in knowledge 
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ECOLOGY 

• Population size and growth threat to environment 
• High levels of air pollution in urban areas 
• Significant share of traffic in causing this pollution 
• Growing concern among population and governments 

SOCIAL 

• Collective society 
~ 'in-group' (=sort of extended family) is very important 
~ E.g. family, friends, colleagues, union members 

• Relatively high level of education (considering poverty) 

• Good official regulations 
• Slow legal dispute resolution 

~ Bureaucracy 
~ Shortage of judges 

LEGAL 

~ Verdicts can take decades 

4.2 MICROECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

The industry where KISS Automotive will be operating in is the auto rickshaw retrofit market 
for products that lead to lower operating costs and reduced negative environmental impact. 
This market has grown steadily over the last 10 years, as new technologies became available, 
and the Indian government stimulated the use of these in certain areas. 

END USER DEFINITION 

The targeted end user of our micro-hybrid system is the Indian auto rickshaw driver. 

END USER ANALYSIS 

Because the end user will ultimately be the one that has to buy and use the product, it is 
important to get to know him better. For this purpose we had a questionnaire distributed by our 
colleagues of Team SRM amongst 35 auto rickshaw drivers in Chennai. The results can be found 
in Appendix B. A short overview of some important findings is presented below. 

The average auto rickshaw driver ... 

• ... works 300 days per year (6 days per week) 
• .. . has had this job for 12.5 years 
• .. . has had 9 years of education 
• ... has at least some concern for the environment 
• ... drives a 2 stroke petrol fueled Bajaj auto rickshaw 
• ... which is 8.75 years old 
• ... earns $11,82 per day 
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• ... spends $3.98 of this money on fuel per day 
• ... wastes about $180 worth of fuel through an idling engine per year 
• ... out of a total spendable income of $2000 per year 
• ... will buy our micro hybrid system for $130 
• ... obtains financing for such products from a local lender at very high 

interest rates 

In total we estimate that there are about 3 million two stroke petrol fueled auto rickshaws in 
use in India at the moment. This figure forms the total potential market for our first product. 
Some more information on the drivers can be found in appendices A ( explorative market 
research and D. Appendix Dis an in-depth interview with Ms. Merie Joseph, a student who has 
lived in India her whole live. This interview was very helpful input for drawing up the 
questionnaire. 

4.3 COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS 

We used two methods to examine our competitive position, first we compared our product on 
multiple aspects to other available products and after a brief overview we will elaborate on 
some of our design choices. Second, we will look at the competitive forces using Porters' 
competitive forces model. 

COMPETITIVE PRODUCTS 

Company KISS Several Several Elecsha No HAN 
companies companies competitors 

Technology Micro-hybrid LPG CNG Full electric Full hybrid LPG injection 
(40% red.) 

Investment € 171 € 229 €296 € 1532 € 345 ::::€ 459 

Annual savings € 207 € 257 € 357 € 1357 € 345 ::::€ 345 

Saving/cost 1.35 1.12 1.21 0.886 1 1.33 

Advantages Comfort Cleaner Cleaner No No change of Cleaner 
No change of emissions, emissions, emissions fuel, less emissions, 
fuel cheaper fuel cheaper fuel emissions. cheaper fuel 
Low 
investment 

Disadvantages Small savings Fuel not Fuel not Driver High Complex 
In fuel and available available needs a investment, product, high 
emissions everywhere, everywhere, place to complex investment, 

Safety issues, Safety issues, charge the product, not fuel only 
long queuing long queuing batteries, available yet. available in a 
lines at filling lines at filling rickshaw is few cities. 
stations, high stations, high not available 
investment investment yet, no 

income 
during 
charging, 
high 
investment 

TABLE 1 : COMPETITIVE PRODUCTS 
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As the overview in table 1 clearly shows, the ratio savings/cost is optimal for a micro-hybrid 
system. In addition to this the micro hybrid solution is not dependent of fuel type, making it 
possible to combine a LPG fitted rickshaw with a micro-hybrid kit. It is important to recognize 
that due to differences in fuel prices between petrol and LPG (in this example) monetary savings 
will be lower. 

largtilnlng 
Powetof. 
SUppl•r• 

Threat 
ofN.w 

Entrants 

ThrMtof 
Subatltuw 
Produ«tw 

s.rv1c: .. 

COMPETITIVE FORCES 

8a'941lnln9 
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FIGURE 3: PORTERS' COMPETITIVE FORCES 

To describe the competitive forces 
that KISS automotive will face, the 
5-forces model (see fig. 3) as first 
formulated by Michael Porter 
(1985) is used. 

BARGAINING POWER OF 
SUPPLIERS 

We consider the bargaining power 
of suppliers to be low. The joint 
venture will have substantial 
power over the suppliers thanks to 
the size of the partner company. 
Furthermore our sourced critical 
component is a widely available 
product which can be sourced at 
multiple companies and countries. 

THE THREAT OF NEW 
ENTRANTS 

The threat of new entrants is relatively small; the product uses state of the art technologies 
which are not widely available. In addition to this the automotive industry is traditionally a 
stable industry with few new entrants. Therefore we expect the threat to come from 
competitors rather than from new entrants. 

RIVALRY AMONG EXIST IN G COMPETITORS 

Although the Indian auto-rickshaw market is dominated by a single company, namely Bajaj Auto 
Ltd., we consider the industry to be highly competitive. Existing companies are highly 
competitive and try to gain market power. Considering our product which will be sold by one 
active player in this industry we expect competitors to follow-up on this development fast. The 
key players in the market today are without doubt the large local automotive companies that 
have the auto rickshaw in their product portfolio. These companies are Bajaj, Mahindra & 
Mahindra and the Italian based Piaggio. These large companies have enormous power in the 
market, and can be valuable allies, or very powerful opponents. Good relations with these 
companies is therefore of the utmost importance. 

To add to this threat one must also consider the possibility of copies. Although the product uses 
state of the art technologies it is possible to copy it, this off course adds to the rivalry among 
existing competitors. 
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BARGAINING POWER OF BUYERS 

The bargaining power of buyers is considered to be very high; this is due to several factors. First 
of all we are a small starting company with an overseas market, all factors which can be 
exploited by the buyers. Another factor is the size of our desired partner; because we are 
focussing on a large established partner in the auto-rickshaw branch we can also expect the 
partner who is also the buyer to have significant bargaining power. This bargaining power is 
merely limited by the facts that we also have options to seek other partnerships, and our 
knowledge. 

THREAT OF SUBSTITUTE PRODUCTS 

In the current auto-rickshaw market several substitutes to make the auto-rickshaw more fuel 
economic are available. The benefits and downsides are discussed in the previous section. 
Concluding from this analysis we observe that the threat of substitute products is only a threat 
when empowered by the government. This threat will be largely a problem for the joint venture 
which will buy our actual product (the critical component). It still is considered a threat because 
of the fact the joint venture will buy only so much as it can sell. 

4.4 STAKEHO LD ER ANALYSIS 

KISS Automotive functions as a hub in a network of organizations and people benefiting from 
automotive innovations leading to better social and environmental conditions worldwide. KISS 
Automotive strives for good long term relationships with all of these stakeholders. Therefore 
the company not only looks out for realizing its own goals, but also tries to play a part in helping 
stakeholders fulfil theirs . 
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4.5 CONCLUSION 

This paragraph summarizes the chapter by listing the identified opportunities and threats 
below. 
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OPPORTUNITIES 

1. Increased openness of India's economy towards new technologies and foreign 
firms: 

o Better chance of finding suitable partner 
o Better chance of acceptance of the product by the end user. 

2. Growing ecological concern in India: 
o Higher chance of government endorsement. 
o Better chance of acceptance of the product by the end user. 
o Higher chance offinding suitable partner. 

3. Organized end users: 
o Makes potential end consumers easier to reach 
o Possibility of large orders which reduces distribution costs 

4. Increased wealth and size of middle-class: 
o Increases investment possibilities of drivers 

THREATS 

1. Copying of product: 
o Competitors entering the market with same product 
o Chance of being cheated by partner 

2. High sales of new four stroke and diesel models compared to two stroke: 
o Decreased value proposition of the product for the end user (decreased potential 

monetary savings) 
3. Growing number of enforced conversions to LPG and CNG: 

o Decreased value proposition of the product for the end user (decreased potential 
monetary savings) 

4. Credit crunch: 
o Harder for end user to obtain funds for the product 
o Harder for partner and own company to obtain funds for needed investments 

5. Huge country with large differences within: 
o Hard to reach a large group of customers 
o Difficulties understanding the entire market 
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CHAPTER 5: OVERVIEW 

This chapter offers an overview of the findings of the previous two chapters in the SWOT 
analysis. The identified strengths and weaknesses are then confronted with the opportunities 
and threats. The goal is to see whether the strengths can be used to make use of opportunities, 
or to fend off threats; and whether the weaknesses stand in the way of opportunities, or make 
the firm vulnerable to threats. In other words, where should the firm focus on in terms of 
strategy? This information will be used in Chapter 6: Strategy. 

5.1 SWOT ANALYSIS 

The SWOT-Analysis offers an overview of the most important findings of the internal and 
external analysis, as can be found in chapters three and four, respectively. 

Strengths: Small and flexible organization 

Simple product design 

Social and environmental involvement 

Strong value proposition of product 

Weaknesses: Alien to Indian market 

Few resources 

Product protection 

Opportunities: Increased openness of India's economy towards new technologies and foreign 
firms 

Growing ecological concern in India 

Organized end users 

Increased wealth and size of middle-class 

Threats: Copying of product 

High sales of new four stroke and diesel models compared to two stroke 

Growing number of enforced conversions to LPG and CNG 

Credit crunch 

Huge country with large differences within 

TABLE 2 : SWOT ANALYSIS 
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CONFRONTATION 

STRENGTHS VS OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS 

The small and flexible organization of KISS Automotive allows the company to take 
advantage of changing market circumstances. Increased spending capabilities of the targeted 
end-users can be capitalized upon by offering more expensive versions of the product next to 
the basic version. Also the design of future products can be easily adapted to changes in the 
market. KISS Automotive is also able to adapt its organization to that of its partner. This will 
greatly enhance the chances of finding a suitable partner. The low cost structure resulting from 
the small size of the firm makes sure that KISS Automotive is resilient against hard economic 
times. 

The simple product design makes the product relatively easy to adapt to other vehicles. 
Therefore, it can be used for any type of vehicle, so that it is insensitive towards changes in the 
market. The robustness and easy installment make the running costs low, which comes in handy 
in the times of economic downturn. Of course, also the purchase price can be low, which 
presents a relatively low threshold towards drivers for investment in their vehicle. Once this 
product lives up to the expectations of the driver, the door is open for larger new investments. 

The social and environmental involvement of KISS automotive makes the promotion of a 
partnership a valuable opportunity for other organizations. This increases the lobbying weight 
of KISS Automotive. This can be used to enhance the effectiveness of all networking activities. 
Parties that are approached for these activities can be found in figure 4. The increased 
environmental awareness in India adds to this effect. 

The strong value proposition of the product (see section 3.3) offers opportunities for the 
general as well as the marketing strategy. The benefits can be exploited in order to obtain a 
descent feasibility and a high social and environmental impact. 

WEAKNESSES VERSUS OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS 

KISS Automotive is alien to the Indian market. The size and diversity of the country make it 
virtually impossible for a small organization as KISS Automotive to go at it alone. Activities such 
as procurement, production, distribution and marketing and sales are very hard to set up in this 
nation for foreign organizations. 

The few resources that KISS automotive has make it hard to take advantage of opportunities 
without any external support. Also, the fending off of threats is greatly diminished by this fact. 
Therefore a strong partner is needed. 

The product protection issues offer a challenge for KISS Automotive. Because we cannot 
patent our product copying is a serious threat. Although copying is considered a real threat we 
also learned that a patent in India is far less valuable then a patent in for example the 
Netherlands this implies that the added value of a patent is not as large as might be expected. 
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CHAPTER 6: STRATEGIC PLAN 

This chapter takes the findings of the previous chapter, and incorporates them into an optimal 
business strategy. From the conclusions of the previous chapter we worked out a strategy which 
focuses on reducing risk and maximizing the chance of success. The first section of this chapter 
presents our strategic objectives. The second part poses the most important challenges we have 
to overcome. The final and third part explicates our chosen strategy. 

6.1 STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 

In order to formulate a strategy, the objectives of KISS Automotive have to be clear: 

• Sell as many micro hybrid systems as possible, to maximize the social and 
environmental impact 

~ Develop product adaptations and new products for the future to 
further maximize the impact of KISS Automotive 

~ Expand market to other nations 
• Earn enough money to fund further research, and earn a profit for the owners of 

KISS Automotive 

6.2 STRATEGY 

Following from the SWOTanalysis and the confrontation of chapter 5, and from the strategic 
objectives formulated above, we chose to pursue the strategy of cost leadership. This strategy 
implies that the products of KISS Automotive will be produced at very low costs. 

Benefits of this strategy are: 

• Low sales price 
~ High volume 

• Large social and environmental impact 
~ Fast acquisition of large market share 

• Market power 
• Reasonable and fair profit margin 

~ Of course margin per unit will be relatively low, but in total it is very well 
possible to earn a fair profit 

• Deterrence of competitors 
• Deterrence of illegal copying of product, or illegal production/sales of product 

There are several aspects underlying this strategy. Low costs not only need to be realized in 
production, but also in R&D, distribution and marketing. For each of these aspects, ways have 
been formulated to implement them. These implementations lead to consequences for further 
strategic decisions. A schematic overview can be found in figure 5. The green color depicts 
consequences for the Dutch partners. The brown color depicts the need for a large Indian 
partner. 
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FIGURE 5: CHOSEN STRATEGY, ASPECTS, IMPLEMENTATION AND CONSEQUENCES 

6.3 IMPLICATIONS 

To keep costs per unit as low as possible, mass production is required. Mass production offers a 
few challenges of its own: 

• High investments needed 
• High fixed costs 

~ High sales numbers needed 
• Large market share 
• Large market 
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KISS Automotive is unable to set up mass production by itself, because of a lack of expertise and 
funds. Moreover, KISS Automotive is a new small enterprise unable to serve a large market, 
especially a foreign one like India. This country is simply far too large and diverse for a small 
company to capture. Moreover, KISS Automotive has little experience with local culture(s) and 
regulations. Therefore a local partner is needed. Companies in India often excel at low cost 
production, distribution and marketing. Figure 5 tells us that we want a partner with a 
nationwide sales network, expertise in the automotive industry and expertise in (mass) 
production. Also we want a partner that has knowledge of the end user, in our case the auto 
rickshaw driver. Although it is possible to work with more partners, this will complicate 
communications, increase costs and reduce flexibility. Therefore one single partner in India is 
preferred. Luckily, there are several companies in India that meet all requirements. Examples 
are: 

• Bajaj (market leader) 
• Mahindra and Mahindra (already had some contact) 
• TVS (small producer, but good products) 
• Piaggio (Italian manufacturer of the original) 

We conclude that we need to find a large partner with direct access to the entire Indian auto 
rickshaw market. Due to the available infrastructure of this company a large number of dealers 
can be used to facilitate penetration of the market and in addition to this our shortfall in market 
knowledge is covered. Cooperation with a strong local company will partly overcome the high 
investment need and in addition to this it will overcome our shortfall in knowledge regarding 
the Indian production environment. The size of such a partner can also prove to be 
advantageous in procurement of parts, thus further lowering the cost price of the product. It 
also provides KISS Automotive with more bargaining power with (local) governments. 

6.4 COLLABORATION 

The first realization we had is the fact that although collaboration can prove to be a powerful 
tool to overcome our challenges, it is certainly no guarantee. Collaboration between two 
companies is always a challenge due to the differences between the two companies. In our case 
we need collaboration between a Dutch company and an Indian company. This situation greatly 
increases these differences, and therefore certainly does not increase the chance for success. 

Jn order to maximize the chance of success we will focus our attention on obtaining the least 
amount of collaborations necessary. This is done because we believe that each collaboration in 
itself poses a risk. Therefore a minimal number of collaborations maximizes the chance of 
success. Obviously the lowest amount of collaborations to achieve our goals is one. 

ADDED VALUE 

Our first means of adding value to the partnership is our product. Our product allows our 
partner to gain knowledge of a state of the art technology applicable to the auto rickshaw and 
other vehicles. Although this is a strong opening proposition it is certainly not enough to ensure 
continuation. The partnership will be founded because we can offer a product which allows a 
company to strengthen his position in the auto rickshaw market, without future means of 
adding value our added value will deteriorate. 

One way of adding value is offering new applications and products to the partnership. To 
achieve this we want to utilize the available knowledge in our Dutch network. Our contacts at 
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the University and in the Dutch automotive branch offer a wide range of opportunities for the 
Indian market and allow us to keep adding value to the Indian partnership. 

Another means of adding value to the collaboration is our knowledge of the micro hybrid kit and 
the future products. The knowledge regarding the hybrid kit cannot be protected by a patent, 
we can however keep the knowledge regarding the critical component, as discussed in chapter 
3, within our organization. 

The final means of adding value is to allow our partner to obtain the majority of the profit 
margin of the product. This aspect minimizes the benefit which is obtained from disbanding the 
partnership for our Indian partner. By minimizing this benefit the cost of keeping us as a 
partner are minimized, this in combination with our future product prospects optimizes the 
chance to have a successful collaboration. 

6.5 THE BUSINESS MODEL 

Our business model consists of both activities in Holland and activities in India. We will focus on 
maximizing profits for our partner and ensuring a revenue stream towards the Netherlands 
based company. 

In our opinion this focus is best obtained through a joint venture which buys the critical 
component from KISS Automotive India, our Indian subsidiary company. This construction 
allows us to ensure a steady revenue stream for we control both the production and sourcing 
price and the sales price of the critical component. In addition to this we also keep the knowhow 
regarding the most knowledge intensive part of the product within our company. 

The second revenue stream comes from the minority share we have in the joint venture (JV) 
which is founded in India. A JV allows KISS Automotive and the partner company to combine 
their relative strengths into a single new entity. The JV will perform all operational activities, 
such as the procurement, production, distribution and marketing of the micro hybrid system. 

The contribution of KISS Automotive to the JV will mainly consist of knowledge. New and 
innovative product designs will regularly be offered to the JV so that it can stay ahead of 
competition. The partner is expected to contribute capital and to take care of the operational 
activities. We realize that the partner is by far the most powerful party in the relationship. To 
acknowledge this fact, we only have a small minority of 20% in the JV obtained by a cash 
investment estimated at€ 50.000,- and the knowhow of our product. This construction allows 
the majority of the profit margin to be earned by our Indian partner; this ensures commitment 
and dedication to the products. 

This structure combines an integral entry mode (KISS Automotive India) with a combined entry 
mode (the JV). With this method we try to grasp the benefits of both entry modes, namely 
control and low investment requirements. The control aspect can be identified in the integral 
entry, here we can overlook price and volumes and keep a desired level of the quality. With the 
JV we keep the needed investment to a minimum. This combination of entry mode offers 
precisely our desired control and low investment need. Figure 5 offers a schematic overview of 
this construction. 
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DUTCH ACTIVITIES 

KISS Automotive has chosen to keep its organization small and flexible. The turbulent political 
and technological market we depend upon call for swift reaction to changing circumstances. 
This means that non-core activities will be outsourced to third parties. KISS Automotive will 
focus its resources on two core activities, namely the gathering and fusing knowledge, and 
networking. This focus allows the firm to excel at these activities. 

Gathering and fusing knowledge: Excellence at this activity allows KISS Automotive to detect 
new trends in the industry and the market early on. Also the design of new innovative products 
can be relatively fast, which enables us to gain significant first-mover advantages. Partners can 
expect KISS to regularly offer new innovations, and are thus less inclined to behave 
opportunistically at the cost of KISS Automotive. 

Networking: This strength allows the company to function as a hub in network of organizations 
that can benefit from each other. The fact that KISS Automotive is able to bring together these 
parties makes us an interesting party to cooperate with. This in turn, will increase the chances 
of getting other parties to do business with KISS Automotive. 

KISS Automotive will perform these operations from the Netherlands, since the infrastructure 
and facilities which are needed for these activities are very well developed in this nation. Also in 
terms of human resources, there is a vast pool of well educated employees. 

For the financial plan, the assumption was made that the organization will start in the 
entrepreneurial centre of Eindhoven University of Technology. This leads to exceptionally low 
costs for rent of the office, and it also means that the organization is very close to needed 
knowledge and skilled personnel. Eindhoven is seen as the automotive capital of the 
Netherlands, because many automotive companies are situated in the region. 
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VISION 

Through cooperation based on trust and clear and timely communication, the future prospects of 
KISS Automotive and its stakeholders are safeguarded. KISS Automotive strives for a maximum 
sustainable social and environmental impact, based on technological automotive research and 
development. 

CORE VALUES 

We have identified three core values which are: 

• Trust 
• Communication 
• Future prospects 

Our views regarding the three values are described below. 

TRUST 

In creating networks, trust is an extremely important concept. The main contribution of trust in 
relationships (between people, as well as between organizations) is that they tend to last longer. 
This allows both parties in the relationship to focus on the long term prospective instead of on 
short term profits. This helps in reducing controlling and contracting costs, and leads to an 
increase in the investments in the relationship. People in the organizations are more inclined to 
feel liking for the other party, which leads them to be more cooperative and helpful. Trust will 
be created through personal contact, a flat organizational structure, openness and 
communication. 

COMMUNICATION 

There can be no cooperation without communication. Timely and clear internal and external 
communication leads to mutual understanding. It also helps in identifying problems and 
negative feelings, and helps in solving these in a structured way. This again, facilitates long term 
relationships and also makes sure mistakes and misjudgments are reduced to a minimum. 
Communication is facilitated by a flat and open organizational structure, and relatively high 
investments in communication equipment. Since communication on a personal level is very 
important, KISS Automotive is committed to being present in every market it serves. 

FUTURE PROSPECTS 

By offering new innovations to our most important partners regularly, the future profitability of 
the relationship for both parties is secured. Also, the sustainability of the innovations will lead 
to a positive image, which makes partnering with KISS Automotive extra attractive. This leads to 
even more committed partners who are willing to "go the extra mile" for KISS Automotive. 

THE ACTION PLAN 

The strategic plan can be translated into 4 simple and basic steps which can be found in figure 7. 
We realize that the steps are large and many challenges lie ahead regarding legal, financial and 
business aspects. However we believe figure 7 provides a simple and basic action plan which 
can be used for guidance on the road to success. 
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1. Finding a 
partner 

•Finding a suitable 
partner willing to 
intiate in a long term 
relationship with KISS 
Automotive. 

•Drafting initial 
contracts which form 
the foundation for the 
development 
activities and future 
sales 

FIGURE 7: ACTION PLAN 
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•Building trust in the 
relationship by 
intensive contacts and 
a focus on mutual 
benefits 

•Initiate the 
educational campaign 
(see chapter 7) 

•Development of the 
product for mass 
production in both 
line- and retro- fit 

•Finalize contract with 
clear targets and 
expectations 
regarding sales phase 

3. lntiating sales 

•Execute sale of linefit, 
shortly followed by 
the retrofit 

•execute commercial 
marketing plan 

•build trust 

•Scout for new 
oppertunities 

•improve first product 

•Explore new markets 
for first product 
introduction 

... MW 

•Initiate the 
development future 
prospects 

•scout for new 
oppertunities 

•evaluate sales targets 
& marketing plan 

•Initiate the search for 
a suitable partner in 
the new market 
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CHAPTER 7: MARKETING PLAN 

The goal of the marketing plan is to explain how the strategy of chapter 6 is going to be 
implemented towards the customer. Although KISS Automotive will sell its product to the 
partner, the focus is on the end user. The reasoning behind this is that when the end user is 
willing to buy the product, a partner will also be interested in cooperation. Therefore the 
chapter starts with the end-user's point of view. This overview is then used for the marketing 
plan in the form of the 4 p's. The final part of the chapter formulates clear goals and 
expectations. 

7.1 THE END-USER'S POINT OF VIEW 

Critical to the success of any product is the acceptance of it by the end-user. This section 
therefore describes several aspects that are important to any consumer. 

USAGE SITUATION 

The auto rickshaw driver predominantly uses his vehicle in the crowded cities of India. The 
vehicle is used as a taxi. The roads are crowded and full of potholes. This makes that traffic is 
very chaotic. The auto rickshaw is driven in all kinds of weather, in summer and winter, in 
tropical and mountain climates. 

Our product will therefore have to be able to withstand shocks, humidity and very high as well 
as very low temperatures. Since the product is mounted to the drive train, it will also have to be 
able to withstand frequent acceleration and deceleration. The parts of the system, as well as the 
auto rickshaw itself will have to be able to withstand thousands of starts and stops of the 
engine. 

CONDITIONS 

Auto rickshaw drivers most value the good acceleration of the 2 stroke auto rickshaws 
compared to the 4 stroke and diesel models. Since the micro hybrid system does not change 
anything to the engine itself, the acceleration is not compromised. 

Auto rickshaw drivers pay a lot of attention to the appearance of their vehicles. Therefore the 
product should not influence the looks in a negative way. This is no problem because the 
installed product cannot be seen from the outside. 

Because the drivers are dependent on their vehicles for their income, they will be reluctant to 
make investments in their vehicles that could compromise its reliability. Therefore the product 
will have to be relatively cheap, and be perceived as being of good quality. 
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ADDED VALUE 

The product adds value for the driver in three ways: 

1. Increased income, due to lower fuel expenses 
2. The comfort of fast and reliable electric starting 
3. The positive feeling of making a contribution to the environment 

7.2 THE FOUR P'S 

PRODUCT 

In line with the previous section, some properties of the micro hybrid system that our team 
developed are discussed below. 

RO BUS T AND SIMPL E 

The simple and robust design will help convince the auto rickshaw drivers of the robustness 
and the quality of the product. Also, the design allows the price to be kept low. Next to the low 
price, low maintenance costs are required. This property therefore greatly lowers the threshold 
to buy. 

MOD ULAR DESIGN 

KISS Automotive will at first only offer the micro hybrid system. After a few more years of 
development, the second product (a full hybrid system which has higher potential savings, but 
will be more expensive to buy) will be introduced. This second product is fully compatible with 
the first product. This allows satisfied buyers of the first product to further improve their 
vehicles. They will be less hesitant to invest a larger sum of money, because of the positive 
experiences with the first product. 

EASY TO OP ERAT E AND IN STALL 

The product itself will be offered in a package. The owner of the vehicle can then bolt the micro
hybrid system onto his auto rickshaw himself. This is made as easy as possible, and can be done 
within 2 hours. The micro hybrid system will not require the driver to modify his driving style 
in any significant way. The fast and reliable starting of the engine even greatly improves the 
usage comfort of the vehicle. This ease of use further reduces the threshold for purchase. 

PRICE 

The auto rickshaw driver usually does not have too many savings. The product will probably 
have to be bought with a loan. We think that we can interest the average auto rickshaw driver 
for the product when this loan can be repaid within a year with the realized savings in fuel 
expenses. This is based on the value proposition of CNG and LPG conversions. Therefore, 
maximum price of the product is considered to be €171,- . 

This price is much lower than that of competing products (see table 1). Therefore people who 
are not ready to make large investments will first be drawn to our product. 
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PLACE 

Because of the fact that we offer a new technical product, people will have to be convinced of the 
offered benefits and the quality of the product. We would therefore like the product to be 
offered by retailers that have knowledge of auto rickshaws. These people can inspire trust, and 
inform the customers about installment, usage and maintenance. 

Because the product can only be offered at low prices when it is mass produced, nationwide 
coverage is needed. 

The easiest way to realize these aspects of placing the product is to have it offered through the 
dealership network of the partner. Companies like Bajaj and Mahindra & Mahindra have about 
400 dealers spread over India. 

PROMOTION 

Since the product is a new innovation, and is therefore unknown to the end user, the auto 
rickshaw drivers need to be informed of its existence and its value proposition. Before this can 
be done however, the driver needs to be prepared for the product. This means that he needs to 
have access to funds (for example through a bank account) . It also helps to create some 
environmental awareness. A promotion plan was designed to realize the above. 

Our promotion plan consists of two elements, namely a preliminary educational campaign and a 
direct promotional campaign for our product. In this section we will pose the general outline of 
both promotional campaigns. 

EDUCATIONA L CAMPAIGN 

In our market analysis we encountered a few facts that prove challenges to the success of our 
product. These challenges are listed below: 

1. Many people do not have bank accounts. The fact that many auto rickshaw drivers 
do not have bank accounts poses a challenge, since most drivers will have to borrow 
money to be able to afford the product. 

2. Low environmental awareness among target group. This means that one of the 
value adding properties of the product is not considered to be important by many 
drivers. 

3. Low investments in maintenance. Most drivers are unaware of the fact that with 
relatively small investments in maintenance, their vehicles will perform much better, 
and can be much cheaper to run. By creating this awareness, the drivers will also be 
sooner inclined to invest in our product, which leads to the same benefits. 

During the first year of business, the prototype of the micro hybrid system is further developed 
to make it suitable for mass production. This leaves time to prepare the targeted market for our 
product by tackling the challenges. 

By means of an educational campaign, end-users are prepared for the product. This campaign 
will inform auto rickshaw drivers of the benefits of a bank account, a clean environment and of a 
properly maintained vehicle. It will be set up in cooperation with producers of auto rickshaws, 
banks and governments. These parties benefit the most from the results of the campaign. The 
governments benefit because on increased environmental awareness, the banks through the 
opening of new accounts, and the producers through the sales of parts and improved image of 
the vehicles. 
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As a result of this campaign we expect an increase in the number of tuktuk drivers with a bank 
account; this is beneficial to our business case because this makes financing the product easier. 
In addition to this the contacts we will obtain with this campaign will offer opportunities 
regarding the future business in India. 

PRODUCT PROMOTION 

For promoting the actual product among the target group, some test models will be offered in 
exchange for information on how the product is perceived. This means that before mass 
production is set up, some prototypes will already be driving around. This increases knowledge 
of the product among end users, and can supply the JV with valuable information for improving 
the product. It is of course important to be sure that product is functioning properly before such 
action is taken, because otherwise a negative image can be built. The free test-vehicles will be 
dispersed among drivers in large cities, who preferably are union members. These unions can 
prove valuable allies for the purpose of quickly selling large numbers. 

When the product is finally in (mass-) production, a large scaled campaign should be started in 
order to kick start the sales of the product. The exact channels and contents of this campaign 
can best be determined by the partner company, since it has experience in dealing with the 
target group. The focus of the message will probably be on the increase in income, since this is 
perceived as the most important value adding property of the product for the drivers. 

7.3 GOALS AND EXPECTATIONS 

This section presents the goals and expectations of the marketing plan, in other words, 
estimates have to be made concerning future sales figures. These estimates will be used as input 
for the financial section (chapter 9). 

POTENTIAL (=TOTAL MARKET) 

The maximum number of potential sales is restricted by the total number of two-stroke auto 
rickshaws in India that are used intensively, and run on petrol, since most financial and 
environmental improvement can be gained here. This number is estimated to somewhere 
between 2 and 3 million vehicles. So ideally, 2 to 3 million units can be sold in total. 

SPECIFIC REALISTIC GOALS 

The enormous number above has to be adjusted for the percentage of people that can be 
reached, and then for the percentage of those people who will actually make the investment. 
This means that the number above (which is a raw estimate to start with) will have to be 
adjusted by more very raw estimations. It makes more sense to take a bottom up approach. If 
we find a large partner, this partner's dealer network can be used for selling the product. This 
means that the product will be offered by approximately 400 dealerships. If these dealerships 
(which each serve thousands of vehicles) can each sell as little as 3 units per month in the first 
year, total sales will amount to (3*400*12=) 14.400 units. To be on the save side, the round 
figure of 10,000 units is taken as input for the financial section. Because of worth-of-mouth 
advertising and improved marketing budgets, the sales number is expected to gradually 
increase to 40,000 units in 2013. Because of the huge potential market, and possible 
government endorsement, maximum sales numbers of 100,000 units per year are considered to 
be realistic eventually. 
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PART IV: IMPLICATIONS 
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CHAPTER 8: RISK ANALYSIS 

As a result from our strategy we can identify multiple risks. In this chapter we want to discuss 
the most important risks which resulted from our strategy. Before we take a more extensive 
view on the various risk we will pose a short overview. 

• We cannot find a suitable partner who is interested in selling in our product 
• The collaboration is not sustainable 
• Our strategy is not accepted by our partner and a different configuration of the supply 

chain is desired. 
• The partner copies the product and commercializes it on its own 
• Competitors of our partner copy the product and commercialize it 
• Sales estimates are too optimistic 
• Our expected investment of 50.000 Euro needs to be higher 

8.1 FINDING A SUITABLE PARTNER 

By far the biggest risk in our strategic plan is that we are not able to find a partner who is 
willing to sell out product. There are two possible scenarios which can be the origin of this risk, 
first it can be an internal origin like a miscalculated strategic plan or a flaw in the product. 
Second, external factors like the credit crunch or perhaps a political or competitive development 
can be the reason we cannot find a suitable partner. 

In the first scenario we can adapt the strategy or product to make it more interesting for an 
Indian partner to do business with us. In the second scenario our influence is limited and we 
should consider keeping our options in India open and initiating business in another country. 

Both scenarios are considered to be a realistic event. However our strategy is implementable in 
other countries as well, in addition to this thanks to our small and flexible organization we can 
also adapt our strategy with relatively small effort. 

8.2 A SUSTAINABLE COLLABORATION 

In order to continue to exist we need a sustainable collaboration with our partner. It is a risk 
this is not achieved. The origin of this risk is hard to predict because it many possibilities. 
Although the origin is hard to predict, the counter measures are fairly easy to identify. 

The first option we have is seeking a different partner with whom we can build a sustainable 
relationship. The second option is to look consider other countries with new markets. The first 
option would be applied if for example one of our new innovations is not seen as a prospect by 
our partner, the second option should be considered if the new innovation is still in 
development and the revenues have to come from our micro-hybrid kit. 
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8.3 OUR STRATEGY 

In the optimal situation we have one partner who is responsible for all aspects in the supply 
chain. It is a realistic scenario a large active player in the auto rickshaw market does not want to 
produce such a product but is interested in sourcing and selling it. 

If this scenario occurs we have adapt our strategy and find two partners, one for the production 
of the product and one for the sales and distribution of the product. In this scenario we expect to 
have some extra cost to configure he collaborations and control. 

8.4 COPYING OF THE PRODUCT BY OUR PARTNER 

There is a threat that the partner will run off with the product, leaving KISS Automotive empty
handed. Three mechanisms to prevent this from happening have already been incorporated into 
the strategy: 

1. The most complicated part (critical component) of the micro-hybrid system is supplied 
to the JV by KISS Automotive. This means that the workings of this part remain hidden 
for the partner. By offering this part for a relatively low price we discourage the partner 
from secretly figuring these workings out. 

2. Regular new product innovations which are offered to the JV are meant to make a long
term relationship more profitable for the partner then short-term opportunistic 
behavior. 

3. The majority of the profits can be obtained by our partner and copying the critical 
component thus offers a marginal improvement on their cost price and profit margins 

Should this scenario occur despite our preventative measures we have two options. First, we 
can seek another partner who has not yet gained our knowledge and second, we can try to 
penetrate another country. 

8.5 COPIES OF THE PRODUCT BY COMPETITORS 

There is a realistic threat that competitors of our partner will try to copy the micro-hybrid 
system. Several strategic counter measures have been taken to prevent this. 

1. Strategic configuration allows partner to sell the micro hybrid system to a competitor's 
dealer network or even to a competitor directly with a profit margin. 

2. The critical component is costly to develop or reverse engineer, sourcing it at our Indian 
subsidiary is a realistic option to obtain the product for a competitor. 

Despite the two counter measures it is still a realistic option for a competitor to produce the 
micro hybrid system. If this happen there is not much we can do, in this scenario it is crucial our 
partner strengthens our position in the market and tries to counter his competitor. 

Although this risk reduces our income it also speeds up the conversion process and has a major 
impact on social and environmental circumstances. It is important to realize this and keep the 
focus on the next development which can also help our partner gain a stronger position in the 
market. 
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8.6 SALES ESTIMATES ARE TOO OPTIMISTIC 

Our sales prognoses can of course be too optimistic. Although we strongly believe it is possible 
to reach the target goals we are obliged to consider disappointing sales results. If estimated 
sales are too high there are two points in time we can realize this. The first is with the 
negotiations with our future partner. His market knowledge can learn us a lot and might lead to 
a different scenario in which case we have to reconsider our financial situation and perhaps 
seek more funding. 

The second option is that out partner agrees with our estimates but sales results are not as 
expected. In this case the problem is somewhat bigger. It is important to realize our market 
power is minimal in India and we are reliant on our partner to take action, in addition to this we 
also are accumulating inventories which pressure our financial situation. 

In order to get a better understanding of this risk we drafted a scenario in which we only sold 
half the amount of our expected sales. This scenario and the conclusions can be found in the 
next section. 

8.7 HIGH INVESTMENT IN JOINT VENTURE 

We estimated the needed investment in the Indian Joint Venture to be 50.000 Euro. It could well 
be this is too low. Consequences of this risk are relatively small. The investment is a single 
investment in 2010. If the investment is too low we simply need to attract more capital at the 
starting point. 
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CHAPTER 9: FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

In this chapter we will give our views regarding the financial implications of our strategy. First, 
the assumptions underlying the financial analysis are discussed. Second, the expectations 
underlying the financial analysis are briefly discussed. Third, the financial analysis and 
consequences are given. 

9.1 ASSUMPTIONS 

Every financial prospectus has assumptions underlying the expectations of the analysis. In case 
of a start-up the assumptions are a consequence of the strategy and allow a useful and focused 
financial analysis. 

Assumption 1: Partnering with an Indian partner active in the automotive industry. 
The first assumption we make is that we will succeed in finding an Indian partner matching our 
selection criteria (as mentioned in chapter 6) . With this partner we will start a joint venture in 
which we will invest an amount of cash and our technology. As a consequence we will need a 
fixed amount of cash to invest in this Joint venture. Furthermore we need to estimate the profit 
of this joint venture to analyze our dividend income. 

Assumption 2: The joint venture buys the critical component from KISS Automotive 
India. 
The second assumption underlying our financial model is that the joint venture sources the 
critical component (control component) at KISS Automotive India. This implies we only have to 
analyze the production cost of this component for the sales estimates. 

Indian Auto Manufacturers' Costs 

• Raw Materials 

• Manufacturing 

• Labor 

• Sales & 
Distribution 

• Other Costs 

FIGURE 8 : INDIAN AUTO MANUFACTURERS 'COSTS 
(KPMG, 200 8) 
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Assumption 3: The joint venture is 
responsible for production/sourcing and 
distribution and sales 
The third assumption is that this joint venture 
is responsible for production or sourcing of 
the product; distribution; and sales. As a 
consequence there are no cost involving 
production and sales of the final product. 

Assumption 4: The cost price of the 
product constructed resembling the 
average cost price in the automotive 
branch as derived from .... (KPMG, 2008) 
A report of KPMG in 2008 shows the typical 
cost structure of an Indian automotive 
company. We assume our cost price is 
constructed with the same ratios (see figure 6) 
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Assumption 5: The Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) in India is 4 
An interview with Bob Hoekstra (see appendix E), an expert regarding India and doing business 
in India (for resume Bob Hoekstra, see appendix F), taught us that one Euro buys the same 
amount of goods in India as 4 Euros in the Netherlands. 

Assumption 6: The company will be founded in 2010. 
The last assumption regards the actual start date of the business; we assume we will be 
operational in 2010. Thus the financial analysis starts at January first, 2010. 

9.2 ESTIMATES 

In the business plan several estimates are mentioned which underlie our financial analysis. In 
this section we will briefly discuss the estimates we made to analyze the financial situation and 
consequence. 

Estimate 1: Development of the final product will be finished in 2011. 
Our technical engineers in collaboration with Tegema have estimated the development time of 
the final product around 1 year. As a consequence when operations start in 2010 sales can start 
in 2011. 

Estimate 2: Sales will go from 10.000 units in year 2011to40.000 pieces is 2013. 
Due to the large selling power coming from our partners' retail network we estimate we can sell 
10.000 pieces in the second year of operations. This will go up to 20.000 pieces in year 2012 and 
40.000 in 2013. For a more complete explanation of this estimate we refer to section 7.3 

Estimate 3: The Indian production cost of the critical component is €1.25,-
In appendix Cone can find that the estimated European production price of the critical 
component is €5,-. This cost price is discussed with DTI (see references), a currently active 
player in the European automotive Industry, and Tegema (see references), a technical 
engineering agency active in the Dutch automotive industry. The critical component is 
estimated to cost in 5 Euro in Europe. As a consequence of this production price and assumption 
5 we estimate the Indian production price to be €1,25. 

Estimate 4: The profit margin on a single retrofit kit is 25 Euro for the joint venture. 
In section 7.3 our views regarding the sales price are given. With an ROI of 1 year and the 
estimated saves on fuel consumption of 15% we estimate the sales price of the product to be€ 
171,00. Furthermore the European production price of the retrofit is estimated to be€ 
130,00(see appendix C). Considering the production price and assumption 4 we estimate the 
total cost of the retrofit kit to be€ 39,15. As a consequence of the sales price and total cost price 
the margin for the joint venture and other parties in the distribution chain like the dealers has 
to come from the difference of the two, namely €131,85. Based on this we consider the profit 
margin of€ 25,00 reasonable. 

Estimate 5: The research costs are€ 100.000,- per year 
In order to estimate the research cost we had discussion with DTI and Tegema, in addition to 
this we talked to several experts from the University to get a grip on the cost involved in the 
research. As a result of our analysis we estimate the cost involving future research to be 
€100.000 per year. 
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9.3 FINANCIAL SCENARIO 1 

In order to perform a financial analysis we used FINAN Financial analyzer to perform our 
analysis. In this section the analysis of the optimal situation are considered, this means all 
estimates are correct. In the next two sections we will consider two more scenarios. 

BALANCE SHEET 

(x € 1.000,-) 

Assets 

Intangible fixed assets 

Real estate 

Plant & equipment 

Financial fixed assets (20% minority share in JV) 

Inventories 

Receivables 

Cash 

Total assets 

Liabilities 

Net worth 

Provisions 

Long-term debts 

Current liabilities 

Capital shortfall 

Total liabilities 

67 

2010 

0 

0 

21 

so 
0 

0 

3S9 

430 

2011 

0 

0 

17 

so 
10 

0 

238,32 

31S,32 

2012 

0 

0 

13 

so 
2S 

l,S08 

163,S92 

2S3,l 

2013 

0 

0 

9 

so 
4S 

0,794 

234,146 

338,94 
-------- -------- -------- ---------------- -------- -------- --------

330 21S,32 1S3,1 238,94 

0 0 0 0 

100 100 100 100 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

--------------- --------------- --------------- ---------------
430 31S,32 2S3,1 338,94 

-------- -------- -------- ---------------- -------- -------- --------
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT 

(x € 1.000,-) 

Profit and loss account 

Net sales 

Change in inventories 

Costs of purchase 

Gross profit 

Other operating income 

Operating expenses 

R&D 
Depreciations 

Operating income 

Financial result 

Ordinary profit before taxes 

Extraordinary income and expenses 

Tax on profits 
Share in result from (non-consolidated) 
subsidiaries (JV) 

Minority stockholder's interest in result 

Profit after tax 

2010 

0 

0 

0 

---------------

0 

0 

-83 

-100 

-4 

---------------

-187 

0 

---------------

-187 

0 

0 

0 

0 

---------------

-187 

======== 

CONCLUSIONS 

2011 

so 
10 

-25,68 

---------------

34,32 

0 

-90 

-100 

-4 

---------------
-159,68 

0 

---------------

-159,68 

0 

0 

45 

0 
---------------

-114,68 
----------------

2012 2013 

100 200 

15 20 

-49,22 -94,16 

--------------- ---------------
65,78 125,84 

0 0 

-96 -106 

-100 -100 

-4 -4 

--------------- ---------------
-134,22 -84,16 

-18 -10 

--------------- ---------------
-152,22 -94,16 

0 0 

0 0 

90 180 

0 0 

--------------- ---------------

-62,22 85,84 
-------- ---------------- --------

In this scenario we need a minimum net worth of 330.000 Euro to reach the estimated result, 
the maximum needed net worth is 430.000 Euro (in case we cannot obtain the long term loan of 
€100.000). In addition to this we can observe that our first profit is obtained in 2013, 4 years 
after the start-up. In this year we want to strengthen our balance sheet by reserving money, we 
expect to make the first dividend payment in 2015. 
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9.4 FINANCIAL SCENARIO 2 

As stated before the first scenario assumes all expectations are achieved. In this scenario we 
would like to pose a scenario in which we reduce the expected sales by 50%. This implies the 

incomes from sales and the share in result from (non-consolidated) subsidiaries (the JV) is only half 

of the first scenario 

BALANCE SHEET 

(x € 1.000,-) 

Assets 

Intangible fixed assets 

Real estate 

Plant & equipment 

Financial fixed assets (20% minority share in JV) 

Inventories 

Receivables 

Cash 

Total assets 

Liabilities 

Net worth 

Provisions 

Long-term debts 

Current liabilities 

Capital shortfall 

Total liabilities 

69 

2010 

0 

0 

21 

so 
0 

0 

3S9 

430 

2011 

0 

0 

17 

so 
10 

0 

238,32 

31S,32 

2012 

0 

0 

13 

so 
2S 

1,91 

92,8 

182,71 

2013 

0 

0 

9 

so 
4S 

1,632 

19,998 

12S,63 
-------- -------- -------- ---------------- -------- -------- --------

330 

0 

100 

0 

0 

430 

21S,32 

0 

100 

0 

0 

31S,32 

82,71 

0 

100 

0 

0 

182,71 

2S,63 

0 

100 

0 

0 

12S,63 
-------- -------- -------- ---------------- -------- -------- --------
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT 

(x € 1.000,-) 

Profit and loss account 

Net sales 

Change in inventories 

Costs of purchase 

Gross profit 

Other operating income 

Operating expenses 

R&D 

Depreciations 

Operating income 

Financial result 

Ordinary profit before taxes 

Extraordinary income and expenses 

Tax on profits 
Share in result from (non-consolidated) 
subsidiaries (JV) 

Minority stockholder's interest in result 

Profit after tax 

2010 

0 

0 

0 

---------------
0 

0 

-83 

-100 

-4 

---------------

-187 

0 

---------------
-187 

0 

0 

0 

0 

---------------
-187 

----------------

CONCLUSIONS 

2011 

25 

10 

-12,84 

---------------
22,16 

0 

-90 

-100 

-4 

---------------
-171,84 

0 

---------------
-171,84 

0 

0 

22,5 

0 

---------------
-149,34 

----------------

2012 2013 

so 100 

15 20 

-24,61 -47,08 

--------------- ---------------
40,39 72,92 

0 0 

-96 -106 

-100 -100 

-4 -4 

--------------- ---------------
-159,61 -137,08 

-18 -10 

--------------- ---------------

-177,61 -147,08 

0 0 

0 0 

45 90 

0 0 

--------------- ---------------
-132,61 -57,08 

-------- ======== --------

As expected the results are not as positive as in the first scenario. Profit is not reached within 
the first four years; we expect to gain a profit in the 6th year of operations. One positive aspect 
which can also be observed that in this scenario there is no capital shortfall, this implies that the 
required net profit remains the same as in the first scenario. 
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CHAPTER 10: SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

This chapter concludes the business plan by summing up the results of why it all started: the 
impact that KISS Automotive will have on its surroundings. First the social impact will be 
calculated, after which the environmental impact is offered. The chapter ends with a conclusion. 

The WHO reported in 2007 that air pollution in India causes 527,700 deaths per year. This 
illustrates the necessity for initiatives such as the Hybrid Auto rickshaw Battle. Another study 
(Sengupta and Manda), 2005) researched the health costs of air pollution in 35 conglomerations 
in India. These amount to $1.5 billion per year in the low cost scenario. The most damaging kind 
of air pollution is in the form of small particles, also known as soot emissions. The two stroke 
engines of the auto rickshaws have relatively high levels of these emissions compared to other 
engine types (except for diesel). 

10.1 SOCIAL IMPACT 

The social impact that KISS Automotive will have is expressed as the accumulated savings on 
fuel expenses minus the accumulated investments in het micro hybrid systems. Of course, the 
social impact of the organization is much larger. Think about the employment that is generated 
for dozens of Indian people, and of improved health conditions for millions of people as a 
consequence of reduced pollution. Because these effects are very hard to quantify at the 
moment, they have not been included in the calculations. An overview can be found in table 3. 

The monetary value of all combined fuel savings can easily be calculated using the expected 
annual fuel savings per auto rickshaw, and the total number of kits sold, as inputs. Since the 
driver should be able to repay the micro hybrid system within one year, the expected average 
annual fuel savings and the initial investments are considered to be equal. 

2011 2012 2013 2014 

Average annual €171,- €171,- €171,- €171,-
savings per unit= 
sales price 

Total number of kits 0 10.000 20.000 40.000 
in use at beginning of 
year 

Number of kits sold 10.000 10.000 20.000 30.000 
during year 

Total number of kits 10.000 20.000 40.000 70.000 
in use at end of year 

Total amount € 1.710.000 € 3.420.000 € 6.840.000 € 11.970.000 
invested (i€171,-
/unit) 

Average number of 5.000 15.000 30.000 50.000 
kits in use during 
year 

Total fuel savings € 855.000 € 2.565.000 € 5.130.000 € 8.550.000 
realized during year 

Total accumulated € 855.000 € 3.420.000 € 8.550.000 € 17.100.000 
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fuel savings 

Total savings - - € 855.000 €0 € 1.710.000 € 5.130.000 
investments 

TABLE 3: SOCIAL IMPACT 

10.2 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

The environmental impact is calculated by the combined reduction in harmful emissions as a 
result of all the sold micro hybrid systems. Table 4 lists the average reduction of emissions per 
kilometre, during normal use. 

Orig. emiss. In Relative Absolute 
mg/km Reduction reduction 

(mg/km) 
Soot emiss. 64 11.8% 7.6 
HC emiss. 1283 22.9% 293.8 
CO emiss. 24412 17.3% 4223.3 
C02 emiss. 86558 10.1% 8742.4 
NOx emiss. 77478 5.7% 4416.2 
TABLE 4: EMISSION REDUCTIONS PER KM 

These emissions were used as input for the table below. An average of 24.000 km's per year per 
auto rickshaw was used as input. Considering the intensive use of the vehicles, this figure is a 
very reserved estimate. Table 5 shows the accumulated reduction in emission, resulting from all 
sold micro hybrid systems together. 

2011 2012 2013 2014 

Average number of kits in 5.000 15.000 30.000 50.000 
use during year 

Number of km's driven with 120.000.000 360.000.000 720.000.000 1.200.000.000 
kit during year 

Accumulated number of 120.000.000 480.000.000 1.200.000.000 2.400.000 .000 
km's driven with kit 

Accumulated reduction of 912 3.648 9.120 18.240 
Soot emission (kg) 

Accumulated reduction of 35.256 141.024 352.560 705.120 
HC emission (kg) 

Accumulated reduction of 506.796 2.027.184 5.067.960 10.135.920 
CO emission (kg) 

Accumulated reduction of 1.049 .088 4.196.352 10.490.880 20.981.760 
C02 emission (kg) 

Accumulated reduction of 529.944 2.119.776 5.299.440 10.598.880 
NOx emission (kg) 

TABLE 5 : ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
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To attach some meaning to these figures: a Volkswagen Golf emits about 100 grams of C02 per 
km, and we assume that the average car in the Netherlands drives about 15.000 km's per year. 

The accumulated C02 emission of 2014 is the same then, as that 13.789 cars in the Netherlands 
would emit in one year. This number is even higher for the other (and more polluting) emission 
gasses and particles. 

10 .3 CONCLUSION 

Within just 4 years after the start of sales, the total financial position of auto rickshaw drivers 
has already improved by more than €5.000.000,-. This figure will rapidly grow larger after 
2014, because in the beginning a relatively large amount is invested in the purchase of the micro 
hybrid systems. Without the investments, fuel savings worth almost €12.000.000,- will be 
realized within these four years. 

This amount may not seem to be much to us, but when it is spread over 70.000 people in India it 
can make an enormous difference. The €170,- per person this averages out to, can pay for a lot 
of food, or can help in paying for the education of offspring. 

The social benefit is amplified by the environmental effect. The huge reduction of harmful 
emissions leads to improved air quality in large urban areas, exactly where the problems are 
largest. The health of people who live here will suffer less, and a contribution is made to slow 
down global warming. 

In a not to distant future, when all auto rickshaws in India are equipped with the micro hybrid 
system of KISS Automotive, the street scene has changed dramatically. When numerous auto 
rickshaws are standing still in traffic jams, no toxic gasses will be emitted and no tuktuk sound 
will be heard. 

In terms of health care costs, the realizable savings are: 

Cost of Total reduction Health care costs Health care cost 
pollutants (Rs/ in 2014 (kg) savings (Rs) savings($) 
kg) 

Soot emiss. 20 18,240 364,800 7,584.16 
HC emiss. 0.02 705,120 14,102 293.18 
CO emiss. 0.3 10.135.920 3,040,776 63,217.50 
NOx emiss. 3 10.598.880 31,796,640 661,050 

In total, the micro hybrid system of KISS Automotive will have saved the Indian health care 
approximately $724,500.-. This does not seem like a very high figure to us, but in India a lot of 
health care can be provided for this money. What's more, if our product can prevent the death of 
even one person by air pollution, our efforts have been of great value. Future expansion of the 
range of products, and of markets in the world will increase the social and environmental 
impact even further, so that many lives can be saved. 
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APPENDIX 

APPENDIX A: EXPLORATIVE MARKET RESEARCH 

INTRODUCTION 

The goal of this explorative market research is to investigate the Indian market, in particular for 
a hybrid auto rickshaw. In order to provide a complete picture the findings have been divided 
into three chapters of interest, namely the macro-economic circumstances of the country, doing 
business in India and some more specialized information on the auto rickshaw in India. 

MACRO ECONOMIC OVERVIEW OF INDIA 

India's economic capacity suffers from a negative image in the western world. The country is 
still associated with poverty and bureaucracy too much. Nowadays the country is also 
characterized by increasing purchasing power, and improved possibilities for foreign countries 
due to the new liberal policy. The expenditures of the Indian people are shifting from food to 
transport and communication. 

India is a country of opposites . There are regions that are very dynamic, but there are regions 
where it is almost impossible to get anything started. There is also a contrast between old
fashioned small businesses and large modern companies. Especially the software and 
petrochemical industries are doing very well. 

India is the second most populated country in the world with well over 1.1 billion inhabitants. 
The population growth rate is estimated to be 1.578% for 2008. 

There are 23 official languages in India. English is the most important language for national, 
political and commercial communication; Hindi is the national language and the primary tongue 
of 30% of the people. Literacy is low at 61 %. 

India is a federal republic and has a very diverse economy. Three quarters of the Indian 
population is employed in agriculture. The services sector however, makes a larger contribution 
to the GDP. The most important industries are textiles, chemicals, food processing, steel, 
transportation equipment, cement, mining, petroleum, machinery and software. Economic 
growth has been more than 7% annually since 1997, and has even reached 8.5% in 2006 and 
2007. Large numbers of educated people and English as an official language make the country 
very attractive for foreign investments. Next to this, the government has reduced controls on 
foreign trade and investment. India had a labor force of 516.4 million people and an 
unemployment rate of 7.2 % in 2007. 
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Because India is such a large country, there are large differences between people living in 
different parts of it. This can also be seen in the way people are transported. Among the 
megacities, for example, walking and cycling are much less common in Mumbai than in Delhi, 
perhaps due to Mumbai's superior public transport system. Among the smaller cities, Kanpur 
and Lucknow have much higher proportions of walking and cycling than Pune, which has a very 
high level of motorcycle ownership 

and use (due to a large middle class), as well as extensive charter bus services organized by 
Pune's industrial firms for their employees (Pune Municipal Corporation, 2004) . By comparison, 
Kanpur and Lucknow have much lower levels of motorcycle use (due to lower incomes) and 
minimal bus services. Instead, they rely on a mix of paratransit modes such as auto rickshaws, 
cycle rickshaws, jeep taxis, and tempos (large auto rickshaws). 

DOING BUSINESS IN INDIA 

ENTERING THE INDIAN MARKET 

The Indian market is not easy to access for a western company. There are many reasons for this: 
bureaucracy, non-transparent markets, the enormous diversity of the country and resulting 
from that, cultural differences. The enormous size of the country makes it almost impossible for 
any company to sell its products in the entire country. Especially in the beginning, a regional 
approach will have to do. The different states in India have a high level of autonomy, especially 
concerning economic policy. Therefore it is important to do a study into the rules and facts of 
the states, before deciding where to invest. 

It is not a bad idea to do business with a local agent. The lack of transparency, the size of the 
market, the importance of personal contacts and the fact that India is still very bureaucratic 
make it virtually impossible to access the market without any help. The key to success for many 
companies is a good distribution network. Since it is very costly and time consuming to develop 
such a network on your own, finding a local partner can be of great help. It can however be quite 
difficult to find a trustworthy and reliable local agent or partner. 

Establishing joint ventures is a proven form of entering the Indian market. In the past two 
decades the Indian market has opened up to foreign investors and many obstacles to forming a 
joint venture have been removed. Finding the right location for investments requires an 
extensive study of the 'offers' of the different states. A local partner should be able to do this. 
Establishing a joint venture however remains a time consuming process which will take at least 
4 to 6 months. 

The Dutch government offers several subsidies in the so called 'India package' to promote trade, 
investments and technological cooperation with India. It is advised to look further into this . 

DISTRIBUTION 

In most parts of India, there is a reasonably well developed distribution network, especially for 
non-perishable goods. Transporters, regional distributors, wholesalers and retailers all belong 
to this network. It is usual that several companies with different products make use of the same 
distribution network in a certain region. 
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For most consumer goods, distribution costs are about 20% of sales prices, divided over the 
different links in the distribution chains. For several goods there is an obligatory maximum 
sales price that has to be mentioned on the packaging. 

India has the highest penetration of retailers in the world, but also the smallest shopping 
surface per inhabitant. Although there are over 5 million sales points, retail as we know it is 
almost completely absent. Just 5% of retailers is organized. Nowadays warehouses and 
supermarkets are booming in many large cities. 

The distribution sector has many problems, like a complicated tax system, many middlemen, 
insufficient infrastructure, and following from that, high costs, inflexible employment 
regulations, many needed permits on state level, insufficient education and a shortage of 
professional accommodations (extreme costs in the metropolitan areas). 

The Indian customer is very price conscious. A number of foreign companies changed focus 
from upper market products to mass products. Also, payment traffic is slow because of an 
inefficient system of government owned banks. However, credit card companies are on the rise. 

PROMOTION 

Promotional activities in India are of an international level. Three quarters of the market is in 
hands of Indian companies that in one way or another cooperate with foreign partners. 
Newspapers and television make up 80 percent of all advertisements. The Advertising 
Standards Council monitors compliance with an advertising code. 

The written media reaches 24 percent of the population. Television and radio reach 55 percent 
and 21 percent respectively. Of the time that the average Indian city dweller spends on media 
consumption, 16 percent goes to reading newspapers, 72 percent goes to television and 11 
percent goes to radio. Internet makes up just 1 percent (2006). Most newspapers are read in 
Hindi. The largest English newspaper is the Times of India, and is the tenth largest newspaper of 
the country. 

Most interest in the world of magazines goes to special interest magazines, like those on cars 
and computers. The most read of these appear in regional languages. 

At the moment there are about 415 million television watchers in the country. The largest 
national station reaches about 41 %. Internet is the fastest growing medium in India. There are 
25 to 50 million internet users at the moment in India. 

TH E AUTO RICKSHAW IN INDIA 

Large Indian cities suffer heavily from air pollution. One important source of air pollution 
remains the large and mostly old fleet of motorized two-wheelers (motorcycles and scooters) 
and three-wheelers (auto rickshaws) with highly inefficient, poorly maintained, very polluting 
2-stroke engines (Tata Energy Research Institute, 1997). Since many auto rickshaw drivers 
illegally adulterate their gasoline fuel with up to 30% kerosene and 10% lubricating oil, the 
pollution they generate is yet further increased (Kandlikar and Ramachandran, 2000) . The auto 
rickshaw is a very common means of transportation, mainly in the form of taxis (see figure 1), 
and is relatively very polluting, especially when it comes to exhaust of particle matters and 
hydrocarbons (see tables 5 and 6). 
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Fig. I . Mode-wise motorized mobi lity per capi ta in India. 

Figure 1 teaches us that not only that Indian people are travelling more and more, but also that 
the importance of the auto rickshaw within the range of means of transportation has grown 
significantly. Figure 9 shows the expected market shares of the different means of 
transportation for the years up to 2021. 
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Fig. 9. Share of private- and pa ra-transi t modes (cars , two-wheelers, and 
auto-rickshaws) duri ng t he nex t two decades. 
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TABLE 5 
Pollutant emissions (gm/km) in Indian vehicles 

Type of vehicle 502 N02 PM HC co 

Two-wheeler 0.02 0.07 0.2 10.0 17.0 
Light motor vehicle 1.0 3.2 0.33 6.0 40.0 
Auto rickshaw 0.25 0.60 1.3 14 7 
Heavy vehicle (diesel-operated) 1.5 21 .0 3.0 2.1 12.7 

SOURCE: Based on Central Pollution control Board specifications. See CPCB 
(1999), "Central Pollution Control Board - auto emissions", Parivesh Newsletter 
Vol 6, No 1, June, New Delhi. 
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TABLE 6 
Emission of vehicular pollutants on important roads of Saharanpur City, 2003 

Delhi Ambala Chilkana Chakrata Dehradun Total 
Pollutants Emission Road Road Road Road Road roads 

Sulphur dioxide gm/hour 35.4 25.7 15.2 13.7 29 .9 119.9 
(S02) gm/day 852.1 611 .5 361 .2 329.5 779.1 2,933.4 
Nitrogen dioxide gm/hour 207 .7 160.6 79.6 91 .6 84 .7 624.2 
(N02) gm/day 5,012 .9 3,877.2 1,886.5 2, 181 .4 4,452 .7 17,410.7 
Particulate matter gm/hour 57.6 44.3 30.1 27.3 142.7 302 
(PM) gm/day 1,387 1,066.8 71 8.5 653.8 1, 198.5 5,024.6 
Hydrocarbons gm/hour 1,003 .4 813.5 705.7 548.6 91 8.5 3,989.7 
(HC) gm/day 2, 684.7 19,560.1 16,928.7 13,041.1 21 ,678.4 73,893 
carbon monoxide gm/hour 9,811 .7 1,685.3 1,354.1 1,054.9 1,934.8 15,840.8 
(CO) gm/day 51 ,527.5 40,499.7 32,448.9 25,358.7 47,791 .8 197,626.6 

SOURCE: Based on Field survey, 2003. 

The Indian Government has tried to mitigate particulate pollution by mandating conversion of 
all buses, auto rickshaws, and taxis in Delhi to CNG fuel by January 

2001. Although well-intentioned, the sudden shift led to massive disruptions as well as 
corruption to avoid compliance (Environmental News India, 2001). 

A more difficult problem is phasing out or converting the most polluting of motor vehicles. The 
highly polluting two stroke engines of motorcycles, scooters, and auto rickshaws are an 
especially worrisome problem, since these motor vehicles are more affordable than private cars 
and have been growing very rapidly in number. However unpopular it might be, it seems 
essential to require all new motorized two- and three-wheelers to have much cleaner engine 
technology. Thus, the expert commission on fuel policy also recommended much stricter 
emissions standards for new motorized two-wheelers and three-wheelers (Ministry of 
Petroleum and Natural Gas, 2002). Even if adopted, it would take many years for these 
regulations to have full effect, since there is a long lag time for fleet replacement. But at least any 
additions to the fleet would not greatly worsen the air pollution problem. 

To provide an idea of the enormous amount of auto rickshaws, table Al and A2 provide 
information on their numbers, and usage respectively. 

Tobit Al 
Mo to r vr hiclr po pub tio n in tho usand and its compo und annual growth ra te in percentage since previous 1~riod (in parent heses ) 

Year Cars Two-wheele rs A ulo·rickshaws Buses Total passenger vehicles Total motor vehicles 

1950 1951 159.-' (- ) 26.9 (- ) 1.7 (-) 34.4 (-) 222 .2 1- ) .106 . .J H 
1955 1956 203 .2 (5.0) 4 1.0 (8.8) 2.5 (8.8) 46.5 (6.2) 29.<. J 15.7) 425.6 (6.8) 
1960-- 1961 309.6 (8.8) 88 .4 (16.6) 6.2 (19.9) 56.8 (4 .1) 461.0 (9 .5) 664.S (9.3) 
1965 1966 455.9 (8.0) 225.6 (20.6) 16.1 (20.8) 73.2 (5.2) 770.8 (10.8) 1099. J ( 10.6) 

1970· 197 1 682.0 (8.4) 576.0 (20 .6) .16.7 (17.9) 91.4 (4 .5) J.186 . I ( 12 .5) 1865.Q(l 12) 
1975 1976 779.0 (2. 7) 105 7.0 (12.9) 59.4 (10. IJ 11 4.2 (4.6) 2009 .6 (7 .7) 2720 .0 (7.8) 
1980 198 1 1160.0 (8.3) 2618.0 (19.9) 142.1 (19.0) 153.9 (6.2) 4074 .0 (1 5.2) 5.191.0 ( 14.7) 
1985- 1986 1780 .0 (8.9) 624 5.0 (19 .0J 3.16.9 11 8.9) 227.6 (8. J) 8589 .5 (16.J) 10 .177.0 ( 14.4) 
1990-1991 29 54.0 ( I 0. 7) 14 200.0 (17.9) 617.4 (12.9) 331.1 (7.8) 18 102.5 (1 6.1) 21374.0 ( JS. I) 
1995· 1996 4204.0 (7 . .<) 23 252.0 (10.4) 1009.0 (10.3) 449.0 (6.3) 289 13 .9 (9 .8 ) 33 786.0 (9.6) 
2000- 2001 7058.0 (10.9) 38 556.0 ( 10 .6) 172 5.4 (1 1.3) 560.0 (4.5) 47 899.4 ( 10.6) 54 991.0 (102) 
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T:tblc Al 
The kvcl of p:1s.-.cnger mobility provided by different modes of road trJnsport during sclcctc.xt years (i n BPkm) 

Y ear Cars Two·whcc k rs Aut o·rickshaws Buses Road tr.:rnsport 

1950 1951 6.38 0.25 0. 10 28 .99 35.72 
1955 1956 8.14 0.39 0. 15 50 .52 59.19 
1960 1961 12.40 0.84 0 .37 80 .15 93.76 

1965 1966 18.27 2. 13 0.95 123.29 144.63 
1970 1971 27..13 5.44 2.16 204 .72 239.65 
1975 1976 .l 1.21 9.99 4.68 306 .88 352.76 

1980 1981 46.48 24.74 8 .. 18 505 .81 585.40 
1985 1986 71.32 59 .02 19.86 757 .48 907.68 
1990 199 1 11 8.36 1.14. 19 36.40 1198 .32 1487.27 

1995 1996 168.45 219 .73 59.49 1830.36 2278.03 
2000 2001 282.80 36'U5 101.73 2329 .60 3078.49 

DEMOGRAPHIC AND MACROECONOMIC FIGUR ES OF INDIA 

(source: CIA world factbook) 

Estimated population July 2008: 1,147,995,898 

Population growth rate: 1.578% (est. 2008) 

Life expectancy: 69.25 yrs 

Ethnic groups (est. 2000): lndo-aryan 72% 

Dravidian 25% 

Mongoloid and other 3% 

Languages: English enjoys associate status but is the most 
important language for national, political, and commercial communication; Hindi is the national 
language and primary tongue of 30% of the people; there are 21 other official languages: 
Assamese, Bengali, Bodo, Dogri, Gujarati, Kannada, Kashmiri, Konkani, Maithili, Malayalam, 
Manipuri, Marathi, Nepali, Oriya, Punjabi, Sanscrit, Santhali, Sindhi, Tamil, Telugu, and Urdu; 
Hindustani is a popular variant of Hindi/Urdu spoken widely throughout northern India but is 
not an official language. 

Literacy (people of over 15 yrs who can read and write): 61% 

Government type: Federal Republic 

Economic overview: India's diverse economy encompasses traditional 
village farming, modern agriculture, handicrafts, a wide range of modern industries, and a 
multitude of services. Services are the major source of economic growth, accounting for more 
than half of India's output with less than one third of its labor force. About three-fifths of the 
work force is in agriculture, leading the United Progressive Alliance (UPA) government to 
articulate an economic reform program that includes developing basic infrastructure to 
improve the lives of the rural poor and boost economic performance. The government has 
reduced controls on foreign trade and investment. Higher limits on foreign direct investment 
were permitted in a few key sectors, such as telecommunications. However, tariff spikes in 
sensitive categories, including agriculture, and incremental progress on economic reforms still 
hinder foreign access to India's vast and growing market. Privatization of government-owned 
industries remains stalled and continues to generate political debate; populist pressure from 
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within the UPA government and from its Left Front allies continues to restrain needed 
initiatives. The economy has posted an average growth rate of more than 7% in the decade since 
1997, reducing poverty by about 10 percentage points. India achieved 8.5% GDP growth in 
2006, and again in 2007, significantly expanding production of manufactures. India is 
capitalizing on its large numbers of well-educated people skilled in the English language to 
become a major exporter of software services and software workers. Economic expansion has 
helped New Delhi continue to make progress in reducing its federal fiscal deficit. However, 
strong growth combined with easy consumer credit and a real estate boom fueled inflation 
concerns in 2006 and 2007, leading to a series of central bank interest rate hikes that have 
slowed credit growth and eased inflation concerns. The huge and growing population is the 
fundamental social, economic, and environmental problem. 

GDP (Purchasing Power Parity) 2007: $ 2.989 trillion 

GDP 2007: $ 1.099 trillion 

GDP Growth rate 2007 9.2% 

GDP per capita (PPP) $2,700 

Labor force 516.4 million 

Unemployment rate (2007) 7.2% 

Industries: textiles, chemicals, food processing, steel, 
transportation equipment, cement, mining, petroleum, machinery, software . 
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INTRODUCTION 

In January 2008, students of the Eindhoven Hybrid Tuktuk Team put together a questionnaire 
to gain more insight into the average Indian auto rickshaw driver. They did this because a better 
understanding of these people is needed in order to write a comprehensive, realistic business 
plan for the Hybrid Auto Rickshaw Battle. This battle has the goal of reducing harmful exhaust 
gasses in Indian urban areas. 

In this short paper, the results of an explorative study amongst 35 auto rickshaw drivers in the 
city of Chennai are presented. The goal of this questionnaire was to gain an insight into the lives 
and jobs of auto rickshaw drivers. The information was used to get an image of the average auto 
rickshaw driver, to serve as input for the technical design of the product, and to provide data 
needed for the business plan. The gathered data were processed with the help of the statistical 
software package of SPSS. The processed data are free to use for all teams involved in the 
Hybrid Tuktuk Battle, Dutch as well as Indian. The data were attained with the help of Team 
SRM University, Chennai, India. Members of this team went through great lengths to translate 
the questionnaires to Tamil, and back again to English so that drivers as well as students 
understood all questions and answers. In total 35 auto rickshaw drivers were interviewed. The 
Dutch teams hereby express their gratitude towards Team SRM for all their effort. 

The paper shortly presents the most important and striking information found in the data of the 
questionnaires. In appendix G, the original questionnaire can be found. In the sub appendix of 
this appendix a table with the descriptive statistics of the numerical variables can be found. 

Chapter one presents information on the drivers themselves. Information on subjects like age 
and education can be found here. The next chapter presents data on the auto rickshaws 
themselves. Some of the topics here are brands used, information on break downs, age of 
vehicles, etc. Chapter three presents information on the use of the auto rickshaw. Average fuel 
consumption, the controls drivers use, and how the vehicle is maintained are some of the 
subjects of this chapter. The fourth chapter tells us about the preferences of drivers, concerning 
their vehicles. Chapter 5 provides us with a short overview of the financial aspect of being an 
auto rickshaw driver. Finally, chapter 6 summarizes the most important findings presented in 
this paper. 

The team of Eindhoven University of Technology cannot be held liable for any faults in this 
paper. Also, since the sample used for the study was both relatively small and not representative 
for all auto-rickshaw drivers in India, care should be taken with drawing conclusions for the 
whole population of Indian auto-rickshaw drivers. 
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CHAPTE R 1 : T HE AUTO RICKSHAW DRIVERS 

Our colleagues from SRM University succeeded in getting 35 respondents for the questionnaire. 
The interviewed auto rickshaw drivers (from here on called the drivers) were all taxi drivers, 
although 2 respondents also carry goods from time to time. Only two of the 35 respondents 
drive their rickshaws as a part time job, the rest does it as a full time job. On average, the drivers 
work for just over 300 days per year. This means that they tend to work 6 days per week; 
however there are also some drivers that work every day of the year. The minimum number of 
days worked in a year is 200, for one of the part-time drivers. 

On average, the drivers have had this job for 12.5 years. The range for this variable is quite 
large, the longest period being 26 years. When we compare this to age, we see that this variable 
varies from 25 to 66 years. This means that technically, people could have the job for well over 
40 years. The mean age of the driver is 40 years. 

On average, the drivers had 9 years of education. By far the most people enjoyed either 10 or 12 
years of education (22 out of 32 respondents). One respondent did not have any education. 

Previous research suggested that drivers are very well organized through unions. In our sample, 
13 out of 34 drivers are a member of CITY, 3 are a member of Citio Erode, and 18 are not a 
member of any union. 

The last thing we wanted to know of the auto rickshaw drivers is whether they were concerned 
about the environment. To prevent socially acceptable answering, the question was asked 
whether they think that the average auto rickshaw driver is concerned with the environment. 
Despite this effort, there was a lot of variation in the answers. Out of 31 usable responses, 4 
people had no idea, 2 thought that there is no concern at all, 13 thought that there is a little 
concern, and 12 people think that the average driver is concerned or even very concerned with 
the environment. The remark was made that although the driver is concerned for the 
environment, acting upon this concern has no priority because of lack of funds. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE AUTO-RICKSHAW 

This chapter provides an insight into the vehicles that are used by the drivers. We want to know 
what brands and engine types are used. Also, we want to find out more about the age of the 
vehicles and their maintenance. 

About two thirds of the drivers own the vehicles themselves (24 out of 34 ). The brand that is 
used the most is Bajaj (33 out of 34 respondents). The only other brand that is used is TVS (1 
out of 34 ). Another striking fact is that all vehicles are petrol operated, except for one (30 out of 
31 ), which uses LPG. Out of 34 respondents, 31 have a two stroke engine, and 3 have a four 
stroke. The average age of the vehicles is 8.75 years, with the newest vehicle being 1 year old, 
and the oldest being 20 years old. Out of 34 vehicles, 15 are over 10 years old. The drivers were 
also asked what the average lifespan of an auto rickshaw is. The average of the answers was 
18.7 years, with a range from 10 to 30 years. 

Please note that the types of fuel used vary a lot per city or district in India. In Bangalore for 
example, less than half of all auto rickshaws run on petrol (Bokhorst et al., 2007). 

One question we asked to monitor maintenance concerns the battery. We had a hunch that 
batteries in auto rickshaws are not often replaced. Out of 34 respondents, 7 have no battery in 
their rickshaw. When the drivers who do have a battery were asked whether they would replace 
it, another three answered no. We also asked the drivers what common problems are with their 
vehicles. The table below summarizes the common problems mentioned by 32 respondents. 
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CHAPTER 3: USAGE OF THE AUTO-RICKSHAW 

This chapter summarizes some the information we gathered concerning the usage of the auto 
rickshaw by the drivers. Topics such as distance driven per day, number of rides per day, 
average number of break downs per year, controls etc. are covered in this chapter. 

There is a lot of variation in the number of rides the drivers have per day. This variable ranges 
from 6 to 30. The mean is 15. There is correlation with the km's driven per day, as is proven 
below. The average amount ofkm's per day is 120, the range stretches from 40 to 250 km/day. 
Another study (Vezzini et al., 2005) among over 1000 auto rickshaw drivers in India found an 
average of 97.45 km's/ day, which confirms the reliability of the answers given by the 
respondents in our sample. 

Model Summary and Parameter Estimates 

Dependent Variable:kmperday 

Model Summary Parameter Estimates 

Equation R Square F df1 df2 Sig. Constant b1 

Linear ,380 18,387 1 30 ,000 29,765 6,139 

The independent variable is ridesperday. 

The information above lets us know that for our sample, 38% of the variance in km's per day is 
explained by the number of rides. There is significant correlation between the two variables, 
which means that we can conclude that it is statistically proven that two. The model estimates 
every driver to drive 30 km's per day+ 6 km's per ride. 

kmperday 
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To the question whether using a starter button on the rickshaw is a reliable way of starting the 
engine, only 6 out of 33 respondents answered yes. Several drivers have no experience with 
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electrically starting the engine; others trust tradition, or experience problems with the electric 
system. Anyway, the kick starter (hand lever) is used the most. People who do use an electric 
starting system like that it is faster, and uses less (physical) energy. The auto rickshaws of the 
drivers we interviewed break down 3 times per year on average. From the previous chapter we 
have seen that starting problems and brake failure are the most common problem with this type 
of vehicle. 

For the technicians of the Eindhoven Hybrid Tuktuk Team, it was important to know how the 
drivers slow down their vehicles. Their product is a micro-hybrid system that automatically 
turns off the engine when it is idling (e.g. when waiting for a traffic light), and automatically 
starts it again when the driver wants to drive away again. The information was needed for the 
inputs that are needed for the control hardware of this system. Out of the 34 respondents 31 
slow down using the brakes and the clutch. Only three drivers slow down using the engine. 

A very important aspect for chance of success for the micro hybrid system is to know whether 
the drivers already turn off their engines when waiting for a traffic light. When they do, the 
product will merely add the luxury off automating the process, for which the drivers will 
probably not want to pay a lot of money. However, when they do not turn off their engines 
whilst waiting for a green light, the product offers an opportunity to save money which does 
make it an interesting product for the drivers to invest in. Out of 34 respondents, 16 stated that 
they sometimes switch off their engines during a ride. They mainly do this when there is heavy 
traffic, or congestion, one person said he does it for traffic lights. The majority (18 out of 34) 
answered no to the question. Reasons were to load the battery, or that the drivers do not usually 
drive in heavy traffic. We also asked the drivers for how many minutes on average per day their 
engines are idling. In total, 32 people answered this question. Answers varied from 5 to 75 
minutes. They averaged out on 29 minutes per day. There is however a lot of variation in the 
answers, the standard deviation is over 20 minutes. This means that the average respondents' 
answer deviates 20 minutes from the average of 29 minutes. 

A question that we asked just out of interest was how the drivers know how much fuel they 
have left, because our team could not find a fuel gauge in the auto rickshaws. Most drivers seem 
to use a rod, not unlike the way the oil level is measured in cars. Next to this, drivers trust on 
their experience, and usually know when it is about time to refill. They can check this by the 
distance they have driven. One person doesn't go to a petrol station until he notices pick up 
difters (probably stutters while accelerating) . 

Our team also heard from various sources that it is usual to mix kerosene into the petrol. The 
drivers do this because they can get kerosene cheaply (government subsidized cooking fuel). 
When asked whether they do this however, of our 35 respondents, 30 people answered the 
question; all said no. We also asked what kerosene costs in Rupees per liter. A lot of people 
didn't answer this question. Of the 18 people who did, 11 answered 0. This could mean that they 
don't know, or that they get it for free (from the government). The remaining answers were 10 
(lx), 32 (4x) and 40 (2x). From this we might conclude that kerosene would cost about 32 Rs. 
per liter to buy, which is still about half the price of petrol. 

CHAPTER 4: PREFERENCES OF THE DRIVERS 

To get to know the targeted customer of our product better, we asked the drivers for some of 
their preferences. We started with their preferred engine type. Most people now use 2-stroke 
petrol engines, but do they prefer these? We got answers from 33 respondents to this question. 
The two stroke engines are preferred by 29 people; the 4 strokes by 2 people. The four strokes 
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are preferred for their smoothness and fuel efficiency. Drivers mentioned that they prefer a 
Bajaj 7 times, and one person prefers the TVS. Almost all drivers prefer petrol, although two 
might prefer LPG (answered model 2sl which could stand for LPG). In short, the Bajaj 2 stroke 
petrol model is by far the most popular vehicle. Reasons given were low maintenance, high 
performance, cheap and easy to run, good mileage and also that customers prefer them for their 
speed. This means more rides and more income. 

We also asked the drivers to rank the brands they know. Bajaj ranked first 33 times, TVS ranked 
first one time. Piaggio ranked second 20 times. TVS ranked second 4 times, and Bajaj once. 
Mahindra & Mahindra is always the least preferred brand. (20 times rank 3rct, 3 times rank 4th). 
In short, Bajaj is by far the most preferred. People who know TVS always rank this brand second 
(except for the person who likes this brand best) making it the second most preferred brand. 
Piaggio comes next in all cases, and M&M always comes last. 

Then we asked the drivers to give grades to indicate how important they find certain 
characteristics of auto rickshaws. The answers are summarized below. 

Grade Acceleration Price Aesthetics Top speed Fuel consumption 

1 1 1 1 

2 1 3 

3 3 2 

4 2 2 1 1 

5 1 1 4 1 1 

6 4 2 4 7 3 
7 4 2 6 6 3 
8 9 2 3 3 1 

9 6 5 5 5 5 

10 7 17 8 7 20 

Quality 

1 

1 

2 

1 

3 
5 

6 
15 

From the data in the table above we calculated scores for the different characteristics. The 
scores were calculated by multiplying the grades with the number of times these grades were 
given. Then we added up these figures which resulted in the scon~s. These scores are presented 
in the bar chart below. 
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From this chart we may conclude that fuel consumption is the most important product 
characteristic to the respondents in our sample. Quality and price are also considered very 
important product traits. Acceleration is of mediocre importance, and aesthetics and top speed 
close the lines. We must note however that top speed was still awarded a 7 on average, which 
can lead to the conclusion that all six the characteristics are considered important, or that 
people from India have a tendency to give high grades. 
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CHAPTER 5: FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

This chapter goes into the financial aspects of driving an auto rickshaw. The findings of this 
chapter will provide input for the next chapter where the financial feasibility of the micro 
hybrid system of the Eindhoven Hybrid Tuktuk Team is tested. 

The most important financial feature of driving an auto rickshaw is of course income. We asked 
the drivers to answer these questions truthfully, and stated that they did not have to answer if 
they did not want to. In total 25 people answered the question, of which 24 were usable. Of 
these 24, the average reported daily income is 574 Rs (=$11.82). The range was quite large, 
from 250 ( =$5.15) per day to 1300 ( =$26.78). The daily fuel expenses averaged on 193 Rs 
(=$3.98). These range from 100 Rs (=$2.06) per day to 400 Rs (=$8.24) . This means that on 
average the gross income would be 381 Rs. This is more or less in line with the report of 
Bokhorst et al. (2007). They reckon that the average driver who owns an auto rickshaw earns 
248 Rs per day, including other costs than fuel, such as taxes, permits and insurance costs. The 
average fuel costs per day for petrol operated vehicles was 218 Rs per day in the study of 
Bokhorst et al.(2007. 

We check the reliability of our dataset by calculating fuel expenses from answers to other 
questions. Recall for example, that the average distance per day is 120 km. We also know that 
the average fuel consumption is at somewhere between 3.3 liters per 100 km's and 4.34 liters 
per 100 km's. We got this information by asking the drivers their best possible mileage and their 
worst possible mileage. The report ofVezzini et al. (2005) found an average consumption of 
4.73 liters per 100 km's. Just to be on the save side we will work with the 3.3 liters per 100 km's, 
assuming that all drivers drive as economically as possible. This means that 3.96 liters of fuel 
are used daily. Petrol in India cost 60.65 Rs/It on the 17th of June 2009. Multiplying the two 
numbers leads to daily fuel costs of 240.17 Rs. This is more or less in line with the figures from 
our own study and that of Bokhorst et al. (2007). The average yearly earnings of the drivers is 
found by multiplying the daily earnings with the average number of days worked per year, 
which amounts to 173,422 Rs (=$3,573.48) . Yearly fuel expenses amount to 58,164 Rs 
( =$1,198.55) . We also asked the drivers for the total yearly costs for running an auto rickshaw. 
These costs would include fuel costs, maintenance, taxes, insurances etc. Since the answers to 
this question were relatively low (without any exceptions) we think that fuel costs were not 
included in the answers. Therefore we expect the drivers to have extra costs of 9,500 Rs 
( =$195.75) on average per year. 

We may conclude that the average respondent in our sample has a net income of about $2000.
per year. We must note here that variance in income as well as expenses is quite high, which is 
logical for a business such as the taxi business. 
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CHAPTER 6: THE PRODUCT 

This is the chapter where finally the product of the Eindhoven Hybrid Tuktuk Team comes into 
play. As mentioned before, the product is a micro hybrid system that shuts of the engine when it 
is idling, thus saving fuel. When we distributed the questionnaires we thought that savings of 
20% might be possible. 

We asked the drivers whether they would be interested in a product that can reduce the fuel 
consumption of their auto rickshaw with 20%, for a price of 15,000 Rs (=about $300). Out of 33 
responses, only 7 were positive. The next question was what would be a fair price. The average 
response here was 6333 Rs ( =$130.49), excluding the 7 people who answered yes to the 
previous question, and 15,000 to this question. Including these people, the average acceptable 
price would be 9526 Rs. For the price of 6333 Rs, 12 out of 19 drivers would consider buying 
the product (=63%). For the price of9222 Rs only the 7 people who would also pay 15,000 Rs 
would consider buying the product, which is still 37% of responses. 

At this moment in time it seems that savings of 15% for the average driver seem to be more 
realistic for our product. This means that the driver could save 15% of 58,164 Rs per year, 
which is 8725 Rs (=$179.78). Another way of calculating possible savings is looking at the idling 
time reported by the drivers. This was on average 29.06 minutes per day. Multiplying this figure 
with the average amount of workdays gives 8776.12 minutes per year. An idling engine uses 
about 0.2 grams of fuel per second. This is 12 grams per minute, which amounts to 105.3 kg/ 
year on average. Petrol weighs about 750 grams per liter, which translates the amount of fuel 
used while idling to 140.4 liter per year on average. This would cost 8515 Rs, which is awfully 
close to the 8725 Rs calculated earlier. 

Another important question regarding the product was how the average auto rickshaw driver 
should be informed of its existence. Most suggested (18 out of 30) option was through the 
unions. Other suggestions were printed press (9), radio (3), auto stands (3), and personal/ 
individual (2). 

The question whether the drivers know of any new regulations concerning their vehicles was 
probably not understood correctly by most respondents. They answered by summing up all 
normal regulation instead of new rules (which often are often aimed at the environment). The 
only usable answer was that according to that particular driver the 4-stroke engine is going to 
replace 2-stroke engines. 

To the question how people would normally obtain financing for the product, 27 usable 
responses were given. 4 people would go to a bank. 14 people would obtain at least part of the 
money from local financers (Rich people that lend money at high rates to poor people). The rest 
would pay the entire sum from own money (sometimes after selling something). 
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CHAPTER 7 : CONCLUSION 

This chapter presents the most striking conclusions that can be made following from the 
information presented in the previous chapters of this paper. Chapter one provides a nice 
summary of the information we gathered on the auto rickshaw drivers themselves. Reading 
through this chapter gives some feel of these people, which was one of the goals of this paper. 

The most important reasons for this study were to see whether the drivers have a need for the 
product, and to whether they are interested in buying it, and at what price. One of the major 
concerns, namely that all drivers already turn off their engines when these are idling is reputed. 
A lot of drivers never turn of their engines during a ride and almost none of them does this in 
front of traffic lights. This is confirmed by the answers given to idling time. The calculation in 
chapter 6 shows that purely by eliminating this idling time the drivers can save enough money 
to regain the expected sales price (between $120 and $150) well within one year (savings of 
about $180 per year). 

We also see that drivers find the expected sales price reasonable, since 11 out of 18 drivers 
would be interested in the product for $130. Another finding that strengthens our case is the 
fact that the drivers find fuel economy the most important product characteristic of auto 
rickshaws. 

Striking is the absolute preference for the Bajaj 2 stroke petrol auto rickshaws. This strong 
preference probably means that for many years to come, this type of auto rickshaw will 
probably not disappear in the cities of India. Other studies found that in cities where this type of 
auto rickshaw is banned (e.g. New Delhi where CNG is obligated), the drivers are really 
dissatisfied with the regulations. It is very important to them that the fuel of choice is widely 
available and that the drive is fast and comfortable. Also reliability and low maintenance are 
highly appreciated characteristics of this type of auto rickshaw. 

Another conclusion we can make is that it is difficult for the drivers to obtain financing now. 
Lending the money from a local person is often very expensive, and personal risks are high 
when the drivers cannot repay the loan in time. Therefore we think that drivers should make 
better use of banks. These institutions offer much better conditions, and can also offer other 
services, such as savings accounts. 

All in all we conclude that our product has a good chance of success on the Indian market. It 
seems that the drivers are aware of the environment, that they can finance larger purchases and 
that they are willing to pay reasonable prices for the product. Several calculations made in this 
study proof the reliability of the dataset. 
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SUB APPENDI X I: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF NUMERICAL VALUES 

Descriptive Statistics 

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std . Deviation 

driveryrs 35 2,50 26,00 12,5429 7,05897 

ridesperday 34 6,00 30,00 14,6029 5,97822 

kmperday 33 40,00 250,00 119,6970 59,86886 

workdaysperyear 34 200,00 365,00 302,1471 42,41150 

age rickshaw 34 1,00 20,00 8,7500 4,71659 

breakdownsperyear 27 ,0 10,0 3,259 2,8500 

idlingminperday 32 5 75 29,06 21 ,080 

bestmilage 34 2,5 5,0 3,324 ,5058 

worstmilage 34 3,0 8,0 4,338 1, 1789 

kerosene cost 18 0 40 12, 11 16,726 

impaccell 34 1 10 7,71 2,067 

impprice 34 3 10 8,21 2,447 

impaesthet 34 1 10 7,18 2,504 

imptopspeed 34 1 10 7,03 2,564 

impfuelcons 34 4 10 8,85 1,743 

impquality 34 2 10 8,44 2,033 

dailyincome 24 250 1300 573,96 280,864 

dailyfuelexp 24 100 400 192,50 66,871 

lifespanrickshaw 32 10,0 30,0 18,672 4,3341 

yearlyru nncost 30 500 25000 9530,00 5468,477 

fairprice 19 4000 15000 9526,32 4470,501 

age 34 25 66 40,44 9,768 

yrsedu 32 0 12 9,19 2,753 
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APPENDIX C: COSTPRICE CALCULATION 
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Partlist of system Prices in Euro 

Micro-hybrid 
system 

Subsystem level Component level 100000 

Subassy 
1 Controller microcontroller 3,47 1, 16 0,58 

pcb 3,79 1,26 0,63 
relais spark circuit 4,49 1,50 0,75 
relais startmotor 4,49 1,50 0,75 

Subassy 
2 Sensors brake 0,00 0,00 0,00 

tachometer 4,50 1,50 1,50 
throttle 4,00 1,33 0,67 
temperature 5,29 1,76 0,88 

Subassy 
3 Sensor cables connectors 2,00 0,67 0,33 

shielded cables 20,00 6,67 3,33 

Subassy 
4 3. alu frame 80,00 30,00 28,00 

bolts 3,00 1,00 0,50 

4. bushes 10,00 6,00 5,20 

2. holder 4,00 2,90 2,70 

11. final gear 6,00 2,00 1,00 
12. gear 3,00 1,00 0,50 

5. cover 40,00 36,00 34,00 
6. bush 3,00 1,00 0,50 
7. gear 3,00 1,00 0,50 

8. cover 25,00 11,50 11,00 
9. axle 3,00 1,00 0,50 
10. flange 3,00 1,00 0,50 

1. 600 W DC 75,00 10,64 10,64 

Subassy 
5 Battery 12 V, 6Ah, VRLA 23,00 7,53 6,03 

Total cost I 
system 334,03 129,91 110,99 

FB report 332,23 90,30 
Difference 1,80 39,61 
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APPENDIX D: INTERVIEW MERIE JOSEPH 

Interview with Merie Joseph October 22nd, 2008 

97 

From where in India do you come? 
Mery originates from the south-western state of Kerala. Kerala is a relatively well 
developed state with very good education. Therefore 95% of its inhabitants is literate. 
The Capital is the city of Thiruvananthapuram. Mery herself comes from a small village 
of about 5000 inhabitants. This village has 2 auto rickshaw 'terminals', of about five 
vehicles each. 

Do you have a good idea about the rest of the country, have you seen a lot of it? 
Mery has studied for a while in Chennai (Madras), so she knows this city pretty well. For 
the rest she has not much firsthand experience with other regions, but still has a pretty 
good idea of what life is like in the rest of the country. 

Are there a lot of auto rickshaws in your region? 
Auto rickshaws are everywhere. Advantages of auto rickshaws are that they are a lot 
cheaper than normal taxis, they are always available (taxis you have to call, while you 
can climb in an auto rickshaw almost anywhere) and they can go places where normal 
taxis cannot come (also in the country where there are some very bad roads) . 

What do you think of them? 
They can be very handy, most people use them. They do cause a lot of pollution 
however, also because the gasoline is often mixed with much cheaper kerosene. 

How do they get this kerosene? 
Kerosene is issued on rations for poor people (soort van op de bon) as a cooking fuel 
(most people have wood burning stoves, wood is more expensive than kerosene). Other 
goods that are rationed are rice and sugar. The people that sell/ distribute these goods 
often illegally sell some kerosene to auto rickshaw drivers. 

What do you think of the chauffeurs? 
Chauffeurs can be all kinds of people. In the larger cities they usually speak English; 
however they are more comfortable speaking their own language. In cities like Mumbai 
they are often people that came from the countryside looking for well paid jobs. When 
this fails, they often become auto rickshaw drivers. It is important that you agree on a 
price before driving off. Otherwise they will charge ridiculous prices of about three 
times the normal rate. Also western people usually end up paying too much. There are 
also auto rickshaws that have (taxi) meters; these have often been tempered with. In 
some cities where there is some control on this, they work a bit better. 

How well do these people speak English? 
People who have had education until they were 17 speak English because it is taught as 
a basic subject in secondary education. However, there are a lot of people in India (not 
so much in Kerala) that haven't had this type of education. In the large cities most do 
speak English because of the large numbers of foreigners (they pay the best) . 

Are they all able to read and write? 
Most of them are, at least in the south. At least well enough to read some basic 
instructions in their own language. 
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If they would have to make an investment of say about 300 euros, how would these people 
arrange for that? 
Basically there are two ways these people get funding. One is via the IDBA. This is a 
national government owned bank that helps small businesses. People can lend money of 
these banks at normal or low interest rates. Problem here is that many of the poor 
people have no idea that this kind of institution exists. Another bank is SB!. 

The other way of obtaining funding for business is via local (criminal) wealthy people. 
They often charge ridiculously high interest rates (of up to 20 percent per month), and 
get very unfriendly if you don't repay them. Some people by the way do manage to save 
some money, and pay these investments with their savings. 

How do they buy their tuktuks? Do they buy new ones, or second hand? What is the lifespan 
of the average tuktuk? 
Most auto rickshaws in the street are very old. The only time Mery has ever new ones is 
when the new terminals started operating in her village. Some of them could be thirty 
years old. So most are bought second hand. Mery has the impression that most drivers 
take very good care of their auto rickshaws. 

Do you have any ideas on how we best could distribute our product? 
Since people depend on their auto rickshaws for their income, you have to distribute it 
via someone or some organisation they trust. A good idea is via the repair shops. They 
trust the opinions of people who work there, and often know them personally. Via the 
gas stations probably wouldn't work. It can help a lot when the (local) government 
subsidizes or at least supports the product. This way people feel safe buying the product 
(government supports it, so it should be good) and also they feel they are getting a good 
deal (subsidy means relatively cheap). We should try to get a recommendation of the 
pollution department. 

How could we best promote our product? 
TV probably won't work. Most people listen to the radio. Also, papers would work well 
in Kerala, because most people there read them. Mery doesn't know how this is for the 
rest of the country. Another option is via billboard by the side of the road. She doesn't 
know if this is an effective way of advertising. 

Do you know if there are jleetowners of auto rickshaws? 
Mery has heard of fleetowners, but has no experience with them. If we mail her this 
question she will ask it to some people she knows in India that might know the answer. 

How many rickshaws do these companies have? How and where do they buy their tuktuks? 
See previous answer. 

How can I find contact information of unions and jleetowners 
Again Mery will try to ask some people. 

How should I make contact (to ask some questions/questionnaire)? By phone, mail, e-mail? 
Most people are not used to dealing with foreigners. When asked questions, they usually 
give the answers that they think the westerners want to hear. Best is to Jet some local 
person take care of the contact. This can be done in person, or via the telephone. It will 
probably of little use to do this yourself. 

Have you got any tips on getting other information? 
Again via personal contacts of Mery. 
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We heard that issues like bureaucracy and corruption are still a problem in India. What 
can you tell us about this, and do you have some tips on how to deal with it? 
Yes, it is still a large problem. You cannot start a business there without some bribery. It 
can take a long while to get anything of the ground. 

How do Indians regard foreign investors/ companies in India? 
This varies a lot within the country. Cities like Chennai and Hyderabad are very open to 
westerners. In other parts, especially where there is a mighty left-wing political 
movement, or where people are very religious it is not even worth trying to go there. 

How do Indians regard western products? 
People that have a lot of money do think of German and Scandinavian products as being 
of high quality. However, most auto rickshaw drivers know little about the world, and 
will probably not have these associations. They might even only think negatively about 
these products because of the colonial past. 

How do they regard them when they are produced in India? 
Just make the product look Indian, with use of local languages. 

What starting location do you recommend for us? 
Hyderabad and Chennai are probably the best starting locations. Air pollution is a large 
problem in these cities, and they are pretty well on their way in freeing up their markets 
to foreign investors. Also, near Chennai there is a large harbour, and a good road to 
Mumbay (across the country). Another good thing about Chennai is that the city is 
decentralizing, that means moving new businesses to areas outside the city. Ground can 
still be bought relatively cheap here, and you will be located close to other new 
businesses. Hyderabad has a more progressive government (Andhra Pradesh) that is 
also active in improving the environment. It might be easier here to get some subsidies. 
You should beware of terrorism against western companies that mostly happens in 
smaller towns. 

Calcutta is politically seen very difficult to get something done. Better not to start 
business there. 

Local salespeople should be people the customers can identify with. So preferably 
someone they know, or at least from the same kind of background. 

As a partner we should consider Bajaj. This will lead to quicker acceptance of the 
drivers. Also this might speed up things with local governments. Bajaj also produces 
scooters, so if we ever adapt our product for these, we will already have the right 
partner. 
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APPENDIX E: INTERVIEW DR. BOB HOEKSTRA 

Interview bob hoestra 17-3-2009 

This interview has as main target to get a better understanding of the Indian situation and 
expand our general knowledge about India. In addition to this we have asked some specific 
questions. The interview is semi-structured meaning it was done partly by specific question and 
partly by means of a discussion. 

Findings of the discussion: 

1. India a huge country, the chance there is one optimal solution is very small. 
2. The differences within India are very large. (e.g. North and south) 
3. There are many rules and laws but there is little enforcement 
4. In general Initiative and ambition is appreciated in India. 

Above an overview of the most important findings of the interview with Bob Hoekstra are 
formulated. It can be observed our findings are often supported by Dr. Hoekstra. 

Questions: 

100 

1. Is there a by law enforced regulation for turning of the engine? 
a. No, not to my knowledge 
b. In Bangalore drivers turn of their engines but here the traffic jams are countered 

with long red light periods. This means the red light is on a long period of time 
giving other directions opportunity to drive on. There are other cities that have 
other policies. 

2. What should be our most important aspect of the value proposition? 
a. Saving money, this will be an important aspect for the drivers 

3. Can the drivers be considered as the bottom of the pyramid? 
a. No, the drivers are proud to be a driver and mostly happy to be able to practice 

the job. 
4. How well are the drivers organized 

a. Very well, they have a tight organization among each other and often there are 
internal price regulations. They also are able to have organized strikes. The 
drivers are organized through unions which are often linked to a political party. 

5. Could you indicate the price purchasing power parity? 
a. Yes, for goods this is 4. 
b. For labor it is 10. 
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APPENDIX F: RESUME DR. BOB HOEKSTRA 

Dr. Bob Hoekstra, 

A Bloemaertstraat 11 

5143JA Waalwijk, The Netherlands 

Email: hoekstra.bob@gmai l.com 

Phone 0630023542 

Born in Holland in 1945. 

Graduated from the Technical University Delft, The Netherlands in 1968, with an MS in Technical Physics. 
With honors. 

Started working for Philips Research in 1968, involved in fundamental research of magnetic materials. 

Spent one year at Bell Labs in New Jersey, USA, on a scientific exchange program in 1976, 1977. 

Obtained his PhD in Physics in 1978 from Delft University, based on work done at Philips Research. 

Then moved on to product development, optical system and component design of laser disc players, and 
moved on to project management and development management positions in Philips. 

Recent assignments have been as Vice President of Engineering for TV for Philips in North America, for 5 
years, from 1992 to 1996. Then Chief Technology Officer of the Philips Business Unit Monitors, located in 
Taiwan.from 1996 to 1999. 

The last assignment was in Bangalore as Chief Executive Officer of the Philips Software Centre. He joined 
in 1999 when it had 300 engineers and grew it to 1700 engineers, working for most divisions of Philips. 
He also set up corporate technology groups, such as Reseach, Patent department. The center works for 
groups across the world. It is highly process oriented for its development work, and has grown to high 
value architecture and advanced development. Philips Innovation Campus was a small enterprise in the 
Philips community. 

Bob also pioneered the Indian Business Creation Center which is a greenhouse for ideas to serve rural 
India (and other developing countries), applying technologies and business models which fit the needs 
and ability to spend of people just rising out of poverty. 

He was involved actively in the Bangalore Forum for Information technology, member of the Executive 
Council of NASSCOM, co-chaired the Innovation Forum of NASSCOM, chaired the IT committee of 
Bangalore Chamber of Industry and Commerce, member of the Empowered Committee on infrastructure 
of the Government of Karnataka. 

Bob wrote two books about his Indian experience. They are collections of short stories and entitled 

"An Exemplary Family in Bangalore", and "Our India", respectively. Available in India. 

He retired from Philips in February 2006 and returned to The Netherlands. He and his wife are now 
closer to children and grandchildren. 

He is now involved in freelance consulting advising companies and government on "Opportunity India". 
It focuses on all knowledge work. He recently has worked with Brainport Eindhoven to prepare the Five 
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Cities Trade Mission headed by Minster of Trade Frank Heemskerk, and was part of their delegation. He 
advised on business opportunities as well as opportunities for the strong educational sector. 

Apart from this he has regularly scheduled leadership training programs together with his partner C. 
Mahalingam, in Bangalore.Particulalry the program Leadership Imperative An Outside-in Perspective is 
special, as it focuses on character building for leaders, and leadership styles. It provides upcoming leaders 
as well as experienced leaders with a fresh perspective of the world we operate in, and an understanding 
of what that means for strategic direction and leadership style. It is held on the edge of the forest in Usha 
Kirana, from where Bob and Erin support the 32 surrounding villages. 

Bob also take pleasure in giving country briefings for people and organizations, covering Culture, 
Managing in India, Working in India, Living in India, and Economics and Politics. 

Most recent is a new startup Company Palindrome Technologies Private Limited, that he is promoting 
together with a partner of old times at Philips. This company offers an low entry barrier access to the 
creative R&D resources in India, focusing on startups and smaller enterprises. It provides a Build Operate 
Transfer model for companies to set up their own captive R&D center in India, minimizing the 
management effort of the parent in the first few critical years, and significantly enhancing the chances of 
success. 

In the last years in India Bob has actively been speaking at many occasions, sharing his experiences in 
many domains . Some samples: 

Bottom of the Pyramid, how to serve the poor profitably, at many occasions. Was the force behind the 
institution of a chair for the Bottom of the Pyramid at MAHE in Mani pal (Mani pal Academy for Higher 
Education) 

Innovation in companies. Innovative environments. How to create conditions for entrepreneurship and 
innovation in India. 

Globally Distributed Work: how to organize a company which uses resources spread out over the world, 
with different habits, motivations, cultures, time zone, language etc. How to divide the work. How to 
communicate. How to measure success. (this is a consortium of Universities in China, Europe India and 
US, and multiple companies. Philips Innovation Campus is a founding member) 

HR processes in dynamic environments. Employee engagement for high retention. Stimulating 
entrepreneurship. How to become a great employer. Diversity of employees, impact on organizations, 
benefits for globalization of companies. 

Building an Innovation Campus. How does one design the individual workspace as well as common 
workspaces for innovative teams. 

The success of Philips Innovation Campus Bangalore, lessons learnt 

Project Management in globally distributed environment. The need of great project management to 
realize targets. The symptoms of lack of capabilities in government institutes. 

Process and Quality Management in a software environment. 

Trends in medical technologies for diagnostics. 

The future of management in a knowledge economy. 

The role of a CIO. 

How technology shaped Philips, how it globalized. 

Institutions where Bob has spoken: 
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llM-Ahmedabad 

City University Hong Kong 

Facility Manageners Conference in Hong Kong; CORENET 

llM-Ahmedabad 

llSc in Bangalore 

llIT-B in Bangalore 

World HRD conference Mumbai 

IT.COM conference in Bangalore 

MAHE in Manipal 

Confluence 2005, gathering of all II M's of India 

Golden Jubilee of the Bangalore Management Association 

CIO summit of Dataquest in Cairo. 
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APPENDIX G: INTERVIEW FOR INDIAN RICKSHAW DRIVER 

We would be very grateful if you would be so kind to spare a couple of minutes of your time to 
answer a few questions. We represent several Dutch universities and colleges that are currently 
developing a conversion kit for auto rickshaws. The goal is to make 1 million auto rickshaws in 
India more fuel efficient and thus improve the income of the auto rickshaw drivers and reduce air 
pollution. By means of this questionnaire, insight into the use of the auto rickshaw is gained. Your 
participation is of great importance for the development of this conversion kit, in a technical sense, 
as well as for entrepreneurial purposes. Please indicate your answers to the questions below by 
filling in the corresponding box or circling the corresponding number. There are also some open 
questions. Your answers will be treated with complete anonymity and confidentiality. 

1. How long have you been an auto rickshaw driver? 

2. Is this a fulltime job for you? 

0 Yes 

0 No 

3. On average, how many rides do you have per day? 

4. On average, how many kilometres or miles do you drive per day? 

... ..... Km's ...... Miles 

5. How many days per year do you work? 

6. Do you own your own auto rickshaw? 
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D Yes 

D No 

7. What type of auto rickshaw do you drive? 

Brand: ... ...... ... .... .. ....... ... .. .... Fuel type: ........ . 

8. How old is your auto rickshaw? 

.. ... Years 

D 2-stroke 

D 4-stroke 

9. Is there a battery in your auto rickshaw? Is it usual to remove it at the end of the life 
time and replace it or is it left out of the vehicle? 

Battery present: D Yes Usual to replace it: D Yes 

D No D No 

10. Is starting the auto rickshaw by using a starter button reliable? 

D Yes 

D No, because ... ..... ... .......... .... .... .... .. .... .. .. .......... ... ....... .......... ... ............... ... ... ........... .. ...... .. .... .... ........ . . 

11. Are there any common problems with the auto rickshaw? How often does an auto 
rickshaw break down? 

Common problems: .. ... ... ... ... .. .. .. .............. ... .......... .. .......... .. .... . 
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Average number of breakdowns per year: .... ...... . .. 

12. How do you use your auto rickshaw? 

a. Do you normally use the clutch and the brake pedal to slow down, or do you slow down 
using the engine? 

0 Clutch and brake pedal 

0 Engine 

b. How many minutes on average per day is the motor idling (motor running without 
actually driving)? This can be between two rides, but also when you are not moving in 
traffic . 

..... minutes 

c. Can you give an indication of the best and the worst fuel consumption you can get, 
depending on your driving style? 

.... Liters/ 100 km when driving economically 
uneconomically 

..... Liters/ 100 km when driving 

d. Do you sometimes switch off the engine during a ride (for example when you have to 
wait for a traffic light), to save fuel? 

0 Yes, depending on ................. .. ...... ................. .......... ... ...... .... ......... .............................. ....... .... .... ..... . 

0 No 

e. We noticed that the auto rickshaw has no fuel indicator. How do you know when you 
are running out of fuel? 
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f. If you do not want to answer the following two questions, that is no problem. Otherwise, 
please answer them truthfully. Do you mix kerosene into your gasoline? When yes, how 
much (in percents)? 

D Yes, .. .. .. .. ...... .... % 

D No 

g. How much does kerosene cost per liter? 

.. ....... Rs/ liter 

h. Which types of auto rickshaws have you driven? ( 4-stroke, 2-stroke, LPG, CNG, petrol, 
diesel). Which one would you prefer to own? Why? 

Types driven: .......... .... . 

I prefer the .. ...... .. .... ... .. .... ..... ....... ... .. .... .... rickshaw, because .. .................... .. .. ... ... ... . 
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13. Please rank the following brands by assigning them a number (1 = most preferred 
brand): 

Bajaj 

Mahindra & Mahindra 

Piaggio 

Other ........ . 

14. Please rate the following attributes of auto rickshaws by assigning them a number 
(10 = very important, 1 = not important at all). 

Acceleration 

Price 

Aesthetics 

Top speed 

Fuel consumption 

Quality 

15. If you do not want to answer the following question, that is no problem. Otherwise, 
please answer it truthfully. How much do you earn on an average day, and how much of 
that money do you spend on fuel? 

Daily Earnings: ...... .... Rs Daily fuel expenses: .. .. .. ... Rs 
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16. What is the average lifespan of an auto rickshaw? 

.. ... .. .. . Years 

17. What are the running costs of your auto rickshaw per year? This includes all costs 
such as fuel, maintenance, insurance and taxes . 

........... Rs/ year 

18. Would you be interested in a technical add-on product that can reduce fuel 
consumption by 20 percent, at a price of 15,000 Rs? (=$300) 

D Yes, because ........ .. .... .. ........ .. .. .. .. .. ............. .... .. .. .. ..... .... ......... ... ......... ... ...... ... ................... ...... ... . 

D No, because ... .... .................... .. .. .. ...... .. ............................. A reasonable price would be ......... Rs. 

19. How do you obtain financing for your rickshaw (how did you pay for it?) 

20. Are you a member of a Union? If yes, which one? 

D Yes, namely ...... .... .... ... .. ............. ... .... .. .. ...... ... ...... .. .. .. ..... ... ................ .... .......... . 

D No 

21. How can we best reach a large number of auto rickshaw drivers? 
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22. In how far do you think that the average auto rickshaw driver is concerned with the 
environment? 

23. Do you know of any new government regulations concerning auto rickshaws in your 
region? 

D Yes, namely ..... ........... ... ... ... ................................................................................... .... .... ........ .... ... .. ... . 

D No 

24. What is your age? 

................... years 

25. How many years of education did you have? 

Thank you for your cooperation! 
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APPENDIX H: EXTENDED PEST ANALYSIS 

DEMOGRAPHICAL 

India is a large country with a huge population of over 1.129 billion people (2007), which is 
almost three times as large as the population of the European Union. About 70% of the 
population lives in the country while large parts of the nation are overpopulated, large 
differences in population density exist. 

Within the country 19 official languages are spoken. In the North of India, within the states 
Rajasthan, Haryana, Punjab, Himachal Pradesh, Utta Pradesh, Bihar and Madhya Pradesh, Hindi 
is the most spoken language (42 .2 % of the total population). While in the South, within the 
states, TamilHadu, Kerala, AndhraPrades and Karnataka, Dravidian is the major language. 
However, English is the most important language for usage in the national, political and 
commercial framework. 

The size of India, the large cultural differences and many languages within India are expected to 
offer various challenges for KISS Automotive regarding the market penetration. 

POLITICAL 

India is the largest democracy in the world. It is ruled by a president (Mrs. Pratibha Patil) which 
is chosen every five years. The capital of India is New Delhi and the country is divided in 29 
states and 6 union territories with each its own capital. 

The states have a certain jurisdiction, but it is shared with the federation following the 
constitution and most of the financial means for the states come from the federation. However, 
since the eighties the central economical planning has been abandoned and the states can now 
decide for themselves what projects should be implemented. 

In large cities, air pollution is a large problem for the health of the population. Local 
governments try to find ways to decrease this pollution. In some large cities the use of LPG or 
CNG is already enforced by the government. 

Politics can have a large influence on the success of our product. The CNG kit is only 
implemented in some cities due to a governmental push. In this case the government made 
legislation enforcing the use of a CNG kit; this certainly had a major impact on the use of the CNG 
kit. In our case enforcement would be the most beneficial support of the government; other 
forms of support like a positive product attitude could also be very helpful. In addition to this a 
negative attitude can offer a major challenge. Another aspect influencing our business is the fact 
that the Indian governments are becoming more and more focused on environmental aspects. 
This is off course a positive development for our product. 

ECONOMIC 

The Indian economy has consistently grown with more than 7% over the last decade, which 
significantly decreased poverty (CIA World Factbook). Large differences exist between the poor 
and rich: the mean income of the population is estimated around $1000.- per year while the rich 
people earn almost 200 times that amount of money. Recent developments have allowed a 
middle class to develop and India is considered as an important player in the world economical 
situation. Most people work in agriculture. (EVD website) 
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The automotive industry has a value of 34 billion US dollars and is one of the largest industries 
in India with a contribution of 4% to the gross national product. This industry has national 
companies like Tata, Mahindra & Mahindra and Bajaj, but also international companies like 
General Motors, Ford, Hyundai and Toyota. 

We consider the rise of the middle class a positive development because it allows people to save 
and spend more money. The auto rickshaw driver belongs to this group (Mr. Swaminathan, 
workshop Enviu 2009) . 

TECHNOLOGICAL 

India has high technological knowledge in the fields of aerospace, nuclear power, IT and satellite 
communications. Paradoxically, a large part of the population has to live with small-scale 
agriculture. Within the automotive industry, R&D is done by the manufacturers and universities, 
but technological development lags behind the European equivalent. For example: the two
stroke auto-rickshaw is still produced while its design originates from the Piaggio Ape; it is 
virtually the same now as it was 40 years ago. The Indian automotive industry is now taking 
steps to overcome the knowledge gap. Also, the environment has captured the attention of the 
manufacturers. 

We consider the new interest for knowledge to be a chance for KISS, since our product offers 
state of the art technology and can thus help fill the knowledge gap between India and Western 
Europe. 

ECOLOGICAL 

In the long run, the huge and growing population is the fundamental environmental problem. 
Enormous conglomerations of people create enormous amounts of waste materials that are 
barely processed in responsible ways. Air pollution from traffic and industry poses a serious 
threat to the health of the population. The pollution caused by traffic stems mainly from the 
numerous smaller vehicles and two-wheelers because of their two-stroke engines. These emit 
large quantities of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrous oxides and hydro carbons. 

Besides the government, the people in India are also becoming more and more aware of the 
problems regarding this pollution. This development is a positive one for KISS for it heightens 
the acceptance of our product. 

SOCIAL 

Indian society is far more collective than Dutch society. This means that for Indian people it is 
very important whether some new product is accepted in their "in-group". This in-group can be 
seen as an extended family, including friends, colleagues and local community. Therefore it is 
important for new market entrants to approach the end-users through "in-group" peers. For 
example, the drivers are very well organized through unions. A union could be a good starting 
point to get in contact with the end user of the micro-hybrid kit. 

LEGAL 
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In India legal dispute resolution is a slow process. There are more than 30 million cases pending 
in Indian courts and there is a serious shortage of judges. Verdicts in civil suits can take several 
years if not decades. The main sources of law in India are the Constitution, statutes, customary 
law, and case law. Business undertakings will have to observe laws falling under three 
categories: 

• The Central list: laws pertaining to Defense, External Affairs, Banking and Currency etc. 
are purely the purview of the Central Government; 

• The State list: certain laws e.g. pertaining to municipal bodies, land utilization and 
revenue etc. are the purview of the State Government; 

• The Concurrent list: laws relating to education, for example, concern both the Central 
and State Governments. 

As a consequence of the slow legal process legal product protection is of limited value. This is 
especially true for a small start-up company like ours. A large company has reserves and can 
afford an expensive and slow legal process. A small flexible company like ours is not able to 
afford such a long process. In addition to this it will be a difficult exercise to control entire India 
if there are illegal copies available. 
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APPENDIX D: INTERVIEWS 
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BERT WILLEMSE 

DEEL 1: ALGEMEEN 
De volgende vragen hebben de bedoeling mij een indruk te geven van uw activiteiten in het 
bedrijf waar u werkzaam was, haar omgeving en tot slot uw rol binnen de onderneming. Ze 
hebben dus enkel betrekking op uw laatste fun tie. 

1. Wanneer is de onderneming opgericht? 

2. Hoe zou u het doel van de onderneming omschrijven? 

3. Waren er buiten de televisie standaard nog andere belangrijke producten? 

4. Kan u maatschappelijke waarden aan hun product toekennen? 

5. Heeft de onderneming de doelstelling nieuwe producten te ontwikkelen? 

6. In welke industrie ofbranche bent u actief? 

7. Hoeveel mensen zijn er bij de onderneming in dienst? 

8. Hoeveel klanten heeft onderneming op het moment? Is dit ook naar verwachting? 

9. Hoe zou u uw relatie met klanten omschrijven? 
Beschouwt u zeals consumenten ofjuist als partners? 

10. Wordt er door de onderneming in buitenlandse markten verkocht? 

11. Hoe zijn deze nieuwe markten bereikt? 
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DEEL 2: EXPORT 
In dit dee! zal getracht warden inzicht te krijgen in de fasering binnen product innovatie. 
Gekeken wordt wat belangrijke mijlpalen zijn en of dit een herhaiend traject is. 
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1. Wat voor entry mode gebruikte het bedrijf? Waarom (belangrijkste reden) 

2. Op welke criteria zou u de keuze voor de entry mode maken? Indien te complex volgende 
vraag. 

3. Zou dit kunnen door de te kijken naar de eigenschappen van het bedrijf, de markt, en van 
de internationalisering ( contracten)? 

4. Binnen de eigenschappen van het bedrijf zouden grote, internationale ervaring, en 
innoverend vermogen goede criteria zijn? 

5. Bij de eigenschappen van de markt zou u ergens anders op letten dan potentie en 
investeringsrisico? 

6. Onder internationaliserend risico wordt eigenlijk het risico van de contracten en het 
onderhouden hiervan verstaan wat denkt u hiervan? 

7. Welke factoren beschouwt u als kritisch in de beslissing een andere markt te benaderen? 

8. Wat zou u advies zijn aan een startende onderneming als KISS Automotive om een 
buitenlandse markt te bereiken (welke entry mode)? 



DTI 

DEEL 1: ALGEMEEN 
De volgende vragen hebben de bedoeling mij een indruk te geven van de activiteiten van uw 
bedrijf, haar omgeving en tot slot uw rol binnen de onderneming. 
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1. Wanneer is deze onderneming opgericht? 

2. Hoe zou u het doe! van deze onderneming omschrijven? 

3. Heeft uw onderneming een ofmeerdere producten en zou u deze kunnen omschrijven? 

4. Kan u maatschappelijke waarden aan hun product toekennen? 

S. Heeft uw onderneming de doelstelling nieuwe producten te ontwikkelen? 

6. In welke industrie of branche bent u actief? 

7. Hoeveel mensen zijn er bij de onderneming in dienst? 

8. Hoeveel klanten heeft onderneming op het moment? Is dit ook naar verwachting? 

9. Hoe zou u uw relatie met klanten omschrijven? 
Beschouwt u zeals consumenten ofjuist als partners? 

10. Is er bij de start van deze onderneming een bedrijfsplan gemaakt? 

11. In hoeverre warden de plannen hierin omschreven nagevolgd? (Indien er van afgeweken 
wordt wat is dan de reden van deze afwijking?) 

12. Wat is de reden deze onderneming op te starten? 



13. Wat voor strategie volgt uw onderneming? (Kies uit: kosten leiderschap, klant 
intimiteiten, productinnovatie.) 

14. Is dit een bewuste keuze of is het in de loop der jaren door ervaring zo gegroeid? 

15. in het welk jaar de oprichting is er voor het eerst winst gemaakt? (lndien u onderneming 
nog geen winst maakt wanneer verwacht u dan voor het eerst winst te maken?) Klopt 
het ook met uw initiele verwachtingen? 

16. Heeft uw onderneming samenwerkingsverbanden om specifieke doelstellingen te 
realiseren? (Bijvoorbeeld op het gebied van projectontwikkeling, verkoop, et cetera) 

17. hoe zijn deze verbanden tot stand gekomen? 

DEEL 2: F ASERING 
In dit dee) zal getracht worden inzicht te krijgen in de fasering binnen product innovatie. 
Gekeken wordt wat belangrijke mijlpalen zijn en of dit een herhalend traject is. 

1. Voigt u bedrijf misschien een fasering in haar bedrijfsvoering? Zoja welke. 
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2. Welk van de volgende fases herkent u? 

Jl::dlibU I. New Produtt ProttSS Activi1ies 

Activity" 

1 . lni1ia:l SC"RCnins 

2. Ptcliminat)' 1Nrke1 
J~~meot 

3. Preliminary ~chakal 

~SSll'lent 

4. Delahled rrwlrel 
sludy/ mart.ct research 

S. Bui 'ness!liriallCial 
analysis 

6. Product dl!vdopmcnt 

7. ln·hOO:.~ prod lief 

tcsliag 

8. Cusrl)(nc:r tests of 
produc1 

9. Te~1 o\111(.ec11rial sell 

10. 'fri.al pro<luicliOll 

11 . '.f>re.c..ommeooiBJiutioo 
Wsi~') aQ3])'$i$ 

13 . Mme1 laund1 

Description 

The inicia I goJ' no go decision 
where ' 1 was first decided 10 

alfocatc: funds to the proposed 
new product idea. 

i\n ~ll~l ial, prelimitw)'. but 
nomc~ntifKl , mllfkcl 
as.~ess1r11~1u~ a flrs1 aoo quick 
look ,111 tile- market. 

Aa ini1ial. prclimiNry llp(Wili al 
of the 1 ~tmicaJ merit~ and 
d1fftcul11e:s of die pro_iei:!. 

Mu kciing rese:m:b, in~·oMng a 
rca.wna.ble snmple of 
~po!ldetm. a fom1al de~ign , 

and a C'Onsistent darn collection 
proc:cdlll'C. 

A finaRCial or bu~il)C5;~ analyiis 
l.cGding tu " gutoo go decisic)11 
priot I(); product de\•elopmcni . 

The actu I dt:s,jgn and 

develo~11en1 of tbe podllct. 
ri::iult in-,g in . e.g., a prot:o1ypc: 
Qr sllmple pr00l!~1 . 

TeSling tbe product in~housc: in 

the l<i.b °' under c-0ocrolled 
coodit.ions (as opposed to in 
.lhc field OJ With CUSCOmetS) , 

Tesling tih!e prod1.1ct under re.a:l -
1 ife oonditi:oras . e .g ., wilil 
cus.10011~rs ;Wj1or in tbc field . 

A test madcl or trial sdl of the 
product trying 10 sell 1hc 

p~I but 1.0 :i limi.tcd or test 
~I of (:U$lomers . 

A uial p~ciion run to ~est tbe 

prodoclioo f .tciJilia. 
A finlIDCial °' bu~'flll!ss anal~·si . . 

following prud~cl de:~-dop-menl 

bl.IL prior to full-scak laurich. 
The start -111p f full-sea.le or 

conunerdaJ pt'Oductior1. 
The la11oc h •">f the product. t1n a 

t\Jll-sca le a.ndlor corn1t'.tel'C'i'1ll 
basi · a:n idcnl ifiab!C set of 
markc:4i ng illl..'ti\'icioes s~ific co 
this. product . 

3. Welk van de activiteiten doet u zelf en waarom? 



4. Indien u meer middelen zou hebben zou u dan meer fases naar u toetrekken; of zou u 
de huidige activiteiten meer aandacht schenken. 

DEEL 3: STRATEGIE 
In dit dee! wil ik nagaan waarom u de huidige activiteiten hebt ontwikkeld zoals u dat hebt 

gedaan. 

1. Hoe zou u uw markt definieren? 

2. Hoe definieert u uw eindgebruiker? 

3. Heeft u marketing activiteiten gericht op de promotie van uw product bij de 
eindgebruiker? Waarom we! / niet? 

4. Heeft u product promotie activiteiten bij u markt / klant? Waarom we!/ niet? Watvoor 
activiteiten. 

Hartelijk dank voor u tijd! 
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EMI 
DEEL 1: ALGEMEEN 
De volgende vragen hebben de bedoeling mij een indruk te geven van de activiteiten van uw 
bedrijf, haar omgeving en tot slot uw rol binnen de onderneming. 
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1. Wanneer is deze onderneming opgericht? 

2. Hoe zou u het doel van deze onderneming omschrijven? 

3. Heeft uw onderneming een of meerdere producten en zou u deze kunnen omschrijven? 

4. Kan u maatschappelijke waarden aan hun product toekennen? 

5. Heeft uw onderneming de doelstelling nieuwe producten te ontwikkelen? 

6. In welke industrie ofbranche bent u actief? 

7. Hoeveel mensen zijn er bij de onderneming in dienst? 

8. Hoeveel klanten heeft onderneming op het moment? Is dit oak naar verwachting? 

9. Hoe zou u uw relatie met klanten omschrijven? 
Beschouwt u zeals consumenten ofjuist als partners? 

10. Is er bij de start van deze onderneming een bedrijfsplan gemaakt? 

11. In hoeverre warden de plannen hierin omschreven nagevolgd? (Indien er van afgeweken 
wordt wat is dan de reden van deze afwijking?) 

12. Wat is de reden deze onderneming op te starten? 



13. Wat voor strategie volgt uw onderneming? (Kies uit: kosten leiderschap, klant 
intimiteiten, productinnovatie.) 

14. Is dit een bewuste keuze of is het in de loop der jaren door ervaring zo gegroeid? 

15. in het welk jaar de oprichting is er voor het eerst winst gemaakt? (Indien u onderneming 
nog geen winst maakt wanneer verwacht u dan voor het eerst winst te maken?) Klopt 
het ook met uw initiele verwachtingen? 

16. Heeft uw onderneming samenwerkingsverbanden om specifieke doelstellingen te 
realiseren? (Bijvoorbeeld op het gebied van projectontwikkeling, verkoop, et cetera) 

17. hoe zijn deze verbanden tot stand gekomen? 

DEEL 2: STRATEGIE 
In dit dee) van het interview zal nagegaan worden hoe ondernemers de factoren die van invloed 
zijn op de prestaties van een onderneming herkennen en erkennen. Tevens zal er nagegaan 
worden of de implicaties uit het literatuuronderzoek ook worden meegenomen bij de strategie 
vorming. 
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1. Welke invloeden hebben geleid tot de huidige strategische patronen/patroon? 

2. Wat zijn de gevolgen van de keuzes voor deze strategie? (hoe komt hij tot uiting) 

3. Enke/ bij meerdere patronen: Bent u van mening dat het volgen van meerdere 
patronen bijdraagt aan het succes van uw onderneming? Waarom? 

4. In welke mate hebben de beschikbare middelen invloed gehad op de strategie 
bepaling van de onderneming? 

5. In welke mate is de strategie bei'nvloed door de industrie waarin u werkzaam bent? 



6. lndien u morgen een beurs krijgt van 200.000 euro om te investeren in u bedrijf, wat 

zou u dan veranderen? 

7. Zou dit ook een invloed hebben op de strategie van de onderneming (zou u 

bijvoorbeeld meer zelf doen, meer R&D etc.) 

8. In welke mate worden er activiteiten gestart / middelen ontwikkeld om de 

afstemming van organisatie op omgeving te realiseren? 

9. Welke expertises heeft u binnen de organisatie? (sales, R&D, etc.) Bent u hierin 

opzoek naar een balans? 

10. Denkt u dat een u meer succes zou hebben als u meer personen in huis zou hebben 

die direct aan de primaire strategie bijdragen? 

11. Heeft u onderneming een hoge R&D intensiteit? Is deze op zeker moment 

afgenomen/toegenomen? 

12. Heeft u bewust gelet op deze verandering? 

DEEL 3: SAMENWERKEN 
In dit dee! zullen we nagaan in hoeverre de aspecten welke zijn geldentificeerd in de literatuur 
studie als invloedhebbend op samenwerkingsverbanden, ook zo worden ervaren door 

ondernemers. 

1. Kan u aangeven welke factoren u van groot belang vind in een samenwerkingsverband? 

2. Welke factoren hebben volgens u invloed op een succesvolle samenwerking? 

3. Heeft u aandacht besteed aan de volgende factoren: 
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No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Variable Phase Type 

Precise definition of rights and duties Designing Content 

Contributing specific strengths Analysis Content 

Establishing required resources Implementation Content 

Awareness of time requirements Analysis Process 

Equal contributions from all partners Designing Content 

Deriving alliance objectives from business strategy Analysis Process 

Building trust Designing Process 

Speedy implementation and fast results Implementation Process 

4. Als u de volgende keer een samenwerkingsverband zou ingaan wat zou u dan anders 
doen? Waarom? 

5. Is samenwerken een belangrijk aspect in uw strategie? 

Hartelijk dank voor u tijd! 
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TEGEMA 

DEEL 1: ALGEMEEN 
De volgende vragen hebben de bedoeling mij een indruk te geven van de activiteiten van uw 
bedrijf, haar omgeving en tot slot uw rol binnen de onderneming. 

1. Wanneer is deze onderneming opgericht? 

2. Hoe zou u het doel van deze onderneming omschrijven? 

3. Heeft uw onderneming een ofmeerdere producten en zou u deze kunnen omschrijven? 

4. Kan u maatschappelijke waarden aan hun product toekennen? 

5. Heeft uw onderneming de doelstelling nieuwe producten te ontwikkelen? 

6. In welke industrie ofbranche bent u actief? 

7. Hoeveel mensen zijn er bij de onderneming in dienst? 

8. Hoeveel klanten heeft onderneming op het moment? Is dit oak naar verwachting? 

9. Hoe zou u uw relatie met klanten omschrijven? 
Beschouwt u zeals consumenten ofiuist als partners? 

DEEL 2: F ASERING 
In dit deel zal getracht warden inzicht te krijgen in de fasering binnen product innovatie. 
Gekeken wordt wat belangrijke mijlpalen zijn en of dit een herhalend traject is. 

1. Voigt u bedrijfmisschien een fasering in haar bedrijfsvoering? Zoja welke. 
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2. Welk van de volgende fases herkent u? 

E:diblt I. New Prod11ct Process A.ctiYUies 

Activity•' 

1 . ln1tia.:1 screenins 

2. Ptcliminat)' marker 
.m.e~meot 

3. Prclimirnu:y tedmical 

~ssment 

4. ~ailed nwkel 
study/ market research 

5. Bw 'nessffi!l'!ancial 
an.a.lysis 

7. bi-house prodtJcit 
te.stiog 

8. Customer lests of 
product 

9. Test 1mrteCl trial sc tl 

10. 'Trial production 

11 . Prcc.omme~le.Jm11ioo 

busi~ aria!}'$iS 

I , .Marter launch 

Description 

111e in.ilia I go.lno go dL'Cision 
where ' was first decided 10 

allocate: funds to the prop<>SL--d 
new produC'I idea. 

An i.ni1ial, prelirnLnary. bu1 
nomciemtifK!, mwlc• 
assessmerrt; a ftrS1 :ui4 quick 
look al. the mar\:ct. 

A.a initfal. prdiminary aw<1isal 
of the c e:d1.nical merits. and 
d1ffocul•1t:'S of die p.roje<:I. 

Muk~ i11g research, in~·olving a 
rca.wnablc snm1>1c of 
te$po!ldel:'lt , ai formal de~ign , 

and a oonsisteJnt data coJkclim:i 
proccdiAre. 

A ftnaoc:ia l or bu~ines.s. analysis 
leading to a goloo go der;; ision 
prior 10o produci de\•elopmA:ni . 

The actua l ~ign and 
devel()f'11e111 of !tit; podllct. 
r~ulA:irt,g in. e .g .. a pmlOlypc: 
or slmlple produ1;1 . 

Testirig tbe fJfodUct in~house : in 
tt.e lli.b Lii' under c.ontrolled 
cOfl(!ilkms (as opposed to in 
!he (ickl or wilh cuslOmetS) . 

Testing lhc prodUC1 under rea:l -
1 i fc oonditL'Ol!IS . e.g., wid'l 
cus.1001ers iJ.:ildl or in t~ field . 

A test mad:ct or trial sdl of the 
ptodllc1 trying to sell 1he 
prc.>dUcc but 10 a limited or l.c5t 
:set of (:Wlomc:rs . 

A 1ri.iil prod.\lcciion run IQ test tbe 

producl ioo fi.cililb. 
A fini),11iCial °' bu~~IM?s..~ analysis. 

foUowillG pru<kicl de~-dopment 
bl.II prior to full-scaJc launch. 

Tbc sla:rt-1t1p f full -s a.le or 
commerd aJ pt'Oduction. 

The lauoch 00 lhc product. 1.1n a 
fu ll-sea le tmdlor i:.'Omrrteteilfll 
b~i.s : a::n i<knlifia-ble set of 
rnarkcii ng a...-.ivi1!es specific tQ 

this. product . 

3. Welk van de activiteiten doet u zelf en waarom? 



DEEL 3: PRODUCTONTWIKKELINGSPROCES 
In dit dee! wil ik nagaan hoe u productontwikkelingsproces eruit ziet. 
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1. Kunt u productonwikkelingsproces beschrijven 

2. Ik verwacht dat u een beperkte interactie heeft met de eindgebruiker van het product 
wat u ontwikkeld, kunt u hier u visie op geven? 

3. Zou meer interactie met de eindgebruiker voor Tegema leiden tot een beter product 
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TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

Rupee rate1 

1 Lakh2 

1 Crore 

A.A.T. D.U 
ADA TS 
AITUC 
AR 
AP 
APPCB 
cc 
CNG 
KS PCB 
LPG 
NGO 
PUC 
RDT 
RE 
Rs. 
RTA 
STA 

€1,- = Rs. 55.8267 / -
100.000 
10.000.000 

Adarsha Auto and Taxi Drivers Union 
Agricultural Development and Training Institute 
All India Trade Union Congress 
Auto-rickshaw 
Andhra Pradesh 
Andhra Pradesh Pollution Control Board 
Cubic centimetre 
Compressed Natural Gas 
Karnataka State Pollution Control Board 
Liquified Petroleum Gas 
Non Governmental Organisation 
Pre University Course 
Rural Development Trust 
Rear Engine 
Rupees (Indian currency) 
Regional Transport Authority 
State Transport Authority 

1 On the I 51 of September 2007. Source: Universal Currency Converter <http ://www.xe.com/ucc/>. 
2 Lakhs and crores can apply to both amounts of money as well as numbers in general. 
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INTRODUCTION 

BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT 

This report is the result of a four week field-research in the cities of Bangalore and Hyderabad and has 
been carried out by five researchers of Symbeyond Research Group, under the commission of Enviu. 
This research is part of a larger project in which Enviu will concentrate on finding sustainable 
solutions for environmental and social issues in India. In this study the opportunities for launching an 
improved engine for auto-rickshaws are explored, preferably along with job creation for mechanics in 
poor areas, in both Bangalore and Hyderabad. 

RESEARCH SCOPE 

In previous decennia India's population has increased tremendously. Parallel to that, a process of 
urbanization took place as many rural citizens pushed their luck in the country's promising cities with 
the result of even faster growing urban areas. Although it seems plain logic that many people migrate, 
since cities have seen an enormous economic growth in the past years, not all newcomers succeed in 
setting up a fortunate livelihood. As a result, urban slums make up a part of nearly all Indian cities 
now. However, slums are less of a problem in the cities of Bangalore and Hyderabad. This is a result 
of the fact that the level of prosperity of these two cities is relatively high when compared to many 
other cities throughout the country, which is due to the economic 'boom' in these cities (caused by a 
flourishing IT-sector). Still, this does not at all imply that all inhabitants are in a convenient position. A 
group that finds itself on the lower ranks of the socioeconomic ladder, though not the lowest, are 
those involved in the auto-rickshaw sector. As they are struggling with high fuel costs, compulsory 
meters and severe competition of other transporters, their situation certainly needs improvement. 

Two other problems that, in accordance with other urban areas in India, occur in Bangalore and 
H yderabad, are severe traffic jams and environmental degradation. Until recently, Bangalore was 
called 'Green City' or 'Lake City' as even the centre of the city housed many 'green' elements, such as 
trees, parks and lakes. Nowadays, however, not much of this is left as the total number of road users 
has increased3 rapidly with the result that both cities contend with smog. Obviously, the air pollution 
has considerable impact on the urban population's health as well 

So are we running towards a dead end, or is there still scope for cleaner cities and improved living 
standards for auto-rickshaw drivers? And if yes, can the two problems be solved through one single 
approach? In this study we aim to answer part of these questions by exploring the opportunities and 
constraints for the introduction of a cleaner and less fuel-consuming engine for auto-rickshaws in 
Bangalore and Hyderabad. Moreover, possibilities to involve mechanics living in poorer sections of 
the cities, are being examined. 

THE AUTO-RICKSHAW: ONE OF A KIND 

The auto-rickshaw sector can hardly be compared to any other passenger transport sector throughout 
the world. These eye-catching vehicles appeal to many for their characteristic looks and practical use. 
They do however not only bring about universal happiness as they contribute for a substantial part to 
traffic problems and (urban) air pollution. 

3 See Appendix 4 (Siam) 
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The first auto-rickshaw came into being in 1957 when the Bachchraj Trading Corporation 
introduced its first model. N.K. Firodia, its deviser, invented the auto-rickshaw as part of the nation
wide industrialization after Independence (194 7). In the 1970s, the company that had been involved in 
the development of the auto-rickshaw split up and one of the parties involved later on became Bajaj, 
today's major auto-rickshaw producer. Since then, auto-rickshaws underwent few major engineering 
changes, except for the relatively recent introduction of LPG and CNG engines. 

From the 1950s onwards, auto-rickshaws have become full-fledged in society; a substantial 
number of people, especially those living in cities, uses auto-rickshaws on a daily basis for the 
transportation of both goods as well as persons. The vehicles are used for a variety of purposes by an 
even greater variety of people; hence, everyone has experiences, opinions and feelings on them. Local 
media frequently report on developments occurring in the vivid sector, for example in the case of 
auto-rickshaw drivers who often express their feelings and demands by strikes and the like. 

METHODOLOGY 

In the period between 21 " July and 18'h August 2007, two researchers carried out an intensive 
fieldwork in Bangalore and three did so in Hyderabad. As stated above, this study assesses the 
opportunities and constraints to improve urban transport by introducing an alternative auto-rickshaw 
engine which will benefit auto-drivers (less fuel costs) as well as the environment (less exhaust fumes). 
This matter has been investigated in various ways. To be able to make generalizations about the auto
rickshaw drivers' socioeconomic and professional details, a closed questionnaire among 170 drivers in 
each of the two cities has been taken. The sample model that has been employed is a 'convenient 
sample' method that reckons spatial differences by interviewing auto-rickshaw drivers in different 
places throughout both cities. The numbers and tables that will be mentioned in this report derive 
from these in total 340 questionnaires. Next to this, open interviews with or without item lists, serving 
exploratory or in-depth conversations, have been held with several actors such as drivers, fleet owners, 
consultants, dealers, kit converters, mechanics, government officials and kit manufacturers4

• 

Additionally, a quick-scan of the auto-rickshaw sector in rural areas (Bagepalli, Karnataka and 
Anantapur, Andhra Pradesh) has been carried out. 

Furthermore, an extensive overview of NGOs, institutes, companies, individuals and 
universities that could provide us with valuable information and/ or could be possible partners for 
future action, has been acquired. Most interviews have, with the help of our research assistants, been 
held in local languages (felugu, Kannada, Urdu, and Hindi) while in various other cases, English 
served as lingua franca. 

4 The word 'kit' is used to describe a technical supplement of an existing engine that changes/ improves its operation. 
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Figure 1. Map of South india 
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Source: www.stayresindia.com / south.html 

STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT 

As this research consists of a comparative assessment of the auto-rickshaw sector in two cities, the 
reporting structure demands some clarification. Instead of splitting the report in two parts, we have 
chosen to combine both studies in a single comprehensive report. This enables the reader to get an 
instant overview of the entire research without running into reiteration. 

Sections 1 and 2 can be considered the backbones of this report. The first one deals with the vehicle 
itself, the engine conversion (that is already taking place) and socioeconomic circumstances of auto
rickshaw drivers. Here, the similarities and differences between both cities are particularly discussed. 
The second section offers a description of companies, governmental departments and organizations 
that constitute the sector. Section 3 proceeds with actors that are not (yet) directly involved in the 
sector. The fourth section provides a short description of our findings in the rural areas of Anantapur 
and Bagepalli and pays special attention to the most important differences between rural and urban 
areas. Finally, the report winds up with conclusions and recommendations. 

In the appendix, one can find both an extensive list of contact details of potential partners as 
well as other relevant information, such as technical specifications of different vehicles or the survey 
questionnaire. 
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1 AN INTRODUCTION INTO THE AUTO-RICKSHAW SECTOR 

As early as 1957, India produced its first auto-rickshaw. And now, fifty years later, the auto-rickshaw is 
a common sight all over the country, as many people are depending on it for either transport or 
income. Although many developments have taken place over the last decade, scholars have somewhat 
neglected the sector (with exception for popular media reports). Therefore most of the data used in 
this report was directly generated in this research5

• 

Although Bangalore and Hyderabad have many characteristics in common, several distinctions 
can and should be made. In this chapter we will describe important aspects and primary actors of the 
auto-rickshaw sector and also provide a more quantified set of data. Furthermore, we shall discuss the 
differences between the two cities with regard to the auto-rickshaw sector. Finally, a short description 
of the Bangalore and Hyderabad 'slums' and the potential role they could play in future Enviu 
activities will be provided. 

1.1 THE VEHICLE 

Many different brands of auto-rickshaws are in use in India (such as Ape Piaggio, TVS, Mahindra etc.). 
Nevertheless, all auto-rickshaws for passenger transportation in Bangalore and Hyderabad are 
passenger vehicles of the Bajaj brand. Most of the auto-rickshaws were originally built to run on diesel 
or petrol. During the last four years, however, it has become common practice to convert auto
rickshaws to LPG- or CNG-based engines. 

Although the Regional Transport Authority (RTA) in both cities provides official statistics about the 
number of auto-rickshaws, these are both outdated and unreliable (as a large number of vehicles is not 
registered). Based on the estimations of a variety of local key-persons, the number of auto-rickshaws 
in Bangalore is most likely between 75.000 to 80.000, whereas the number in Hyderabad extents to 1 
lakh (including twin-city Secunderabad). We estimate that there are around 5 to 10 thousand 
unregistered auto-rickshaws in each city. 

There are two types of engines: the 2-stroke and the 4-stroke. The contemporary models both have 
the engine in the rear of the vehicle, hence called RE (Rear Engine). Whereas in Hyderabad auto
rickshaws run on 2-stroke engines, in Bangalore 4-stroke auto-rickshaws can also be found (see table 
1.1.). A 4-stroke vehicle has an average cylinder size of 170CC while a 2-stroke has a 150CC cylinder. 
Although the 4-stroke vehicle has better mileage, i.e. it consumes less fuel per kilometre, the great 
majority of drivers still prefer the 2-stroke auto-rickshaw. One of the reasons for this curious 
popularity is the better acceleration or 'pick-up' that these vehicles have. As one driver stated: " the 4-
stroke is lzke an elephant and the 2-stroke lzk e a horse ". Another reason is the vulnerability of the 4-stroke 
engines. Not only do these engines easily break down when confronted with water (which is quite a 
problem in the monsoon season), they also require higher oil quality. As many drivers use (cheaper) 
illegally blended and low quality oil, owners of 4-stroke vehicles have to cope with much higher 
maintenance costs. Furthermore, most local mechanics do not have the capacity to perform major 
repairs of a 4-stroke engine. 

Table 1.1 Percentage of engine strokes 
Banf!.a/ore Hyderabad 

2-stroke 58 100 
4-stroke 42 0 

5 Exceptions on this can be found in our references / further reading list. 
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Still, if one carefully maintains its vehicle, a 4-stroke engine has some major advantageous features. In 
comparison with 2-stroke propelled vehicles, 4-strokes have a better mileage and emit less combustion 
fumes. It is also equipped with more gears and it is said to be driving more "smoothly". Moreover, 2-
strokes driven vehicles make a lot of noise, especially when the driver/ owner removes the mandatory 
exhaust filter to improve its acceleration. According to one of the auto-rickshaw drivers unions 
(A.A.T.D.U.), the preference of 2-stroke engines is mainly a matter of habituation. 

The average age of a vehicle is the same in both cities: 4,5 years. Most auto-rickshaws, in contrast to 
what one might expect, have been produced in the last three years (see figure 1.1) and only a small 
share Qess than 10 percent) is older than a decade. 

Figure 1.1 Age auto-rickshaws Bangalore and Hyderabad 

5% 2,5% less than 
• 3 years 

old 

Table 1.2. Age auto-rickshaws Bangalore per 
engine type 

. 3to6 
years old 

45% . 6 to 9 
years old 

9 to 12 
years old 

older 
• than 12 

years 

Engine rype 
2-stroke 
4-stroke 

Average age 
6,02 
2,40 
4,48 

As can be learned from table 1.2, in Bangalore, 4-stroke auto-rickshaws are generally much newer than 
the 2-stroke vehicles. Although solid evidence lacks, these numbers suggest that the number of 4-
stroke vehicles will probably increase in the coming years. It has to be taken into account, however, 
that in Hyderabad the introduction of 4-stroke auto-rickshaws has proven to be a failure. In course of 
time, the 4-stroke auto-rickshaw drew back from the roads, as the engine's vulnerability turned out to 
be of overriding importance in the choice between the engine types. 

1.2 CONVERTING TO DIFFERENT FUELS 

In 1998, the High Court in Delhi adopted an act which stated that all vehicles in the greater capital 
area should be converted to the use of CNG by April 2001. This act clearly indicates the serious 
intention of the national government to reduce air pollution in the large urban areas of India. In the 
following decade, many state governments followed the lead of the capital. Bangalore compelled all of 
its commercial auto-rickshaws to change to LPG-engines from 2003 onwards. Although the Andhra 
Pradesh government tries to stimulate and fasten the conversion of auto-rickshaws to gas (LPG and 
CNG) too, it still has not put any effort in making the conversion compulsory6

• 

6 Two important examples of relevant acts which have been implemented are the fitness certificate and the emission/ 
pollution under control certificate. The first act aims to keep auto-rickshaws in good condition, whereas the latter directly 
aims to reduce air pollution by obliging owners to go through an emission test every 6 months. 
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The most important reason for owners to convert the engine is to improve profitability. Before the 
introduction of the official LPG-kit7, people already used LPG by installing 5-kg cooking gas tanks. 
The price of gas per kilometre is significantly lower than the price for diesel and petrol (see table 1.3). 
To convert a petrol driven auto-rickshaw to gas, only a small intervention is necessary. By installing 
the so-called LPG- or CNG-kit, wid1in a few hours tl1e auto-rickshaw is converted and ready-to-use. 
Although this operation does not consume much time, the price for a conversion is quite high. The 
price of a CNG-kit varies between Rs. 24.500/- and Rs. 27.000/-, whereas a LPG-kit costs between 
Rs. 10.000/- and Rs. 24.000/-. The reasons for this variation can be found in both kit quality and the 
degree of market saturation: the further a kit is embedded in the market, the lower the price. 
Furthermore, a highly-priced kit generally justifies its investment by having a better mileage. 

T able 1.3 Type of fuels (as on 21-08-07) T able 1.4 Cost auto-rickshaw (as on 21-08-07) 

Type fuel Price per litre in Rs. Type fuel Cost car in Rs. Cost car in Rs. * 
Bangalore I Hyderabad ExcL taxes and Incl. taxes and 

permits permits 
Petrol 50,58 50,47 Petrol 85.000 110.000-130.000 
Diesel xx 45,19 Diesel 108.000 ? 
LPG 27,81 27,80 LPG 109.500 140.000-160.000 
CNG xx 30 CNG 112.000 160.000-170.000 

XX: not applicable 
* Approximate indication 

In Bangalore, more than 90% of the auto-rickshaws are fitted with an LPG-kit. In earlier days, owners 
started with the conversion to LPG by the use of small LPG-cooking gas tanks. This method is fairly 
dangerous, since these are installed in an awkward and cheap manner (this kit type can still be found in 
the rural areas, see page 27). From 2004 onwards, almost all owners8 in Bangalore have adjusted their 
engine to LPG. Figure 1.2 indeed shows iliat the number of conversions has declined since then. 

Figure 1.3: Converted to LPG/CNG, Figure 1.3: Converted to LPG, 
Hyderabad Bangalore 

Freq uency Frequency 

100 50 59,0% 

80 40 

60 30 

40 20 

20 1,8% 13,9% 15,7% 
10 

0 6,2% I 
not yet 2004 2005 2006 2007 0 

converted 2003 2004 2005 2006 
when converted to LPG/CNG when converted to LPG 

7 Converting a petrol-based engine to an LPG- or CNG-propelled one goes through the installation of a so-called 
conversion kit. It is, however, impossible to convert a diesel engine to gas. 
8 In fact we only found two petrol run auto-rickshaws. These were very old vehicles and the owners only operated for few 
hours a day in the outskirts of the city, therefore they are not included in figure 1.3. 
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Figure 1.4 Fuel type 
Hyderabad 

4,7% . LPG 

• petrol 
• diesel 

. CNG 

The situation in Hyderabad is quite different. As can be derived from figure 1.4, 57,7% of the vehicles 
still run on 'old' fuel types (i.e. petrol and diesel). Next to switching to LPG-engines, some owners 
progressively chose to install a CNG-engine, because of additional economic advantages. Although the 
availability of CNG in Hyderabad is still very poor, nearly 5 percent of the total number of owners has 
decided to take the risk. Figure 1.2 shows that the number of owners that converts the engine 
increases as time passes. As in 2004, only 1,8% of the owners had converted its engine to gas; halfway 
2007 an extra 9,6% found the way to a conversion centre. Presumably, the relative share of auto
rickshaws that switches to CNG will further increase, as these engines have proven to be economically 
advantageous. 

Kit prices are also a point of difference between both cities. Prices of LPG-kits are 
significantly lower in Bangalore than in Hyderabad: respectively, one has to pay an average of Rs. 
12.000 /- and Rs. 17 .000 /-. Here too, the possible explanation is the transition phase in which both 
cities find themselves. Illustrative is the price cut that one major conversion centre mentioned: the 
price of their kit used to be Rs. 18.000/- and has now dropped to Rs. 10.000/ -. The relatively new 
CNG-kits in Hyderabad are still high-priced. The costs vary from Rs. 24.500/- to Rs. 27.500/-. 

1.3 AUTO-RICKSHAW DRIVERS 

Social issues 

In India, many traditional occupations are reserved for specific groups (caste or the like). As a 
relatively new sector the occupation of auto-rickshaw driver is different. Many drivers have been 
involved in other jobs before entering the auto-rickshaw sector and their religious and cultural 
backgrounds are diverse. All three major religions in India (Hinduism, Islam and Christianity) are 
represented in the auto-rickshaw sector, though Hindus form the majority and Christians make up 
only a small part (see also table 1.5). This is roughly in line with the general demography of both cities. 

Table 1.5 Religious back; round of drivers 
Religion Percentage Percentage 

Bangalore Hyderabad 
Muslim 29,0 35,9 
Hindu 69,2 62,4 
Christian 1,8 1,8 
Total 100,0 100,0 

It is not difficult to start as a driver: the sector is open to outsiders and the job is easily learned. Many 
drivers are reasonably satisfied with their employment as their income is quite steady and if they rent 
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an auto-rickshaw, they hold the future perspective of purchasing their own. One should however not 
be mistaken, life as an auto-rickshaw driver is not easy. They work under unhealthy and often 
dangerous working conditions as traffic accidents are common and air pollution causes severe health 
problems (drivers complain about irritated throats, lungs and eyes). On average, drivers work 11 to 12 
hours a day and 6 to 7 days a week, thus often working over 70 hours a week. Although around half 
the number of auto-rickshaw drivers owns his own vehicle, and seems to be in a slightly better 
position, gaining a livelihood is still hard to manage. Owners have to pay for all costs, which often 
includes maintenance costs and paying off the loan(s) they took to purchase the auto-rickshaw. 
Evidently, the job is not ideal, but as one driver put it: "at least I'm not a beggar". 

The average age of a driver is 32, although there are junior drivers as young as 16 and 'veteran' 
drivers up to 65 years old. It is common for a driver to be the sole wage earner in the household (for 
more details see page 17). Most drivers have at least finished their primary education, but still, around 
22% is totally illiterate (see table 1.6). The auto-rickshaw sector is a virtually exclusive man's world and 
the four female drivers that can be found in Bangalore are a remarkable exception. The few women 
involved make shorter shifts and stick to day time driving. The A.A.D.T.U union pays attention to this 
group and tries to involve them more into the sector (see box 1 in chapter 2). 

From table 1.6 follows that, generally speaking, drivers in Bangalore received more education than 
those in Hyderabad. Hyderabad hosts considerably more illiterates and the number of people that 
went through Pre-University College (P.U.C.) and high school is much lower. Striking is the fact that 
in total 4,8% of the Bangalore drivers population has an educational status of 'doing graduation' or 
higher. The age of drivers does not vary a lot between the two cities and finds itself at an average of 32 
years. 

T bl 16 Ed a e . 1 . ucauon eve in percentages 

Bangalore Hyderabad 
I/literate 16,5 27,6 
primary school 9,4 14,7 
middle school 15,3 21,2 
high school 34,7 27,6 
P.U.C 19,4 8,2 
doing graduation 1,2 0,6 
Graduates 1,2 0,0 
Post graduates 2,4 0,0 
Total 100,0 100,0 

D aily operations 

A great diversity of people makes use of auto-rickshaws. Although buses enable common people to 
travel for a low rate to many places in the city and taxi's or personal vehicles provide a more 
convenient service to the richer segment of society, auto-rickshaws are now and then used by 
everyone. They are used for purposes as carrying (medium) loads, returning schoolchildren safely to 
home and personal transport in general. 

Everyday the drivers gather at formal and informal auto-stands, it is common for drivers to 
have a location from which they start everyday (this location is not necessarily near their home). 
Although their rides can take them through the whole city, they always return to their starting point. 
Territorial issues seem to play a role in this strange phenomenon, nevertheless we didn't found any 
evidence of conflict due to competition between different 'clans' or the like. It is therefore likely that 
other factors, such as place assurance, social relations with local drivers, knowledge of certain 
neighbourhoods, customer density etc., are of major influence. 

In both cities it is compulsory for auto-rickshaws to have and use a meter. The minimum price 
for a ride is Rs. 10/- in Hyderabad and Rs. 12/- in Bangalore. After two kilometres the meter starts to 
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run and charges Rs. 6/- for every km. Although the meters ought to be used at all times, it happens 
regularly that drivers try to negotiate the price, this is common for rides to distant locations. It is also 
widely accepted that during night hours (starting from around 9 pm) drivers charge at least 50% extra 
on top of the meter price. Moreover, it often happens that drivers refuse a ride which 'they do not 
like' 9

• 

At night, less auto-rickshaws ply the roads. Drivers working at night, work six to seven nights a 
week and generally refrain from day shifts. Although there are fewer passengers during nighttimes, 
some drivers still prefer these shifts as they do not have to bother about traffic jams, while the low 
number of passengers can be compensated by demanding higher tariffs. Just a few auto-rickshaws are 
used for double shifts: a day and night shift, both with a different driver. 

Besides the normal auto-rickshaws, there are also other modes of auto-rickshaw transport. The shared 
auto-rickshaw is a common example. A shared auto-rickshaw drives a semi-fixed route and picks-up 
more than three customers against a fixed rate. Although this practice is banned in both cities because 
of the increased risk of serious accidents due to overload, some drivers still take the risk. When 
confronted with traffic police, they face the payment of fines or bribes. However, their average 
income is significantly higher than that of a normal auto-rickshaw driver. 

In the outskirts of Hyderabad also another type of auto-rickshaw can be found. In these areas 
many big-sized auto-rickshaws, built to transport up to seven persons Qocally known as seven-seaters) 
go round the outskirts. These seven-seaters are banned from the inner-city. 

1.4 ECONOMIC SITUATION 

Auto-rickshaw drivers are not among the poorest or most vulnerable of the urban society. Their 
average income per day obviously varies, but a normal profit is about Rs. 150/- to Rs. 300/- a day. 
Consequently, they might have some opportunities to save or invest money. Nevertheless, many of the 
owners are forced to get a loan from either a bank or a private moneylender (for those who do not 
have access to formal banks) to purchase their vehicle and/ or kit. The repayment of these loans, 
including the interest, is a considerable economic hardship. 

Costs 
The daily costs of a driver and (self-driving) owner slightly differ. A driver has to pay the owner of the 
auto-rickshaw between Rs. 150 / - to Rs. 250 / - rent a day, depending on the fuel type and the age of 
the vehicle. The driver himself pays for the fuel and small maintenance practises up to Rs. 50/-, 
whereas the owner will cover higher expenses, taxes, permits and insurance costs. If the driver of an 
auto-rickshaw is also the owner, he obviously has to pay for all the costs. The difference in financial 
situation between a driver and a driving owner is therefore smaller than one might guess. Owners 
owning more than 1 auto-rickshaw however, do mostly not work as a driver and, due to additional 
jobs or high rent earnings, are generally in a better economic position (see table 1.7). 

Table 1.7 Profit/day for different actors 

Oumershi er da * 
Hiring 3.1 
01J.1ning 1 Auto-rickshaiv 3.3 
01vnin more Auto-rickshau1s 4.2 

*Encoding in rupees: 1= >75 2= 75-150 3= 150-225 4= 225-300 5= 300-375 

9 It may be self-evident that 'disliking' a ride relates to economic reasons, e.g. no t wanting to go to a particular area 
because it is known for its low consumer density etc .. 
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For most auto-rickshaw drivers, fuel costs are a significant spending. On average, drivers spend Rs. 
190/- a day on fuel. Naturally, these costs greatly vary as expenditures depend on the distance 
travelled, the engine and the driving style. For auto-rickshaws using gas, fuel costs are significantly 
lower compared to when petrol and diesel is used. 

Table 1.8 shows that fuel cost are on average Rs. 187-/ per day in which petrol costs prove 
relatively high while diesel expenses are on the lower side. Drivers using diesel and CNG make the 
most of profit, although rental costs are much higher too. For drivers renting an auto-rickshaw, 
increasing rental costs equal the comparative advantages of decreasing fuel expenditure, and the other 
way round. Still, drivers riding a CNG-propelled vehicle experience far better profits than petrol 
drivers do. Apparently, differences in profits are not only determined by the type of fuel that is used, 
but have many more underlying explanations (e.g. sphere of activity). 

Fuel e 
LPG 
Petrol 
Diesel 
CNG 
Total 

Table 1.8 Daily fuel costs, profits, rental costs for each engine type, for both cities 

178 
218 
156 
189 
187 

erdqy Avera e rent cost er dqy 
16010 

122 
188 
228 
150 

Encoding in rupees: 1= < 75 2= 75-150 3= 150-225 4= 225-300 5= 300-375 6= >375 

Striking is the fact that all persons included in the survey state that their auto-rickshaw is insured, even 
though the insurance rate is quite high: around Rs. 1500/- to Rs. 3500/- a year. The reason for this 
being that the government has obliged owners to insure the auto-rickshaw. Police control takes place 
regularly, though especially in the inner parts of the city. 

Profit 
From figure 1.5 follows that the auto-rickshaw driver's profit clearly differs between both cities. In 
both Bangalore and Hyderabad most of the drivers earn Rs. 150-225/- per day. Nevertheless, more 
than 35% of all drivers in Bangalore only makes a profit of Rs. 75-150/- per day, while this percentage 
in H yd era bad is less than 15%. This difference can also be seen in the mean profit of drivers. On 
average, drivers in Bangalore make a profit of Rs. 187,5, whereas drivers in Hyderabad yield Rs. 225/
per day. 

100 

80 
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40 

20 

Figure 1.5 profit per day Hyderabad & Bangalore 

Hyderabad Bangalore 

75-150 150-225 225-300 300-375 >'.'l7!) 75·150 150-225 225-300 300-375 >375 
profit per day profit per day 

10 In Bangalore, almost all drivers renting their vehicle have to pay a fi xed Rs. 150/ - per day. 
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In Bangalore, the average number of household members, including the driver himself, is 3.89 
whereas the average number for Hyderabad finds itself on 5.35 members. An illustration of the 
importance of the driver to the household income comes from a small analysis for Hyderabad. From 
table 1.9 we learn that 72.8% of the auto drivers is the sole breadwinner of the household, which 
indicates their importance for the total household. In roughly one fourth of the cases two or three 
members work. One can notice in the fourth column that the supplementary incomes from working 
members other than the driver are very low when compared to the driver's daily income. The 
additional income for 1 extra working member is just 0,6; whereas a third member brings in 0,9 extra 
income. 

Table 1.9 Household statistics Hyderabad 

HH members 1vorking Percentage Average number ef HH members Average HH income* 

1 72,8 5,0 2,2 
2 16,0 6,0 2,8 
3 7,7 6,2 3,7 
4 2,4 7,5 4,5 
5 1,2 8,0 3,5 

*Average income in Rs: 1 = < 150 2= 150-300 3= 300-450 4= 450-600 5= >600 

Investments 
Whereas rental costs do not vary radically, one can easily notify the differences in the way owners 
finance their auto-rickshaw purchase. In figure 1.6 one finds that Bangalore's auto-rickshaw drivers 
finance the three-wheelers in various manners: important are savings, banks and private finance. In 
Hyderabad, however, more than 90% of the auto-rickshaws is purchased via private financers . These 
financers are known for their high interest rates and are therefore not the most favourite option, yet 
often the most accessible. A salient detail is the fact that of the Bangalore drivers nearly 43% finances 
the three-wheeler through savings. Even more interesting is the fact that, as stated previously, 
Hyderabadi drivers averagely earn more than those in Bangalore yet only a meagre 6% funds the auto
rickshaw by own savings. 
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Figure 1.6 Financing the Auto-rickshaw in Bangalore and Hyderabad 
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1.5 SLUMS OF HYDERABAD AND BANGALORE 

As stated in the introduction, slums in Bangalore and Hyderabad can not be compared to slums in 
other major Indian cities like Calcutta and Mumbai. In the research areas, these outer-city areas should 
be considered neighbourhoods in which the inhabitants can be ascribed a somewhat lower 
socioeconomic status than that of the average city dweller. Therefore, people usually do not refer to 
these neighbourhoods as 'slums' or whatsoever, but just use the name of the particular area or the 
term 'community villages'. They generally host brick houses, drainage systems and paved roads, which 
indeed contradicts to the common image of a slum. Yet, if one visits these community villages, one 
will encounter a different atmosphere than in most other parts of the city. Here, people seem more 
tightly-knit to one another and it appears as if everyone knows everyone. 

With respect to the auto-rickshaw sector, both drivers and mechanics live in these areas. However, 
one cannot speak of a clear concentration of drivers, mechanics or others involved in the auto
rickshaw sector. A remarkable detail in Hyderabad is that mechanics in these areas often do not know 
how to convert engines to LPG or CNG, nor do they know how to maintain these engine types. So it 
appears that new 'know-how' reaches these outer areas later than the inner parts of the city. A possible 
explanation is that in these outer areas (in which most of these neighbourhoods are located) a majority 
of the auto-rickshaws runs on diesel or petrol. Therefore, the demand for LPG and CNG
maintenance skills and knowledge is lower than in many other parts of the city. In Bangalore, all 
mechanics are familiar with LPG-converted engines, which derives from Bangalore auto-rickshaws 
being converted earlier than the Hyderabadi ones. 
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2 ACTORS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter we describe the market structure as it is in Bangalore and Hyderabad. Moreover, we 
outline the main actors and give an overview of the developments that take place on the (national) 
market. Figure 1 schematically represents the interconnectedness of the various stakeholders which 
will be discussed in the following part. 

Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of the auto-rickshaw market 

Dealer 

Financer 

RTA/STA 

Uni on 

Ki t producer 

Kit installer/ 
I'vl echanic 

Mechanic 

The auto-rickshaw is not a simple market as complex relations and multiple facilities exist. Figure 2.1 
gives an impression of its multiple stakeholders and their interconnectedness as in the cases of 
Hyderabad and Bangalore. From this figure we learn that trade relations are not fixed as there are 
several opportunities to become owner of a vehicle. The State Transport Authority (STA) and the 
Regional Transport Authority (RTA) are the coordinating bodies. They detemline the legal framework 
and set up its preconditions in which this sector is possible to develop/ move. 

2.2 PRODUCERS AND DEALERS 

In both Bangalore and Hyderabad Bajaj has a monopoly on the commercial passenger auto-rickshaw 
market. This company has three dealing centres in Bangalore from which only new models are sold, 
whereas Hyderabad hosts two of these centres (see contact list for details and appendix 5 for different 
Bajaj auto-rickshaw models). 
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Although at present, Bajaj delivers new gas driven vehicles, they have not developed their 
own kits. They use both the Italian Longas-kit (which is imported from Italy) and the Lowota-kit, the 
former for 2-stroke engines and the latter for 4-stroke engines. According to a Sagas spokesman, Bajaj 
will shift to Sagas-kits in the near future (this is already done in Hyderabad). 

2.3 KIT MANUFACTURERS AND CONVERTERS 

There are many government approved conversion centres located in the two cltles, but non
authorized converters are also in operation. Most of the conversion centres are small, with the 
exception of Dars Automotives and Sagas. Dars holds around 50% of the market share in Bangalore 
and only uses the Italian Longas Kit. In Hyderabad, Sagas is the major market player for CNG and 
LPG-kits, but also in Bangalore they have a significant market share of the LPG-kit (around 30 
percent). As the conversion is not a much demanding task, most conversion centres are general 
mechanic shops which took the conversion as an extra side-activity. Obviously, Bangalore's 
conversion market is shrinking as nearly all auto-rickshaws have been converted to LPG. On contrary, 
in Hyderabad, there are still many non-gas engines in use, since the use of gas is not obliged by the 
government. Therefore, conversion activities still take place on a large scale. 

2.4 MECHANICS 

There are innumerable local mechanic shops that are specialized in auto-rickshaws. The majority of 
the owners prefer these mechanics instead of the official workshops from the Bajaj-company. The 
main reason for this is that local mechanics demand lower prices for their services and work much 
quicker. Especially the latter seemed to be an important aspect, as they can not miss their auto
rickshaw for a couple of days. Some engine problems can however, not be repaired by these 
mechanics, e.g. in case of a 4-stroke engine. 

The most important source of knowledge for mechanics appears to be a combination of 
informal training via other mechanic shops and trial and error learning. Only a few workshops 
received official training from kit-producers. It is interesting to note that Bangalore's mechanics all 
seem to have experience in conversion to LPG, whereas in Hyderabad some can and some cannot 
work with LPG/CNG-kits. Again, the explanation lies in the difference in transition phase between 
both cities. 

2.5 CONSULTANTS AND FINANCERS 

Auto-consultants are companies which deal in different kinds of auto-rickshaw related products and 
services. They purchase and sell new and second-hand auto-rickshaws and assist in getting hold of a 
road permit. A road permit is issued by the RTA. All vehicles need a government permit which comes 
around Rs. 500/- to Rs. 1000/- . These permits need to be extended every five years, which costs Rs. 
200 /-. In an attempt to control the rapidly growing amount of traffic, the government has put a halt 
9n the issuing of new permits. The enormous waiting list, which derives from this halt, forces many 
owners to acquire a permit for their new vehicle 'informally'. The price for an informal permit varies 
from Rs. 30.000/- up to even Rs. 50.000/-. 

Consultants purchase old auto-rickshaws (which have a permit) to sell the permit and the 
vehicle separately. The old model is often sold to rural areas, where permits are easily obtained or not 
even necessary as rules are non-existing or easy to circumvent. The permit, then, is sold to owners of 
new auto-rickshaws living in urban areas. 

Besides arranging permits, consultants also offer loans, insurances and gas-kits. Apart from 
getting a loan from a consultant, drivers and owners can approach a bank too. This, however, implies 
a lot of paperwork and time. The bank requires a repayment security which most of them lack, as they 
lack physical collateral. As some drivers state: "it is a headache procedure!". Nevertheless, the accessibility 
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of banks in Bangalore appears to increase and a substantial number or driver has taken up a loan with 
a bank. In Hyderabad, the major loan supplier is the private money lender (see also figure 1.6 on page 
16). These financial institutes are flexible and require only the vehicle itself as pawn. They mostly work 
with fixed interest rates up to 10% or in exceptional cases even 50% of the total amount. 

2.6 UNIONS 

In both cities tliere are about 10 to 15 auto-rickshaw drivers unions, but most of these unions are not 
very active (''paper tigers" as one union leader once put it). The more active unions usually have quite a 
large number of members, up to 16.000. Of the total number of auto drivers, around 23% in 
Hyderabad and 29% in Bangalore is member of a union (see hardcopy file for an extensive list of 
unions). 

In many cases unions have a political background; there are, for example communist unions, 
which usually also have the largest grassroots support. One of the principal tasks of these unions is to 
organize meetings once in a while with their members, both on a city level, as well as on a local level, 
and discusses problems and new developments. Even non-members sometimes come to these 
meetings. 

Although many auto drivers who are not member of a union state that unions are more 
concerned with spreading their own names than actually helping drivers, unions basically endeavor the 
following two objectives: 1) improving the living standards for drivers and 2) improving the respect 
for drivers in society. This can be accomplished by opposing unwanted rules and regulations that 
might become applicable to the auto-rickshaw sector (often through a strike) or by for example 
providing new services (see box 1 on the next page). The contribution payed by the members (around 
Rs 60 / - a year, depending on the union) enables some unions to assist the families of members who 
were involved in an accident by providing them with financial support. 

Drivers themselves underline the role of the union in solving problems with (traffic) police11
• 

Especially in Hyderabad, the majority of union members gives this as the main reason for becoming a 
member. Unions continue to address problems with the police, because not much has changed over 
time and bribery and unfair treatment still occur on a regular base. 

A noticeable feature of unions is that they can work together to take a stronger stand. In 
Hyderabad this happens on a larger scale compared to Bangalore. Frequently, the joined union's 
opinion has been taken into account in the process of decision making. Even recently, the unions 
organized several strikes against the rising petrol prices and for the demand of more LPG/CNG 
refilling stations. In the latter strikes the unions calls were answered since the number of LPG filling 
stations has increased. Another successful strike was that for financial support to convert to LPG in 
Bangalore in 2004. The RTA finally issued a subsidy of Rs.2000 / - for each vehicle converted to LPG. 
Currently, they are opposing a possible government rule on the implementation of digital meters. 

11 Often drivers come into collision with police. There are for example often conflicts between drivers and the traffic 
police about parking places. There are too few parking places for auto-rickshaws in the inner-city, as a result drivers park 
their vehicle where it is not allowed. Also bribing practices occur on a regular base since fine are given for violation, e.g. 
not possessing a license, permit or certificate, or transporting too many passengers (more than three). In these cases the 
drivers often bribe the police officers. However, even if everything is correct with regard to the paper work, they can be 
charged some money (Rs. 20-/ to Rs. 30/-). 
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Box 1 Easy Auto Scheme in Bangalore 

Nowadays drivers face difficulties such as compet1t10n from taxi act1v1ties because of the ,citizens' 
increasing purchasing power. Furthermore, most of the !CT-companies have their own company-taxi. 
If these taxis are not in use by the company, the drivers work independently against very low rates as 
they receive a fixed salary anyway. Some people also prefer busses or taxis because of the 'bad' 
behaviour of drivers, e.g. overcharging or refusing trips. 
For these reasons the Adarsha Auto and Taxi Drivers Union (A.A.D.T.U.) came up with an interesting 
system to meet the needs of the driver as well as to give an extra service to the Bangalore auto
rickshaw passengers: the Ea.ry Auto System. They guarantee good and quick service, drivers will be 
'well-behaved', maintain personal contact and their vehicles will be in good condition. Drivers who are 
willing to participate should be educated (minimum 8'h standard), possess valid permits and licenses 
and their vehicle must be suited with a digital meter. At present the union tries to include female 
drivers in this scheme to make it possible for them to become driver. 
By means of a registration system passengers can register themselves, drivers can therefore provide 
door-to-door service. Registered passengers can hail an auto by SMS, internet or telephone. It is also 
possible to book an auto-rickshaw in advance. (www.EasyAuto.in) 

2. 7 GOVERNMENT 

As India is divided into different states, the government is split into many different levels. Within the 
greater Indian nation, the federal state holds significant power. Moreover regional and local authorities 
are to a certain degree free to create and implement policies that only apply to their own jurisdiction. 

The most important authority for the auto-rickshaw sector at state level is the State Transport 
Authority (STA). The main functions of the STA are to coordinate and regulate the activities and 
policies of the Regional Transport Authority (RTA) and enter into negotiations with other States 
about overarching policies. At regional level, the ST A is represented by the RTA. The latter 
department holds the responsibility for all legal issues concerning vehicles at regional level, which 
includes keeping pollution under control. 

There are a number of rules and regulations that apply for the auto-rickshaw sector in both Hyderabad 
and Bangalore. As these rules are innumerable, only the most important rules that could hamper or 
stimulate an introduction of an alternative engine, will be discussed. 

Retrofitment instead ofreplacement 
In an article stemming from 1952 (article 52) it was decreed that it is not allowed to replace the engine 
of a motor vehicle in India. One has to keep the same engine as mentioned in the certificate of vehicle 
registration, which comes into being as the vehicle leaves the fabric. This means that only adjustments 
can be made (retrofitments), for example by means of a kit. 

Green Tax for vehicles older than 7 vear 
Auto-rickshaws older than 7 years have to pay Green Tax, which is annually Rs. 200/-. This tax aims 
to discourage the use of environmentally unfriendly vehicles. Until now it is unclear whether LPG and 
CNG-based engines are exempted from this tax. It has however become clear that the costs are to 
marginal for owners to really bother about being exempted from this tax or not. 
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Fitness Certf,ficate 
Every vehicle needs a fitness certificate, which is issued by the RTA. In order to get this certificate, 
owners have to submit a form enclosed with essential documents and fitness fee of Rs. 200/-. If an 
auto consultant is involved in the procedure, the price can increase to between Rs. 450/- and Rs, 
500/-. The inspection has to be done every three to six months. 

Emission Cert£ficate I Pollution Under Control (PUC> Certf,ficate 
In order to reduce pollution, all vehicles are required to be maintained in good condition. Therefore, 
every vehicle has to go through an emission test every six months. Emission certificates are issued by 
service centres, which are authorized for this purpose by the State Transport Authority (STA). The 
price for this certificate is Rs. 30 / -. In practice, many vehicles in Hyderabad have a higher output of 
pollutants than the prescribed limits. This is mainly due to the use of cheap, low quality oil. If caught 
by the police, one officially has to pay Rs. 300/- fine, but corruption remains a disturbing factor in the 
execution of this act. 

Stimulation ojconversion (J-bderabad) 
In 1998 the State government of Andhra Pradesh announced an exemption of vehicle taxes for all 
vehicles operated with batteries, CNG or solar energy for a period of 5 years from the date of 
registration. At this moment, nonetheless, the government has still not implemented this tax 
exemption and will probably not do so in the foreseeable future 12

• 

Stimulation ofconversion (Bangalore) 
As stated previously, the Bangalore RTA issued a subsidy of Rs. 2000 /- for each vehicle converted to 
LPG (10 to 20 percent of the total costs). Consequently, more than 90% of all auto-rickshaws that 
converted to LPG based vehicles converted after this rule was put into effect. 

2.8 Fuel stations 

Evidently, fuel stations are a major part of the infrastructure that is vital for the functioning of the 
auto-rickshaw sector. Although there are enough petrol and diesel distribution points in Hyderabad, 
the supply of both types of gas proves to be more complicated. Although Bangalore currently has 
enough fuel stations that provide LPG (around 30), they were scarce in the past too. For the 
Hyderabadi driver, especially CNG distribution forms a severe burden as Hyderabad hosts only three 
CNG-supplying fuel stations. An underlying cause for this infrastructural limitation is the national gas 
infrastructure. Although pipelines currently connect large parts of India to provide LPG, CNG
connections still have to be build in most parts of the country. There are, however, far-reaching plans 
to extend the pipeline network through the whole subcontinent. Gail (India's major gas association) 
expects to connect Hyderabad in the coming year, Bangalore is expected to be reached somewhere in 
the coming three years (see appendix 3 for future national pipeline projects of GAIL) 

12 According to AITUC, only Pune, Maharashtra, is currently exercising this act. 
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3 OTHER ACTORS & DEVELOPMENTS 

Some of the following actors are presently concerned with the auto-rickshaw sector but are not (yet) 
directly influencing the sector. Also, several other actors (e.g. NGO's and companies) have been 
approached but as they are not (yet) involved in the field of the auto-rickshaw, they are described in 
the contact list. 

3.1 Kamataka State Pollution Control Board & Andhra Pradesh Pollution Control Board 

In principle, the Karnataka State Pollution Control Board (KSPCB) and the Andhra Pradesh Pollution 
Control Board (APPCB) 13 are responsible for the control of all types of pollution, yet, in fact, they 
have an advisory role. Several monitoring stations, located throughout the city, measure the intensity 
of, for example, air pollution (See the KSPCB website). Next to advice and research, these 
departments are also involved in awareness and training programs (See contact list). 

3.2 Task Force for the control of pollution in Bangalore and Hyderabad 

This task force consists of representatives of several governmental bodies (including the above 
mentioned), NGO representatives and private parties. They meet once every three months to 
exchange information about opportunities to improve the urban environment. The KSPCB and 
APPCB advice the other parties on new technological developments and the potential consequences 
of new policies. 

3.3 Companies 

There are a number of innovative companies active within the automotive sector. They are mostly 
working on electrical or hybrid engines for different sorts of motor vehicles, i.e. personal cars, two
wheelers and auto-rickshaws. Some examples are mentioned below to give an idea on the 
developments in this field. However, to give a complete overview would be impossible as many 
projects and future plans remain vague, uncertain and / or happen on a rather small scale. 

In Bangalore there are around six hundred electric personal automobiles on the roads: the so-called 
Reva cars. Reva is an Indian company which solely produces electrical vehicles. At the moment, they 
only produce passenger cars, but they are working on the development of other vehicles as well. Their 
cars appear to be technically sound as they have a range of about 80 km, a maximum speed of 65 
km/h and reasonable charging time. Nevertheless, since the price comes around Rs. 350.000/ -, they 
are designed for upper and higher middle class use. 

Indus, a Gujarat based company, introduced two electric scooters and four electric motor 
bikes with a motor power range of 200-250W. These so-called '¥ obikes' have a top speed of 25 km/ h. 
The required recharge duration of this bike is 6 to 8 hours. These bikes are already on the Indian 
market and cost between Rs. 13,999 / - and Rs. 23,249 /- 14

• 

In the field of auto-rickshaws, many projects have been announced in the past years, and 
although even the biggest auto-rickshaw companies have proclaimed to go to tl1e market with new 
products, none of them has actually reached the market. One example is the electric auto-rickshaw, 
the 'Eco-Rick', from Bajaj. The vehicle is supposed to drive between 110 and 130 km without 

13 See their website www.kspcb.kar.nic.in for a Karnataka or \Vww.appcb.org for a Andhra Pradesh. 
14 See for more information www.induselectrans.com 
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recharging. In 2004, Bajaj attempted to launch this auto-rickshaw and aimed to bring 1200 vehicles on 
the market in September the same year, but they apparently did not succeed15

. 

Another example is the hybrid three-wheeler of TVS Motors tl1at runs on a battery. The 
175CC three-wheeler, with slight modifications can be powered by LPG, CNG or a petrol engine. 
After cranking, the vehicle can covers the first 20 km powered by a 36V 25 AH traction battery and 
automatically switches to the LPG/CNG/petrol engine afterwards. This hybrid-electric vehicle would 
be launched in June 2003, but did not find its way through. 

Even now companies continue to give out notifications about coming developments; in May 
2007, Hero Honda released a press report, stating that a hybrid auto-rickshaw would be brought onto 
the market this year. 

3.4 Research Institutes 

Both in Bangalore and Hyderabad, various universities and research institutes work on (urban) 
environment, poverty, sustainable development and/ or technological innovations16

• Next to engine 
innovations which are already realized, some important developments need to be described in more 
detail . The most serious and appealing initiative is that of the Indian Institute of Science (IIS). 

Since 1996, the Centre for Electronic Design and Technology (CEDT), of the IIS, together 
with the Biel School of Engineering in Switzerland has worked on a new and simple, low polluting 
concept for the auto-rickshaw. Several years ago, their researchers succeeded in developing a entirely 
electric three-wheeler. 

The prototype hybrid auto-rickshaw was considered viable, yet it was not taken into 
production. The reason for this seems to be that the price was too high and the producers were not 
attracted to take the vehicle into production. For them, it meant an enormous investment in a new 
production line and an uncertain market1 7

• 

Taking tl1e lessons of tl1is first experiment for heart, the CEDT is currently working on a 
different project. They are planning to finish the proto-type of a conversion kit by the end of 2007. 
This kit consists of a battery that saves the redundant energy and releases it when necessary, it can be 
installed in existing engines and vehicles. The installation is easy and there should not be any 
maintenance cost, as the battery simply has to be replaced at the end of its lifetime. CEDT aims to 
reduce the fuel consumption by 30% without altering the qualities of the current engine. CEDT 
expects this kit to be taken into use easily, as it does not demand the production infrastructure (tl1e 
kits can easily be purchased from existing battery factories). Furthermore, it does not need a total 
rebuilding of the auto-rickshaw. Although the price remains unclear, CEDT is confident that the cost 
will fall in a range that is affordable for auto-rickshaw owners. The production costs of the prototype 
will be around Rs. 40.000/-, whereas the market price should come down to around Rs. 10.000/ -. 
However, there are many different batteries that could be used. The difference in price between these 
batteries are big and so is the lifespan. It is their hope that this development will stimulate the move 
towards more efficient engines. The transition can develop slowly, for example by starting to use 
cheap, low quality batteries and gradually change to more expensive high quality (lithium) batteries. 
(for contact details, see the contact list) 

15 As we only learned about these developments from commercial sources on the internet, we were not able to identify 
the factors that constrained the spreading of these vehicles. 
16 Details of universities and research institutes can be found in appendix 1 and 2. 
17 See for more technical details: Vezzini, A. Sharan, Hand L. Umanand (2005) Lo1v pollution thm-/llheeler auto-1ickshaiv 1vith 
po1ver-assist series f?Jhrid and novel variable DC-link voltage system Indian Institute of Science Mar-Apr. 2005, 85, 105-118 
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4 A ROUGH SKETCH OF ANANTAPUR AND BAGEPALLI 

By means of a short visit to rural areas outside Bangalore and Hyderabad we aimed to make a 
comparison of the social and economic situation of the auto-rickshaw drivers in urban and rural areas. 
As it implied only a three days visit, it was not possible to make an exhaustive analysis. Nevertheless, 
several relevant differences have been found. 

The areas of Bagepalli and Anantapur have been selected since two major NGOs that we came 
to know, operate in these areas: ADA TS in Bagepalli and RDT in Anantapur. An efficient quick scan 
was made possible due to their assistance: they arranged group discussions and assisted in organizing 
transport. 

4.1 VEHICLES 

In the rural areas of Bagepalli (northern Karnataka) and Anantapur (southern Andhra Pradesh), 
especially older vehicles ply the roads. Bagepalli is a small town with a population of 20.000 people 
(governmental census of 2001) while Anantapur City has a population of 466.000 (governmental 
census of 2006). Auto-rickshaws are purchased from local dealers who trade in second-hand vehicles 
coming from cities like Bangalore and Hyderabad. The years of manufacturing for these three
wheelers differs from 1990 to 1965. 

In Bagepalli, there are around 350 auto-rickshaws of which 300 have been built before 1990. A 
distinct characteristic of some of these older vehicles is that they are equipped with a front-engine: the 
engine is located under the driver's seat. Some auto-rickshaws use blended fuel, i.e. petrol and 
kerosene mixed with oil, while several models are propelled by ordinary cooking gas tanks (which 
contain LPG) . Because these tanks weigh a lot, only vehicles with a rear-engine use this type of 
technology. Striking is that in Anantapur City, however, some auto-rickshaws with a front-engine use 
cooking gas tanks as well. Here, the tank is put just behind the passengers' seat. Anantapur City hosts 
a total of 15.000 auto-rickshaws from which 7000 to 8000 are Bajaj vehicles driving on petrol or LPG. 
The other three-wheelers are produced by Ape Piaggio. These vehicles run on diesel and are 
somewhat larger than the regular 4-seaters, they can take up to around 20 persons. 

Cities play a major role in the rural auto-rickshaw sector as both the vehicles as well as 
knowledge on alternative fuel types stems from urban areas. For example, one Anantapur mechanic 
was taught by a mechanic from Hyderabad how to install the LPG cooking tank and spread the word 
to other mechanics. Finally, many auto-rickshaw drivers in Anantapur shifted to LPG. 

When compared to big cities, the activity of traffic police is limited with the result that, for example in 
Bagepalli, around 50% of the drivers do not possess a driving licence. One can even assume that this 
number is relatively high, as ADATS, in 2003, introduced a program to help drivers to acquire their 
driving licence. Also, the amount of passengers is not as strictly regulated as it is in Bangalore and 
Hyderabad. It is common practice to share an auto-rickshaw for a fixed price per head. In comparison 
with major cities, this does not generate more profit as the price per head is very low and the capacity 
(engine and space) makes a maximum of 4 to 5 passengers. 

4.2 SOCIAL POSITION AND DIFFICULTIES OF DRIVERS 

The price of a second-hand three-wheeler witl1 a front-engine varies from Rs. 10.000/ - to Rs. 15.000/ 
while the price of a newer model with an engine in the back varies from Rs. 20.000/- to Rs. 50.000/
(sometimes even Rs. 70.000/-). In Bagepalli, drivers take loans from private moneylenders to buy an 
auto-rickshaw and repay through daily instalments. The interest rate is fixed and differs from 5% to 
10% on the total amount. However, some drivers in Anantapur take loans from private moneylenders 
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against an interest rate of 40% to 50%. Although drivers would prefer to take up a loan formally, they 
often have nothing to give in pledge and are, therefore, obligated to turn to private moneylenders. 

It seems that drivers have a less profitable business than their colleagues in larger cities. 
Although the purchasing cost of a three-wheeler is lower, they drive a meagre 40 to 50 km a day and 
use an old and non-efficient engine, which has high maintenance costs. Another problem is the 
condition of the roads. Especially in Anantapur, drivers experience these pot-holed roads as one of the 
major causes for high maintenance costs18

• These costs are significantly higher than in urban areas. 

4.3 THE DIESEL AUTO-R/CKSHA W 

Another big issue in Anantapur is the competition between different types of auto-rickshaws (petrol, 
diesel or LPG). A few years ago, the diesel three-wheeler of Ape Piaggio was brought on the market in 
Anantapur district. These vehicles have a much stronger engine and an average mileage of 30 km/lit. 
Originally, the vehicle was manufactured to carry three passengers and some luggage in the back. 
Reality learns however, that drivers load the vehicle with 10 to 15 persons (sometimes even 20 
persons). The shared principle, by which they serve their clientele, makes their profits much higher 
than that of their colleagues operating in Bajaj auto-rickshaws, since these vehicles cannot carry more 
than 5 passengers. In small villages, shared auto-rickshaws compete with regular busses and have 
therefore lowered the fare to, for example, Rs. 3 /- for a 5 km trip. As diesel-run vehicles are very 
suitable for goods transportation as well, they again undercut the ordinary three-wheeler. Together, 
this boils down to a state in which nearly all urban-rural and rural transport of passengers and goods is 
executed by diesel auto-rickshaws. The non-diesel auto-rickshaw drivers seek salvation in low paid, 
urban trips. 

18 In comparison with an urban auto-rickshaw driver: these drivers have higher maintenance expenditures as the roads are 
of low quality and the poor condition of the (old) vehicles. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS/ RECOMMENDATIONS 

In this section we cliscuss relevant considerations with regard to the potential involvement of Enviu's 
project in the auto-rickshaw sector. Next to giving specific suggestions about the possible role of 
E nviu in improving the auto-rickshaw sector, we will provide broad advice on operating in the field of 
(urban) transport in India as well. These recommendations are based on our findings during the four 
weeks of local fieldwork, but also backed by literature and other sources on the developments within 
the auto-rickshaw sector in lnclia (and abroad). In sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, we elaborate upon Enviu's 
underlying assumptions. We shall subsequently cliscuss the possibilities for future actions and the most 
important that have to be taken account of. 

5.1 DECREASED EMISSIONS 

- 40-60% C02-reduction and improving air-qualiry. 

As stated before, air-pollution is a serious problem in both Bangalore and Hyderabad. However, auto
rickshaws contribute for only a small part (approximately 10% of the traffic pollution) to the low air 
quality (see appendix 4). With a relative share of more than half the total pollution load, two-wheelers 
are by far more polluting than auto-rickshaws. Moreover, as most auto-rickshaws have already been 
converted to more environmentally friendly engines (i.e. gas-based engines), options for a substantial 
reduction of C02 emissions can be considered even more difficult. Nevertheless, vigorous and well
coordinated effort could still make sizeable changes when Enviu aims to function as a driving force 
behind future developments. 

5.2 EMPLOYMENT AND INNOVATION 

-Job creation far people in workshops in poor areas (slums) to adjust auto-rickshaivs 

As came forth in chapter four, a large number of economically backward areas can be found in both 
Bangalore and Hyderabad. It became clear that mechanics and auto-rickshaw drivers often live in 
these areas as they belong to the economically less fortunate. However, focusing only on slum
dwellers would be out of place as it seems illogical to clifferentiate between the economic situation of 
those in 'slums' and those in other areas. To put it differently, a mechanic living and working in an 
area that is not referred to as a 'slum' is not by definition in a better socioeconomic situation when 
compared to a mechanic in a 'slum'. 

There are some characteristics that can stimulate the introduction or improvement of workshops in 
poor areas. First of all, as stated in section 1.3, the auto-rickshaw sector consist of a heterogeneous 
group of people. By not specifically aiming at one particular religion, caste or whatsoever, the creation 
of employment and the actualization of future projects demands less punctuality, and simply needs a 
unifying approach, which can easily be found in 'economic incentives'. Moreover, involving 'new' 
people in the auto-sector will probably create no friction, as the profession is not reserved for a clearly 
defined group of people. 

Secondly, future action could be based on the networks that already exist. In slum areas tl1ere 
is more NGO-activity and community feeling than in other areas, which eases the possibilities to start 
projects. As the mechanics in Hyderabad slums are often unable to work with gas-based engines, there 
seems to be potential for setting up training programs. 
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However, as the situation in Bangalore learns, every mechanic eventually adapts to 
technological innovations (in this case the LPG conversion) as demand changes. This does not imply 
that assistance is redundant. Although gradually adapting, many small mechanics still experience 
technical inferiority and lack necessary skills to repair gas-based engines. When introducing a new type 
of kit, these disadvantaged and often poorer mechanics could be involved in training sessions to make 
up their arrears. 

Another important aspect that has to be taken account of, is that for small and poor 
mechanics, it is difficult to purchase the engine kits. Any project aimed at including these people 
should include a strategy to provide them with investment capital as well. 

5.3 IMPROVING LIVING STANDARDS 

- Less fuel needed means more earnings for the rickshmv driver (doubled income). 
-Auto-ricksha1v tanjfs governmental/y fixed. 

The assumption that auto-rickshaw drivers could benefit from reducing fuel costs has to be examined 
in more detail. The LPG/CNG conversion forms a useful example to analyze the willingness of 
drivers to implement an innovation, as it shows the reasons to switch, the amount they are able to pay 
and how the actual conversion takes place. Moreover, it clearly reveals some important outcomes on 
the distribution of the 'pains' and the 'gains'. 

For drivers, mileage is the most important aspect for improvement, as fuel costs are usually their 
largest expenditure. However, previous developments learn that innovations reveal existing social 
power relations. As stated in chapter four, the rent cost for a CNG-driven vehicle for example, is 
much higher than the rent cost for a less modern petrol vehicle and limits the comparative advantages 
of decreasing fuel expenditures. Therefore, drivers who rent a CNG or LPG-ran auto-rickshaw often 
do not experience major changes in their profits. Hence, it would be naive to assume that cost
reducing innovations would automatically end up in the pockets of those for whom socioeconomic 
improvement would be most desirable. Nevertheless, many drivers choose to rent a gas-based vehicle 
instead of a petrol or diesel vehicle as, they state, it still increases their profit per day (although it does 
certainly not double their income). Presumably, those who benefit most are auto-rickshaw drivers 
owning their own auto-rickshaw.19 Those who rent their auto-rickshaw share their profit with the 
owner, therefore experiencing much less advantages. 

Basically, there is scope for the introduction of a new engine type, given that it drastically 
lowers fuel costs. What Enviu could consider a challenge is to develop a new engine type that, on the 
one hand, decreases fuel expenditures, while on the other hand, impedes mounting rent prices. 

5.4 KITS VERSUS ENGINES 

There is a number of rules and regulations that apply to the auto-rickshaw sector in both Hyderabad 
and Bangalore (see page 21 and 22). These rules and regulations have implications for the introduction 
of a new engine or kit. 

I9 It should be noted that drivers who own their own rickshaw and thus greatly benefit from a kit, do represent around 
half of the drivers and are thus an important target group. 
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As follows from article 52 (see hardcopy files) , it is not allowed to replace the engine of an auto
rickshaw. Therefore one has to introduce either a kit or a whole new vehicle, the first having a number 
of advantages over the last: 

• Kits can supplement existing infrastructure instead of completely replacing it, which means the 
overall adoption of this new development will be easier. 

• Introducing a new vehicle requires a major investment to set up a whole production chain. At 
the same time it will be a major investment for the future owner as well, as he has to buy a 
new car of approximately Rs. 1,5 lakh, instead of only a kit in the price range of Rs. 10.000 / -
to Rs. 25.000/ -. 

• A kit gives owners the opportunity to choose among a variety of options. This product opens 
a market for different providers, as it is easy to develop different types based on a functioning 
kit. One can think of different types (and thus prices and qualities) of batteries, for instance. 

Overall, kits are generally cheaper and more easy to install (technically, legally and economically) than 
complete engines or totally new vehicles. Nevertheless, when introducing an electrical kit consisting of 
a battery, there are several issues that should be taken into account: 

• \'V'henever there is a range of different qualities of batteries, presumably, many drivers will 
initially choose for the cheapest battery, which has often the lowest quality and therefore 
offers the least fuel efficiency. This problem can be managed with the following strategies: 

1. Governmental incentives: generally there are three options for the government to stimulate 
the use of high quality batteries. They can either set a quality standard, give financial 
support to those who purchase a high quality kit or a combination of both. 

2. Financial infrastructure: arrange attractive loans to enable owners to buy the best quality 
kits. 

3. Awareness: to justify the purchase of more expensive high quality batteries, awareness 
programs can be set up. These should focus on economical benefits, rather than 
environmental advantages, as the daily reality forces owners to this priority. Unions can 
play an important role in this process. 

• \'V'hen spreading the use of batteries, a proper waste management infrastructure needs to be 
put into place. As batteries are to be considered heavy chemical waste, they should be disposed 
of in a proper way (e.g by means of a deposit system). 

5.5 CAPACITY NEW KIT 

Statistics learn that 88% of all drivers in Hyderabad motivate their switch to LPG or CNG with the 
argument that it reduces fuel expenses and, subsequently, increases profits. However, more than half 
the number of auto-rickshaws in Hyderabad has not yet been converted to gas, as conversion costs are 
considered too high (Rs. 13.000/- up to Rs. 28.000/-). 

Although economic factors seem to be the most important incentive whether to switch to gas
based engines or not, profits are dependent on different aspects such as maintenance costs, mileage 
and fuel prices. The situation in Bangalore shows that the conversion is probably only a matter of 
time. Nevertheless, drivers do not want to be faced with an engine that worsens the capacity of the 
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vehicle. The willingness to change is thus dependent on different variables of which the most 
important ones will be stated below20

. 

1) Mileage: one of the most important aspects is the mileage, as a high mileage means low fuel 
expenses and therefore more profit. 7 Currently, Rs. 1-/km is a good mileage. For a competitive 
mileage one needs to stay below Rs. 1-/km. 

2) Pickup (acceleration): pickup enables drivers to move quickly through the overcrowded traffic 
and fill the gaps. Especially in hilly areas pickup is very important, because witl1 insufficient pickup 
they are not able to climb the steep roads. Also in the outskirts, where auto-rickshaws often take 
more than 4 passengers, pickup is of substantial importance. 7 Diesel auto-rickshaws are 
perceived to be the best in this account. Endeavour to take diesel auto-rickshaws to set the 
example for the acceleration/pickup.21 

3) Speed· although it seems logical, speed really is important as it enables drivers to cover large 
distances in short periods of time. Generally, auto-rickshaws can reach 55 km/h, but CNG 
vehicles only can reach 50 km/h. Even though this seems to be a minor difference, drivers do 
complain about the low speed of CNG vehicles. 7 Make an attempt to keep the maximum speed 
above 50 km/h. 

4) Maintenance: maintenance is another important aspect, which is often referred to by the drivers. 
Maintenance is a serious financial burden for drivers who also own their vehicle. Engines often 
break down due to the use of cheap blended oil. Also water can cause problems, which happens 
when rain enters the engine (monsoon period). 7 Try to make the kit water and low quality oil
resistant. 

5) Engine weight: the heavier the auto-rickshaw, the less pickup, speed and mileage it has. 7 Try to 
make the kit or battery as light as possible. 

6) Filling stations/battery recharge 22
: to introduce a new engine type, one also has to develop 

appropriate infrastructure for refuelling or, in case of completely electric vehicles, recharging. 
Illustratively, in Hyderabad, one of the main reasons not to switch to CNG is the limited 
availability of this gas. 7 Especially recharging places would have to be carefully selected, as 
recharging takes time. Most suitable are places where drivers stop for a longer time anyway, e.g. 
auto-stands, tea stalls, schools and/ or hotels (restaurants). 

5.6 FURTHER RECOMMENDATIONS 

Enviu could evidently engage itself in several relevant issues related to the auto-rickshaw sector. 
Nevertheless some constraints should be taken into account. It seems wise to interact with different 
local organizations and seek more information before starting to develop new projects. To this end the 
'Enviu incubator idea' seems a good way to get involved in a cautious yet pro-active way. 

Appendix 1 and 2 hold an extensive list of individuals and organizations that might be relevant 
for both the auto-rickshaw project and further explorations in general. We have been in personal 
contact with (almost) all of these actors and were, hence, able to give a specific appraisal of their 
possible value for Enviu. 

20 Keep in mind that a new kit needs to be governmentally approved prior to its introduction to the market. In the 
supplementary appendix one can find several documents with regard to this approval. Moreover, many documents in the 
appendices show the technical specifications of existing auto-rickshaws. 
21 See hard copy appendices for technical specifications. 
22 This consideration is only relevant if Enviu engages itself in the development and implementation of totally electric 
auto-rickshaws. 
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As far as Symbeyond Research Group 1s concerned, there are several options for Enviu future 
cooperation with local partners: 

1. If Enviu would proceed with stimulating the development of an alternative fuel-kit, for 
example by means of a student battle, it is wise to contact the Indian Institute of Science. This 
institute could not only be a great partner in the organization of the battle, but courtesy also 
demands that they are consulted in an early stage. As they are in an advanced phase of the 
development of such a technology, their views and knowledge can be considered 
indispensable. 

2. Cooperation explicitly focussed on the innovation of the auto-rickshaws would have to include 
important gas-kit manufacturers/ converters. Especially Sagas seems interesting, as they are a 
major market leader and most likely to increase their market share in the near future. 
Furthermore, their companies philosophy includes a responsibility for human well-being and 
environmental concern (see hard copy files for their corporate credentials) which creates 
opportunities for cooperation with non-profit parties. Besides, they have quite a large 
credibility among potential purchasers. 

3. Enviu could create a general platform (or incubator) in which different parties can exchange 
experiences and ideas about improving the urban environment and quality of life for the poor. 
Such a medium would especially prove to be relevant if Enviu succeeds in bringing together 
different actors which normally are not in contact with each other. For example an interaction 
between NGOs, unions, the government, research institutes and companies could yield 
interesting results, while being quite uncommon in the Indian context. 

5. 7 PLAN OF ACTJON3 

Inform all contacts about current developments and planning. Many actors would be pleased to 
receive some more information. Also, with respect to their own possible role. 
1) Unite several institutes to design a plan for the development and introduction of a kit; form a 

technological and economical base. This includes: IIS and universities/knowledge centres in both 
The Netherlands and India. Along with these parties, the principles for the battle can be 
formulated 
a) Price 
b) Requirements kit 
c) Kit disposal infrastructure (perhaps in cooperation with environmental NGOs) 
d) Marketing/ distribution 

2) Get into contact with Sagas and propose the plan. Sagas has the name, the net\vork and the 
marketing knowledge and include environmental considerations into their business practices. 
(Also, make sure the kit gets a governmental approval by the Transport Authority (see hard-copy 
documents)) 

3) Accompany the kit with a formal banking loan which lowers the interest costs and secures loan 
availability for all drivers. One could consider for example SKS Microfinance. Although SKS does 
usually not involve itself into tie-ups, they are now exploring the possibilities to expand their 
business in urban areas. Other options are the Dutch banks ING and ABN AMRO who are 
currently seriously increasing their activities in India. Two advantages of this: 1) it is a good option 
for their CSR policies and 2) Dutch banks are relatively easy to approach. Besides, one could 
consider the Indian bank of ICICI (Sagas already has some programme with regard to this). 

4) GO/NO GO-moment. If everything seems viable, find parties that are willing to test the new kit. 

23 We have left out the possibilities of emission trade in the process for it is hard to determine the scope for this from our 
study. 
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5) Approach environmental NGOs, unions and the government for the spreading of knowledge, 
awareness and marketing purposes in general. Next to this, try to convince the government to 
implement a stimulation scheme (e.g. subsidy). 

6) Introduce it onto the market. Make a move to Hyderabad and/ or Bangalore and, if successful, try 
to spread the technology to rural areas, other Indian cities and perhaps even other countries. 

5.8 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

As the auto-rickshaw operates in the context of the dynamic and suboptimal traffic conditions of 
India, a focus on other (extra) actors in this field seems logical. Besides stimulating relevant 
innovations in the field of auto-rickshaws, activity in a wider range of issues would be both meaningful 
and attractive, as the overall contribution to air pollution is small and many progressive innovations 
are already taking place. Examples of other relevant issues are the transport sector as a whole or urban 
environmental issues in general. 

To enable further action, there are some topics which need to be investigated into more detail: 
• Waste management system: how to organize a system to dispose batteries in a proper way? 
• Financing system: how to set up a system which enables and stimulates owners to buy more 

expensive but higher quality batteries? 
• Transport sector in general: what are other possibilities to improve the transport sector? 
• Urban environmental issues: what are other possibilities to improve the urban environment? 
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Categorie 

Klantmarkt 

1. Middelen: 
• € 400.000,- indien 

partner; 100.000,
indien geen partner 

• 2 personen, TBK, WTB 
• Toegang tot software & 

test apparatuur 

2. Afbakening: 
• Automotive industie 
• Nederland & India 

3. Uitwisseling: 
• Micro hybrid system 
• Kennis over product & 

India 

Partij 

Eindgebruiker 

Tussenhandelaar 
Klant 

Milieu 
Geld 
Comfort 
Geld 

Referentiemarkten Klantreferenties 

vakbonden 
Overheid 

Geld 
Milieu 
Kennis 
Geen 
Milieu 

Invloedmarkten Kennisuitwisseling 
Milieu 
Marktaandeel 
Duurzaamheid 
Internationaal 
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5. Doelstellingen 
• 2013: omzet € 200.000,-
• 2014: winst € 150.000,-
• 2012: 2 FTE techniek; 2FTE 

commercieel 
• Eerste vijf jaar gebruik maken 

faciliteiten TU/e 
• Actief in de Automotive lndustrie 
• Actief in Nederland, India en een antler 

land 
• 2015: 2 producten & incrementele 

innovaties & kennis India 
• Primair kostenleiderschap secundair 
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